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f..bstract.•

This thesis is in 4 sepante parts, of which Chapters 1 a nd 2
(>.

form the first part, a~d Chapters 3,4,5 are the rcM(ning parts.

The thesis is concerned with char-accerdet Lc classes, which can

be viewed as obstructions to stable triviali·::;y.In C:lapter 1

we show just how much information the Chern classes carry in

this respect, by proving that they determine th0 stable class

upto a finite set. Chapttlr 3 discusses Chern classes of vector

bundles over suspensions, and the effect on Chern classes of
collapsing bundles. In Chapter 5 we introduce characteristic

classes into algebraic K-theory and show that these have

analogous properties to topological chcu'acteristic classes,

in particular that the first characteristic class is a
complete invariant for projective modules of rank 1. Chapter 2

concerns the topological process of blowing up a submanifold

and the effect on characteristic classes. Fer this chapter we

need to understand the theory of orientation, umkehr homomorphisms

and Riemann-Roeh theorems, and this is described in a fairly

abstract sense in Chapter 1. Chapter 4 shows how the trace of an

endomorphism (which in special cases can be considered as a
first characteristic class) can be axiomatized, and proves the

existence and uniqueness of a trace under certain finiteness
conditions on the category.



Introduction.

This thesis is in 4 separate parts, each with its own introduction,

references and page numbering. The fiuit part is divided into 2

chapters. The chapters ~e as follows:

Orientation.

BLowd.ng up submanifolds.

Suapendd.ng and collapsing Chern classes.

Trace in additive categories.
Introduction to the theory of characteristic classes

in algebraic K-theory.

Chapter 1.

Chapter 2.
Chapter 3.
Chapter 4.
Chapter 5.

The sections in each chapter are numbered, and the subsections
are, subnumbered. References to such numbez-s are to that chapter
unless otherwise stated.

All theorems and propositions are original, (as are corollaries

to such), unless otherwise stated either in the text, or in the

relevant introduction. Lemmas are either technical, well-known,

or both. The symbol' 1111. ' is used to denote the enj or lack of

proof.

There are many people I should like to thank for ono thing or
another in·connection with this 'thesis, in purticulal' ".

frofessor R.L.E.Schwarzenberger for supervising me,Professor J.Eolls
for encouraging me, and the Science Research Council for financing

me. I should also like to ~Q~ord my gratitude to Profe5~or I.M.James

who taught me as an undergraduate, and who stimulated my interest

in mathematics.



CHAPTER 1 ORIENTATION



ORIENTATION (chapter 1)
and BLOWING UP CHERN CLASSES (Chapter 2)

Alan Thomas

University of Warwick

Chapter 1 concerns orientation of vector bllndles and the

umkehr' homoz-phdem , Gi-.rcn a cohomology theory, the definition of

the umkehr homorphism for a certain class of embeddinga of manifolds

and its main properties (such as being adjoint to the induced homorphis~

follow formally from the properties of a Thorn isomorphism, or

orientation for a certain clazs of vector bundles, 'namely we can

define the umkehr homomorphism when the normal bundle is orientable.

This is described in Dyer aq).
However, the question of whether of not a given vector bundle is

orientabledo9s not depend on formal properties of the cohomology

theory, but in intimate relations between the type of vector bundle

an. the theory. So the first approximation at formalising this
cohomology

situation is to require that along with the~theOry~e are given a

'class' of vector bundles (obeying certain closure operations) which

are orientable with respect to the theory.
But what does 'orientable' maan? 'According to Dyer (~), an

n-plane bundle E ---7 X is or~entable with respect to a cohomology
theory h* if there is an element U €: hn(E,E') (where E' is E ~inus

the zero section) whIch restricts to a generator of hn(ExIE~) ~ hn(Sn)

for each x E.X. Using the axioms of cohomology (in particular the

half-exactness) it then follows that
(A)

is an isomorphisffifor e~ch i, th equivalently

(B) h*(E,B') is a free h*(X) module with one generator, namely U •.

If we adopt (B) as the definition of orientability, then for our

purposes we no longer need to know that h* is half exact, or that
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it is graded, 50 we consider what we call multiplicative homotopy
functor~ which are r0ughly speaking multiplica~ivc ~~if exact functors
which are not nc~essarily half exact.

Th~.3Ls the p.pproachof Chapter 1,. 'I'hereC'.r~: 3 mad,na1vantages
of this approach:

(L) the IDst·'.odsa~·l·reaultflapply eq-.lallywell to half exact
fuu~ors as to cohomology theories

(ii) we: do ·:.lot have to worry about grading or suspension
isomorphisms, although the classical 'graded' results for a cohomology
theory are implied by our results bt taking t = ~ h* ).

(iii) the idea of having a class of vector bundles which are
orientable allows us to look at vector bundles a~ossiblY carrying
some extra structure - such as admitting a complex structure - which
we cannot do if we are only looking at orientation of n-plane bundles.
In this sense, the approach is motivated by 06), where the umkehr
homomorphism for K-theory i~ defined. It is this particular
example which we need in Chapter 2.

In sections 1 and 2 we define a multiplicative homotopy functor
and maps between them. This is modelled on the theory of half exact
functors. In section 3, which was motivated by Grothendieck's work on
1\-rings 0.1), we describe an detail a particular multiplicative
Lomo topy functor, d, which we callthe Chern ring, and is in fact
half exact. Prop.3.11 is a ~pecial version of a well known proposition
«(SiS), Satz 8.9). Horeover, the Chern class defines a map C:'K - a
and in section 4 we examine the relationship between thse two theories.
By appealing to classioal results «I~), Satz 7.1) we deduce:

4e4 'l'heorem~t X be a 0\1 coml'lexof dimensi_o~L. Then
C(X):K(X)
C(X) :K(X)

-~> d(X)

----7'T G(X)

ara ring isomorphisms.
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This has some interesting corollaries (see- 4.5,4.6 and 4.8)
We also prove a general the or-em on half exac t f'unctc.es wh i ch is

interesting in its o~n right:

(-':t ~ t' be a natural transformation. T~~~ tl~~ exists a

half exact functor 'l:}i: ---+ Ens=* ~nd natl1ra:t_~Fan'3formations

t'L""-:" u ~ u ~ t.!?,Echthat the se9.ueI1~
4 t7-n ~t'L n ----1' urn ~Ln-1 .'

is exact.

This construction is natural and moreover if t,t' take values in

Ab then so does u.

(Rema;r..~:\10 conjecture that this u is unique upto natural equivalence.)

From a corollary of this (4.21) we deduce (4.22) that if X is a finite

CW complex, then the chern classes of a vector bundle determine the
stable class upto a finite set.

In section 5 we rive some examples of the two preceeding sections

and in section 6 show how Theorem 4.4 liw{s up with the Atiyah-

Hirzebruch spectral sequende. From section 7 on, we return to·the

general theory of multiplicative homotopy functors and orientation.

Sec~ion 7 is mainly expository, except that we introduce relative
Thorn spaces and prove the relative analogues of winl known results.

Sectil..Q.s8 to 11 are interpr~tations of similar results of Dyer «(q)

into the theory of multiplicative homotopy functors ••In section 10

we prove a generalised Riemann-Roch theorem, and examine a particular

case which we need in C!·:l.pter2, namely that of a:K - d. (Although

this (10.6) wo;)tldappear to be the Riemann-Roch theorem of

Atiyah-Hirzebruch (9), ,lmt----ft8.. we illustrate by an axample (10.7)

there is a minor error in this paper which gives the wrong equation.)
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Corollary 10.4 is the well known result of (9).
Section 11 then Lni.r-o duce e 'classes of ve ctoa-bund Les ! and

'natural orientations' which enable us to d.efine the umkehr

homomor phd em naturally. The most important exemp'l,eof this is for

K-theory when we take the class ef Rll complex vector bundles. This
is used in Chapter 2.

Chapter 2 concerns topological process of blowing up a subrnanifold
..

Y of a manifold X, which we describe in terms of a universal property

(Prop.2.4). The geometric construction may be defined as follows.

Let U be a tubular neighbourhood of Y in X and let E be the normal

bundle. \';e may identify the boundary of X" U with the sphere bundle

SE, and glue onto the boundary the project~ve bundle PE be the map

SE ~ PE. The resulting topological space X' admits a natural
structure as n manifold, and contains the manifold Y' = PE as a

submanifold of codimension 1. The main theorem of this chapter is:

2.U Theorem Let X be a compact comp_lex manifold, and i:Y ___,. X .2:

compact complex subm~~ifold. Let
Y' j) X'

g J ~ f
Y ) X

i

ne the result of blowing up Y. Then the equation_-
j.(g*E - L) = f*TX - TX'

holds :n K(X'), where E,L are th3 normal bundles of Y,Y' ~

is the umkehr homomor_p_hism.

This is the topolo€.'.calversion of an algebro-geometrio theorem

of Porteous (10),(soe 3.2 for the relation betwcan these two

versions) and in this s~nse it, and the proof, are original. The

proof is based on an interpretation of K-theory due to Atiyah u\) in
terms of difference bundles, and on the Bott isomorphism which enables
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us to use the machinery of Chapter 1. The proof is straighforward
~anipulation of di-fference bundles and reduc~s to proving that
splittings of 4 exact sequences can be ch~sen in a suitable way.
Essentially we choose the splittings locally and glue them together
usin$ partitions of unity, but there are some technical difficulties
to be overcome. Finally we invoke the Riemann-Hoch Theorem of Chapter 1

to obtain f'or-mu'Lae concerning .t.he effect on f:henl. eht'~~a~terand C~ern
classes of blowing up a submanifold1 analogous to those of Porteous.

There is an appendix to Chapter 1 , pages 47-49 in which we '
describe briefly with only sketch preofs the attempt to obtain a real
version of section 4.
Chapter 1.~

1. Hultiplicative homotopy functors page 1
2. Examples of multiplicative homotopy funotors 3
3. The Chern ring 4
4. The relation between K-thecry and the Chern ring 15
5. Examples and applications 25
6. The spectral sequence 29
7. Thom spaces 31
8. Orientation 34
9. The umkehr homomorphism 37

10. A Riemann-Roch theorem 39
11. Classes of vector bundles 43
Appendix- .. _. .. 47
Chapter 2.
1. K-theory 50

53
57

2. Blowing up submanifolds
3. Porteous' theorem.
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.1:_1 Le'::r. be an admi.as i.b Le category :Ln tl:...:; ::"9l'I'5G of E:ilenberg and

Steenrod~ 1 ) of l~cally compact hausdorff sp~c~s. Let C C. C be the-0 _.-

subcategory ef c.ompact spaces. Let 9.* and Qc * be the cor-reapond i.ng
2based categories, and finally let f be the category of pairs (X,A)

of objects of 2. , where A C X is a closed subspace. We tacitly assume

in this Chapter that any construction we make belongs to the relevant

category.
hs In particular, if X ~_ Ob 2., we write X+ for the disjoint union of

X with a point, and X* for the one point compactification of X. Then
+we assume that X· t;E.-. Ob. C and note that if X E"_ Ob C , we have X = X·.c -c

1.3 Definition
A multiplicative homotopy functor (abbreviated NHF) on Qc.

consists of a contravariant functor

t:C •-c ---)~ Abelicp_ g_ro~~

together with a natural transformation
m(X,Y):i(x) Q iCY) ---4.~ £(X "y)

satisfying the following 5 conditions:
If f ~ g:X ----1» Y, then i(f) = £(g) :£(Y) --4) t(X).

m is ussociative: if X,Y,ZE Ob C • then the followingc

diagram commutes:
m(X,Y) & 1

£(X) -----,------ .._

\ AI m(X"y,Z)
I
J

£(X"y,.,Z)
m(X, Y." z)

m is commutative: if X,Y e Ob C • , let 't':XI\ Y ~ Y" Xc

be the transposition map. Then tho following diagram commutes:
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J...
teY) a· t(x)

I

I "C"",
·....t,.

~2..!.§. From the previous conditio:'1sit follows that t(X) is a
commutative ring, with multiplication defined by the cornposit0

t(X) ~ £(X) ) £(XI\ X)
~C(,X)

£(X)ted)
where d:X ----~/ X,'X is the diagonal map.

\:erequire tha t £(SO) has an identity.

1.3.7 From the previ(us conditions it f~llows that £(X) is a

£(SO) module (in fact it is an algebra) with action defined by

" °° ,. rn(S ,X) ° _
£(S ) x t(X) - ) £(S " X) ----...,) £(X)

where we identify SOAX with X under the natural homeomorphism.
We require that £(X) is a unital £(SO) module.

~1~.~3~.~8R~em~c~ar~k:The circumflex is used to denote that these functors

are similar to reduced cohomology theories, and we shall later

introduce the corresponding 'unreduced' theory. However, we do not

requ:ire that t(point) = o.

,.. <'''1.4 Amapo..:(,;,rn)----lJ) (s,n) between two HHF is a natural
" ...transformation &><: t ----~) s such tnat

1.4.1 ~lX commutes with multiplication: the diagram

m(X,Y)
t(X) ~ t(Y) --- ----7

& ~ (y) I
1

~(X) ~ ~(Y)
n(X,Y)

t(x"y)I; (X" Y)

,1,-
s(X,,,- y)
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Th r-..' ..... " ::0) . t" ,c,O)
A !"IIc.:9 "" ,,__ • " ,~":J

, ' 0)_--..;. .:31..,oj r,::"QSQ~':'OC ~ho identity.

coefficieut ring.

~ Heduced K-theory, 'K', with multiplication induced by 8xto:;;rior

product of vector bundles.
~ If H* is sineular cohomoloey theory, and n is a fixed integer

then
@ li2kn ( _ )

k

with multiplication given by cup ?roduct is a MHF.
~ If R is a commut3.tive ring with identity, there is the constant

functor R defined by
1Hx) = R for all X ;;rObC-c*
ft(f) = identity for f:X ~ y

~(X,Y):R Q R ----)~ R is multiplication.
2.4 If (£,~)and (s,n)are MHF, then so is (t x s,~ x n) where

(t x s)(X) = t(X) x ~(X) (direct product of abelian groups)

and multiplication is given by
(t x s)(X) & (t x s)(Y)

n
I:

(tX x sX) Q (tY x sY)

\
---_ ..._-,y (t x s)(x" Y)~I'I

,. ,.m x n
(£X & £y) x (sX Q sY)

../.
'~ ,

(tX & £y) x (tX ~ ~y) x (sX ~ tY) ~ (sX x sY)

The projections t x 6 --7 £ and t x S ~ s are maps of NHF, and

t x s is the product er t and s in the ~ategory of HH~'.

~ If (t,~)and (s,n) are HHF, then so is (t fi 5, m a n) where

(t ~ s)(x) = tex) ~ sex) (tensor product of abelian groups)

and multiplication is given by
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et & s)(X) & (t & s)(Y) - - - - - - - - - ~
·t~~

t(X) & sex) & £(y) & s(Y)
~.~

teo & t(Y) & seX) & 6(Y) £(X 1\Y) Q sex 1\ y)
ffi(x,Y) Q n(X,Y)

,.. AIn general t Q s is not the sum (in the category of MHF) as there may
be no map t ~ t Q s for example. On the oth.::rhand, if t(X) and
seX) are rings with unit for all -X, then the maps t --?- £ & s
and 6 .--} t Q

".. defined bys
t(X) ) t(x) Q sex) El. \--) a & 1

seX) ) t(X) 6} sex) b t-·-~--)1 & b
,.. Aare maps of MHF, and in this case, t ~ s is the sum in this category.

3. The Chern ring
~ In this section we construct from singular cohomology theory H*
a KIlF written e which we call the Chern MHF which has the property
that if X is a compact connected space then G(X) is the set of
formnl sums

and such that the association of the Chern class to a complex vector
bundle defines a map of MITF

c:~ ) e.
Benring this in ~ind, we see that addition and multiplication

in e(X) must correspond to tatformulae for calculating Chern classes
of Whitney SUOR and tensor products. Since we allow vector bundles
to have differ~r.t dimensions on different compon~nts, such formulae
have to be defin~d on each conponent Eeperately.
3.2 For X~Ob fc El. connected space, let e(X) be the set of formal
sums (or what we mDy call 'formal power series')
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••• + a + •••n

where for convenience we define nO = 1. If 0i = 0 for i > N, then

we abbreviate this formal power series to the formal polynomial

1 + u1 + •••

~;e emphasd ze that these are formal expre.ssions and that "le are

merely defining d(X) to be the set
00

.IT H
2i(X,7lJ

l. = 1
3.2 •.2.

and so the '1' and '+' have no significance other than the fact that
this notation is in a convenient form to enable us to express

addition and multiplication.

Define addition in GeX} to be 'formal ~ultiplication of power
B~3ries', that is

~ (1 + a1 + ••• ) @ (1 + b1 + ••• ) = (1 + c1 + ••• )

where

= ,2;
l.+J = k

a.b.
1. J

Ve write' @ , for addition ( and later ' ~ 'for multiplication)

to display the vector bundle motivation and to avoid confusing the
two kinds of addition (one in G(X) and one in H*eX».
~.~ This defines the structure of an abelian group on the set dex),

with zero element the zero sequence, 1 , (i.e. 1 + 0 + 0 + ••• )

To see that each element has an inverse, suppose that 1 + a 1 + •••

is in GeX). Then write formally

(1 + a1 + ••• ) G (1 + x1 + ••• ) = 1

2'where x. is an indeterminate and beloll.gsto H l.(X,lZ). Expanding thel.
left hand side by the above formula (3.3) and equating terms of the

6aQe dimension we obtain equations

a1 + x1 == 0
a2 + u1x1 + x2 = 0

a3 + a2x1 + a1x2 + x
3
.,. 0

•••••
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One can sol~e these equations uniquely for x by induction,

e.g. x1 = -a1 from the first equation substituted into the second
2equation gives x2 = -a2 + a1 and \-Ie may substitute these values for

x1 and x2 into the third equation to dctcrr:1inex
3
• (Vie note that xi

is given by a universal poLynom i a'L in a1, a;:>,••• ,a. ) For example, the
- l.

inverse of (1 + a) wher-e a ~ H2(X, il) is the element

1 -
2a + a 3 1+a + a - ••••

and this shows that "if the apac es under consideration have cohomology

in arbitrarily large dimensions then we have to take 'formal power

series' rather than 'formal polynomials' in order to get inverses.

(In fact we could fall half way between these cases and consider the

subgroup of d(x) generated by the formal polynomials, that is the

'formal rational series' since certainly the Chern classes lie in
this subgroup.)

3·5 Now suppose that X,YE Ob C and are connected. A map f:X ---) Y-c
induces maps f* :U2i(y) ~ H2i(X) and hence a function f* :e(y) ~ e(x)
namely

f*(1 + a1 + a2 + ••• ) = 1 + t*a
1

+ f*U
2

+ •••

Since f*:H*(Y) -~) H* (X) is a ring homomorphism, f* :~(y) ~ e(X)

is an abelian group homomorphism, which we define to be ~(f). Thus

~ is a functor on the full subcatJgory of C ~of connected spaces.-c
Denote the constant functor to 7.7_ from this category by iZ • and let

G = 1(. G ~, that is G(X) = ?l G (l(X) and if f:X ~ Y, then

G(f) = 1 G ~(f). Then G is a functor on this subcategory. We extend

G to C by taking the sum over the components: If X ~Ob C , let-c -c
txi: i ~ I} be the set of components.

connccte , we may define
Since each X. ~ Ob C and is

1. -c

G(X) = G G(X.)
i E: I 1.

If f:X ~ Y in C and X has components-c - 'x .1. ' .•1. i £ 11and Y has
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components { Y.: j E= J} then the Lmage of X. under f is contained
, J ~

in one component of Y, say Yf( i)' that Ls to say f induces a function

f:1 -;," J. Let fi:X --7 Yf(i) be the r-eat.rLc tdon of r , and define

G(f):G(Y) ) G(X) to be the map induced by the maps
f

) G (X.:) i E. I}~7_ L G(fi):G(Yf(i» ..
.....

Th·.n G:C ~ ~an r;roups is a functor, and clearly homotopic-c
maps induce the sar.lehomomorphism.

If (X, ~) e. Ob C ,let i: ~-) X be the inclusion of the base-c*
point, ~nd define

d(x) = Ker (i*:G(X) ---t> G(~ »
(Since pt. € Ob C is connected we know from 3.2 that d(pt.) = 0, so-c

then i*:G(X)

If X € Ob C is connected and *' is any base point,-c
----~) G(1() is just projection

G(pt.) = 7l.

so that G(X) is well defined, whether we use 3.2 or 3.8.)
As a set, G(X) is just the product of'th9 H2i(X,?l) for '1. ~ 0,

and as a set d(X) is the product of ~2i(X,LZ) for i~ o.

~ We now specialise to the case when C is the category of CW-cor.lplexes

in order to invoke certain results on half-exact functors. Let ~ be

the category of CW-complexes. Then by the above we have functors

~:W *-c

------~) Abelian 5roups

----~) Abelian grour,s

G: vI-c

3.10 Proposition

~ is half exact, i.e. if A c: X is a subcomplex, the sequence

(l(X/A) ---:-~) (l (X)p. --i-*~> (l(A)

is exact.

Proof Without loss of generality we may assume that X is connected.
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Let AO,••~Ar be the components of At with *~AO.
be the inclusion. Then the sequence

Let :i. : A·-·~ Ar r

deX/A)· ) ~(X)p* --)-. ·d(A)i*
:i.sprecisely

~(X/A) ~ d(x)

Since pi = 0, we have i*p* = O.
Conversely, supposo (1 + x1 + ••• ) E. d (x) maps to zero under i*. Then
for each j and each n, i*(x) = 0, so there is an element

J n

Y .E. H2n(X/A.) which maps onto the element x under p*, sincen,J J n
H*(-) is half exact. From the pushout

x ) X/AO
..it ~
X/A1-7 X/AOU :1\1

and the Mayer-Vietoris condition, there is an element zn,1 ~ ~n(X/AoU A1)

which maps onto y 0 and onto Y 1 under the natural maps.n, n,
By inductive use of the Mayer Vietoris condition, there is an element

2 . 2nzn€ H n(X/A) which maps onto the element Yntj E:. H (X/Aj) for each j.

By considering the commutative diagram
H2n(X/A) > H2n(X) ) H2n(A)

J -:
G H2n(X/A )
j j

we 8ee that zn maps onto xn under i*. The element (1 + ~1 + ••• )

belongs to ~(X/A) and maps ontO (1 + x1 + ••• ) und~r i*, whence
~ is half exact.

////.
}.11 Proposition The sequence

--~ .... G(X x y) --~") G(XvY) -~>o
is exact.
Proof: XvY is a subcomplex of X x Yt and the cofibre of the inclusion
is XI\Y. Frocthe Puppe sequence of the inclusion we obtain a long
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exe.ct sequence
. ...... «("'. ) *2.:..11~. dexv y) (~ aex x YJ <!!- G(x, ..,:n "\..- G(S(Xv y» _~_1_. d(s(x X y»

Sd.n ce d is half »exac t , the Lnc Lusi.oue ix: X ---j- Xy Y and

iy:Y ~ Xy Y induce nn isomorphism

If PX:X x y . -~ X and Py:X x y -> Y ar-e the pr-o j ectLons , th(-m
they induce a cap

Let q:~HXv Y) ----~) d(x x y) be the composite of these two maps
(3.11.2 and 3.11.1). In order to prove that i*q = 1, it suffices to
show that the composite

d(X) @. dey) --~) d(x x y) --~" u(x)@a(y)

is the identity, which it is since

pXiiX = 1X' pXiiy = 0, pyiiX = 0, pyiiy = 1y•

Thus i* is surjective. By similar argument applied to the half-exact
functor ds(-) we see that (Si)* is surjective, and so the sequence

~.11.4 o ---;) d(x" y) --::.-rl d(x x y) ~ d(Xv y) --7 0P 1

is exact (and moreover splits.) If we add to this the exact sequence
o ---~) 0 ) 7Z ~1--+)-71. --_;)~o

we obtain the exact sequence
o -> U(XA y)

which is precisely the sequence
p.) G(X x Y) 7"~ G(X"y) - 0

1111.

The next step 16 to define a natural ring structure on G{X), to
use this to define a natural multiplication G(X) & G(y) -~> G(X x y)

wld then invoke Proposition 3.11 to show that this induces a product
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G(ln ~ CCY) -) ~(XA y). As before, we start on the speccill case

r,t:l"_;~ ',#c 0b C.-~ --c

mx:tHX) 6} ci(X) -- ...;:. d(x), denoj;_£,9.....!?2'. I & I t2E.<lll_t_tt_at

Ci) if (1 + x1 + ••• ) ~ (1 + ]1 + ••• ) = (, + z1 + ••• )

) - H2i(X, ~?), +h en tb . ~ "'] ..j£'l~_ct xi' y it zi :._ . -:..~~:...2..2..._):2T_.E:,:";::'~~ ,. :U.:2..IJ..n..2EL~SL..

Qi (X" ••• , Xi t y1'''. t Yi) .~!\2i ind~t_E!~:~-!:-.~~..swi th i~tege_:;, coeffid.ents

sHch that

z , = Q. (x1 ' ••• ,x. 'Y1 ' ••• ,y . )~ ~ ~ ~

(ii) if X,y e: U2(X, 7) ~
(1 + x) ~ (1 + y) = (1 + x + y) - (, + x) - (1 + y)

Proof: By (i) in order to calculate the i-th term of

(1 + x1 + ••• ) & (1 + Y1 + ••• )

\"le can assume ...Iithout loss of generality that xn =
for n) i • If we write formally

o and sn = 0

1 + x1 + •• + xi = (1 + a1) @ (1 + a2) @ ••@ (1 + ail

2where we think of the a's in H (X t 2). Then x. is the j-th symmetric
J

Similarly we formally factorise

=
'I'hcn formally

(1 + x1 + ••• ) & (1 + Y1 + ••• ) =
[(1 + a1> ED•• @ (1 + ail] Q [(1 + b,) + •• +(1 + bi~

=@r(1+a.)&(1+bk>'.t
j ,k" J

=@[(1+aj+bk)-{1+aj)-(1+bk)_lbY(ii)
j ,k

The i-th term of the right hand side (written out in the usual form)
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is ~ certain synm~Lcic function of the R ~~l the b a~d so is ar s
un;.,;.uep,)lyr.c,lliC-clLn tln sy.nmetr-Lc f'ur.; ';;~_on6 :.,x ·t;hea and b , that

r s

l-iu:_"t;5_pJ. i. '.;c.t·j on is clearly natural tnn,>,~he terms of' t.he :d':o::.'cl"t:ct

ar e po Lynomd a'La and since, if f:X ._--.,.Y , G(£) if) defined in terms of

f* :H* (y) .--~ fl·(X) which is a ring homcmoz-phd sm and Sf) pr(;Gt::rv~s

p"lynonials.

1111.

In general the ring d(X) does not have a unit, and the process

of adjoining a unit defines the ring structure on G(X). More precisely

we define multiplication in G(X) by

3.1).1 . (n,x) ~ (m,y) = (nm,ny + mx + x'& y)

where (n,x),(m,y) ~ G(X) = 7LG d(x).

Now if X ~Ob Qc has components X1' •••'Xr we have by definition

G(X) = @ G(X.) (direct product of abelian grLlups)
J. J.

We give G(X) the ring structure to make this a ring isomorphism, where

the right hand side is given the ring structure of
of the rings G(X.). This defines a multiplication

J.

the direct product
for X E! Ob Q •

in e(X)~(which ig

an ideal since it is the kernel of the ring homomorphism e(X) ~ G(~ ).)

If X,Y EOb Q~, there is a natural multiplication

m(X,Y):G(X) ~ G(Y) --7 G(X x Y)

which is defined to be the co~posite
p • & p • MXG(X) & G(Y) X Y-~ G(X x Y) & G(X x y) _ x

3.15 Lemma For X,Y C Ob ~c. , ~ cOMposi~~

--~;-. G~X) ~ G(Y) m(X, Y4 G(X x Y) i·__;:;;..._..).) G (X v y)

is zero.

Proof: Since multiplication preserves the augmentation, the image

of this map is contained in a(XvY), which we may identify with
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~(X) ~ aCYl by means of the isomorphism (3.11.2)

d(x.V y) --(-~-~-:)~t~(X) G G(y)

and hence it suffices to show that the composite maps
i *

~(x) 2 tHy) ---?-) ~(X v y) _ _;;,;;,x-.J) dex)

i •aex) & aey) ---~>~Hxv y) -.....;;.Y_-) dey)

are zero. But this follOws from naturality of multiplication. Let
jx:*--7X be the inclusion of the base point. Then the diagram

e(X) & G(y)

j • & 1 lX ,

~(*) ~ aey)

commutes, so the composite ~ is zero (since d(pt.) = 0). Similarly
for X.

1111.

~ Consider the diagram

3.16.1 G (X) & ~ ( Y ) ---i) G ( X) & G ( Y) m(x , y)~

o
J,

a(x 1\ y)

~
G(X x y)

~
G(X"y)

to
By Proposition 3.11, the column is exact, and so by Lemma 3.15
there is a unique map

m(X, y) :G(X) e (iCy) --~) G(X" y)

m~king the diagram 3.16.1 commute. This multiplication lB clearly
natural, associative and commutative (in the sense of 1.3.4 and 1.3.5).
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2..~_,_--,T:;.;:h;;.;:e;.;:;o..::..r.;:.e:;;.m

!::f_~~f: ~ie have to check eondltiona 1.3.3 to 1.307, the first three
of whdch have ah·eady beer..verified. It rerrl;;"insto che ck 1.3.6 and
1.3.7.

Since sO is not connected, we must calculate a(SO) via G(SO).
Let SO = [0,1~, and take 0 as base po int , 'fhenG(SO) = G(O) ~ G(1)
(direct product of rings) and so G(SO) = Ker (G(O) @ G(1) ~ G(o»
i.e. d(SO) = G(1) = G(pt.) Now {1) is connected, so

G(1) = ~ @ G(1)
= 7L

and so e(SO) = lr., so is a ring with unit, so 1.3.6 is satisfied.
Now suppose X <E: Ob £c.. In order to check that G(X) is a unital

G(SO) module, it suffices to check that G(X) is a unital G(1) module
under the action

G(1) & G(X) m(pt.,x)G( 1 x X) = G(X)

and without loss of generality we assume X is connected.
Dut multiplication is the composite (3.14)

p .~p • mG(1) §( G(X) 1 X ~ G( 1 x X) 0 G(1 x X) --~> G( 1 x X)
The imaee of the identity in G(1) in G(1 x X) is the element (1,1)
Let (n,1 + x1 + ••• ) belong to G(X). Then by 3.12 and 3.13,

(1,1) & (n,1 + x1 + •••) = (n, 1 + x1 + ••)

since 1 = 1 + ° + 0 + ••• is the zero element of G(X).
Thus a(X) is a unital GCSO) mo~ule, which completes tIleproof of the
theorem.

//11.

Suppose X E. Ob £c has components [Xi:i €. 11. '::f E is Cl.

complex vector bundle over X, let E. be the part over X.V and let
1 1

be the fibro dimension of E.•
1

This is a well defined integer
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Gi!l~3 Y.:~ is conne ct ed, T.et c(E.) be the t.ot sL Ch.er-nclass of E. s that
~ 1 ~

is
cCE.) = 1 + c1(E.) + • • + C .t " ) (E. )

1 1 r \ J<,. 1
~

wher-e This means thc..ll·dE.) C
1

d(:x.).
1

Define

the complete Chern class of E to be that element of G(X) which

correspond3 under the isomorphism
G(X) ;; G(X. )

1

to the element with components (r(E.),c(E.) in G(X.). We denote the
1 J. 1

complete Chern class of E be C(E).

Proposition
If E,F are comp~ex vector bundles_?~ __~ then

(i) C(E @ F) = C(E} @ C(Fj

(ii) C(E ~ F) = C(E) ~ C(F)

If f:Y -- ....x X in C , then- -c ---

(iii) C(f*E) = r*ClE},

where f* on the right hand side denotes G(f):G(X) ~ G(Y).

Proof: It suffices to consider the case when X,Y are connected. The

formulae are then the standard ones (See Hirzebruch,[41,p.64).

1111.

By 3.19 (i) and (iii), the~ C induces a natural transformation

C:K ) G

and by 3.19 (ii) this is multiplicative. By naturality this induces

a natural transformation

,.20 Proposition

.., ,.
If WP. consider K E-nd G when defi_!ledon the cc.~~~ory ji.c*

then e:K --~) e is a m~___££.p.alf-exactJ..unc~~":.
Pr~: This is a restatement of Proposition 3.20.

/111.
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bhaf 1'1( ..50)'7 " ...' .re~·(~2'H1) r .•
Ij :: J_ , er" ~ t·.l-nce.h. :: v. vIe Ref) that G(S~r.t1) = 0,

for n ~ 0.
.2n 211. 2nLet u E:. H (S ,~) be a gener-a'tor-, Then the e Lemen t s of des )

can be put into bijective correspondence with the integr:H';3by the
map

.p I-~-----I't 1 + pu
But (1 + mu) @ (1 + ~u) 2= 1 + (m + p)u + mru

= 1 + (m + p)u 2since u = 0
so this function is an isomorphi~m (of abelian groups).

(Remark: This is not a ring isomorphism, since multiplication in
d(S2n) is trivial - i.e. all products are zero. This is because
mul~iplication is defined via the diagonal map d:S2n ~ s2nA S2n = S4n
which is null homotopic.)

Putting these results together we obtain:
4.2 P:l:'°Eositi~

d(SO) = 1/..
d(S2n+1) = 0 n ),. 0

d(S2n) = 7/ n _;.'i.L.

1111.

~ Thus a haa the same coefficient groups as K..theory, bu t these
e.

two thJ.oriesare not the same, since for example Ie-theory has period 2
but d does not. (See also '.1- ) This shaus that a half-exact functor
is not d'!termin~d just bJ its cocf:icient grnups. However, we shall now

show that for low dimensional spaces these two theories cOincide.
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an.t ----) G(X)

Proof: For n = 0,1,3,5,
~ n - n ~ A nC(S ) :K(S ) =r+:» c.(S ) is an isomorphism.

-( /rn -. ~ 2m 71For n = 2m, K S~ ) = lieS ') ~ • A well known theorem of Bott

the m-th Chern class of any complex bundle over S2m is a multiple of
i31

(m - 1)! and by a result of Borel-Hirzebruch,/.. eve z~y such multiple does

arise. Thus

is multiplication by (m - 1)! and so is an isomorphism for m = 1,2.

e n ~ n ) d(Sn)Hence (S ):K(S ) is an isomorphism for n ~ 5, and so

e(x) :KeX) ) GeX)
is an isomorphism for C\; complexes of dimension less that 5.

1111.

4.5 Corollar:;:

If X is a Cw C9!~~X of d'i merrsd on ~ 5, th~ K(X) ~.~.ompletely

2 11 4(determined bl. H (X, ), H X, 'l,.) and the cu.£ Ercdu~

U2(X,71_) e H2 (X,71) , H
4(X,71).

ill/.

1111.
4"7 If X io a C',l complex and dim ~~.~ 4, then (Em SX..s. 5~ so the abq..ve

theor em and its corollaries appJy to SX. In par t.LcuLar , L~, 5 implies

tb t K1 (X) . 1 tId t . ..:)b 1,2(s .. "';7) 11"4(,."..... ) d th.• a a s comp c eye e:cr,!j.ne..... y 1 J\., u, f1. ~A f .(t.. an e
[.

-~ .......II r (SX, 7..'0. Eince cupcup product
"I 2

1"1'- f,SX, -.1l.) ~,. H (SX 7,)_"'" I., /.£-

products vanish for su.spensions~ we obtain:
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e(sx):If(sx)---r} d(sx)

is an isomorphism. Now cHsx)consists of eLemen ta of the form

1 + a1 + aZ
and with addition given by

(1 + a1 + a2) @ (1 + b1 + b2) = (1 + ~1 + b-(+ ~2 + bi)
(by definition of addition, and since cup product~ vanish)

and so the map G(SX) } H\X,71) En II3(X,~) defined by

is an isomorphism (of abelian groups).

1111.
Corollar~ .'

~~~ AAGM.
ket A be a~_torsion fre~J.abelian gro.2lE.1-al'1~

( ) ~.., j'd.A = sup I_m: A 2l1:n _ 1)! ::: ° for all n$ m

Then
C(X) 6( 1 :K(X) & A ----r) G(X) 2 A

~l.L~i?~or1?.hjsg_ it:X j..!L:~p ..J contple~__an<!_~i!!1.X ~ 2d( A) + 1.
!~of: Since A is torsion free and hence flat, the result of tensoring

~ half-exact functor with A is again a half-exact functor. Thus
c (-) 6( 1 : K ( -) ~ A ---;-., G ( - ) ~ A

is a map of ha].f-axact functors which (as in 4.1+) is an isomorphism

for odd dimensional spheres and SO. From the exact seqnence

--~)o

we obtain the exact sequence
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II
1.: •• (.... 1"

\.l.'~- I.
= 0 ro!'

m ~ dCl) .. 'I'hua

~. 2rr.,
--- ., ·'7' (i (£" ) 51 A

e(-) ~ 1 L3 an is'..J,rf.')rpl''..Lsmon aphcres of dLne na.l on less than 01' equal

-Co2d(A) -I' 'i and so is allisomorphism on C1" comp'Lexes of dImene ion

less than or equal tu 2j(A) + 1.

////.

If P is a r~ime, let Z(p) denote the ring obtained from Z

by localising at the prime ideal generated by p. 'vie may identify

Z(p) with the subring of the rationals consisting of elements of the

form alb where p does not divide b. Hence Z(p) is torsion free, and

if B is an a.belian group, then the kernel of the natural map

B -~ B ~ Z(p)
is the subgroup of the torsion subgroup of B consisting of thoee

elements ~hOSA torsion is not a multiple of p, which we write

4.10.1
'~TO'"'no'c pCB) = { b (~B : :fn1- pZ with n s b = 0=:

40 11 Corolla~::z

I
i
I,

....~,
O " T ' ( " ( 'f) )_ ..._._; OI' . ,,\.1 .. ./\.;.

X\!)'G p

in Z, ) S('l if ." E 7l~i.p "'" .,1.
~ a ~ n~ n I 'V 0x b = x a - , ...., til Cl. ==

1 • b ..nl b snl

11//.
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~1.? The prev.tous corollal'Y (4.11) showJ how much information the
r

Chern classes ce:.l'l'-:_,r \lhf.n wo .take into CI.0COil.:a.t. torsion which is not a

which is a ~~ltir!e of certain prim~s.

If n is an integer (not necessarily prime), 2.e"C A denote the
n

subring of the rationals consisting of those fraccions 1I/hich can be

rwritten in the form ~/b where b = n for some r. Then A is torsion
n

free, and if B is an abelian group, then the kernel of the llatural map

B-~ , B (it A
n

is the subgroup of torsion elements whose torsion is a power of n.

which we write

4.12.1 Tor(n)(B) = {
l'b ~ B: 3 r wi th n b

4.13 Corollary

Let X be a CWcomplex of dimension ~ 2m + 1. Let n (or n(m»

be the product of the primes less than or equal to ID - 1. Then there

is an exact sequence

o

> Tor(n)(K(X» R(X)
--..;

) ~K(X) (it An

I e(x) 1 NJ e(x) (it ...

\~

I

) Tor en) (tl(x» ~-?; a(x) ).(i(x) ~ A
n

1/ '/, I I

o---~

Roughly ape akd ng , Cor ..4.13 says that Chern classes classify

stable bundles OVH' 2m + '1 C()j7!y'_;~""~xesup to ne,,) torsion. Al though n(m)

tends to infi'1i ty wi th 1Tl, i'i; d0€S f:,;) much Jess rapidly than (m - 1)!

and the jt1mp~ Ln ito v at.ue tako 1!l.8.';e less often as m dncr ease s ,

However- it is probably the 10......di'}!cnslonal cases to which these rel:n.1.1ts

will best apply. .E'Cl' example, frn C\~ comp'Lexes of dimenAion less than

or equal to 7 we are interested. in 2··torsion, and fw. dLmon s Lon less

than or equal to 11 in 2·and 3-torsion.
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In order to obtain information on the relationship between
K-theory and the Chern theory in general, we prove a general theorem
which has many interesting applications.

Let li. be the category of CW complexes, and li; the subcategory
of finite CW complexes. Let Ens. be the category of based sets.

4.16 Theorem
Let t,t' :~~ --->~ ~. be two half exact functors with

countable ·coefficient groups, a~d ~:t ~ t' ~atural transformation.
Then there exists a _half exact func_to.!,u:~; --~) El1_~.~4 natural:.
tran6formatio~ t'r~ u ~ u ---~ t such that th~~~

is exact.
This constructiop is natural and ~~~er if ttt' take values in

Ab then so does u.
Proof: By Brown's Theorem Cb), there ar-e spaces EtB€ li. such that
on ~; the funcbors t,t' are naturally equivalent to (-,E), (-,B)

respectively, and there exists a map p:E ----~~ B such that the diagram

4.16.1 t(X)

t{X) ~

t'(X)

atE]

commutes for X€.!:£: •
We can assume WLOG that p is a fibration. Let i:F ~ E

be the fibre over the base point. Define u(X) = L X,F]. Then the
exact Puppe sequence
4.16.2 4[X,.nE1-~> [X,n.BJ -7' (X,F) ~ tx,E 1~ (x,Bl

fbecomes the required exact sequence on ~ ••
If t,t' take values in Ab then E,B are II-spaces and the map

p:E ~ B is an H-map. Under these conditions F is an H-space such
that the inclusion i:F ~ E is an H-map. To see this, consider the
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"~I
B x B

F '\'"F' -- ~- -\. E)( J<;.. _ - ,

is nul-homo "':-opj_(;; 3.;1(:: hence there is a map F x F ;)0 F

wh~ch defines the multiplication on F such that i:F ?E is an

H-map.

1111.
4.17 Examples

4.17.1 If t = t' = Hm{_,~ and t> is multiplication by n, then

u = HmrX,::z ) and the sequence is the usual one:n

___~_n_~)rrm-1 (X)..
4.17.2 If H ~ G are topological groups, there is a natural map (4)

H 1 (X,H ) > H1 (X,G ). In this case u(X) = (X,G/H] ~c c

4.17.2 Complexificatio~ KO ~ K and decomplexification K ~ KO
yimd the usual exact sequences (1-).

4.18 The case which we are interested is that of ~ :R ) 11.

Let u denote the co~cesponding half exact functor.

4.19. Proposition

u{S2n) = 0 ap.4 u(S2n+1) = m n!

Proof. 2n+1The exact sequence of Theorem 4.16 applied to S becomes

~(S2n+2) ~ I1(S2n+2)

~ ~

_-j)U(S2n+1) --),7' ~(S2n+1)

IIo

so s u(S2n+1) = 4Z ,n. by Theorem 4.4. The result for S2n follows

similarly. JII/.
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It follows t hat, :if X C' .ltl.~ then 11(X) is finite r In the following

T •. ,. ~ ( IF) l..... the
.'_.IC_~ I., \t .."i'L .,1..-.:,,:

order of u(X)o

4.20 Propositj~~

Suppose X j s a finite C',rl comp Lex of dimenzri.on 2Il+ ov 2p+2. Let

nCr) be the number of r-cells. Then

d(X) = 1 if P =0,1
d(X) divides (2! )n(5' (3! )H('?) ,,<._ (...., )n(2p+1 )

.t'"

Proof. From Lagrange's1'hccrem, if 0 ----7~A --.~ B ~ C •.---. 0

is an e act ae quenc e of' fil".i te g:L-01..:F.Gr i:..h~~.J t.he, O:r.r!t';>l.' (if 13 ie the product

of the orders of A and C. If A .-~ H ~:' .~ io exs.ct s aquence ::,f

fini te groups, let K = Ker p. Then K is a quotient of A and Bl.K is

a subgroup of C~ This implies that the order of B divi~es the product

of the orders of A and Bs

Weprove the theorehl by inJuction on p. For p = 0,1 this follows

from Theorem 4.4. Suppose t~e P~n~o~~~ion i~ ~roved for p = 0,1, ••• ,q.
4.20.1 Suppose dim X ::;?ipi. ~~l'c:n·~:.0P'.lPPC ae quence

V S2q -,-7'-
n(2q~1)

:./2'1) ~_~_.? X _~ + \.1 s2q+1
n(2qil)

we obtain the exact sequence

'!) u(S2t:') .:;-.:.. \.~(x(2n._ 1) _':\~_..•• , ..1(:<.)
n(2q+1)

~ u(S2n+1)
n(?'q+1)

!I il° n(2q~1) ~ql
~ (). ~(v(2q)\ ' ,.n(2q+1)anti so d X d~vilhs 'l\.. J~\q.) •

4.20.2 Suppose dim X = 2q+e:.. J."romthe Puppe sequence, we obtain the

exact sequence

~ U(S21l+,) o(~ u(X(2q+1» ....~---- u(X) ...(__
n(2q+2)

i.e. u(X) is a ~ubgroup of u(X(2q+1» so d(X) divides d(X(2q+1».

(.,.-

This comp'Lecea -:;he Lnduc tLon,

11//.
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4.21 Corollal'.Y.,

Ker[ e(x) d~(x)

group whose or~~divide~
( I )n(2p+1),pe

where nCr) ~s the number of r-cells. II/I.
~.22 Corolla_a

For X a fini te CW coml?.l_e~,the chern class of ~~_9F_~ypdle

determines the stable claBs upto a fini~~.

II/I ..
4.23 Theorem

~"'evThere is a natural transformation e:1\---') H (-~~) ~E._~t

the sequence
u(S2X) ~ K(X) --~ liev (:'0 -_ ..> n(SX) -4 1':1(X) -l- Hodd(X)

~ u(X) ---)'K(X) --7 ~(X)

is exact. In particular, f(')r X ~ fini.~~..E\'lc0l!!Plex
-.!C'~e(X) :KO~) ---+ II • eX)

e(SX) :Ki (x) ~-7-ffnu<\X)

are isomor~hisms modulo finite gr?u~~.
Proof. The exact sequence of The-C'l"em4.16 yields

u(S2X) _~ K(S2Xj ~ G(S2X) --7 u(.~X)·_' R.(SX)~ d(sX)-ru(X) ~K(X)"'" d(x)

Since products in the cohomolcgy of susrensions are zero, the natural
function isomorphisms

G(SX) __ -..,; Hood-(X)

d(S2X) , Rev(X)

are abelian group isomorphisms. Let e:~(X) ) liev(X) be the composite
fl~1t U~. 2 2

K(X) ;t ) K(S X) crscX) ~ d(S X) .=.) Hev (X).
The exact sequence required then follows by sUbstitution.

II/I.
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~ By meana of Prop.lt.20, we can improve. on Th.4.20 by giving
some bounds fC':;:-the sizp. of the kernel and cck.er-ne L of e.

~t X l?L!!...!i!l5.teCW complex, and l~t e(X) :KCx)
~~'§\..E~.ribed in Th.4.23. Thp.n

Ker e(X) I di~ n (p!)n(2p)
p~2

'Coker e(X)' divide§.n (p!)n(2p-1)
p),,2

where nCr) is the number of r-0ells in X.
~. Apply Prop.~.20 and Th.~.23 and use the fact that r-cells in X
correspond to r+1 cells in SX.

1111.
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Q(X) :KO(X) .-~

W(X):KO(X)
are isomorphis~s.

1//1..

4 ..20

trivial iff its S!.!-_efel-Hhitney classes vanish.

1/1/.

2: Ex_am~les and aprlicat~

.2..:..1 \oJe start this section by calculating d(p (R» for n ~ 6, where
n

P (R) denoted real projective n-space. Let i:P (R)n n --). p 1(H)
n+

be the inclusion. Since d is defined in terms of even cohomology, we
see that

i*:G(P~ 1(R»cD+

is a ring isomorphism, so it suffices to calculate G(P2n(R» •

.....
The only :.':'ele'·Cl.ntcchomo Logy gr-oup is Ht:.C':>2(R),Z)= Z2 and

G(P2(I~» 11.2.8 two eLeme nt s, nameLy 1 and. 'j + a , vrh ere a is the non-vzer-o

element of n2(P2(R», so additively 6rP2(R») is Z2 generated by 1 + a.

The formula for rnultiplicati~~ (~~e0rem3.12 (ii) Givec

(1 + a) ~ l~ + a) - (1 + R + a) - 2(1 ~ a)

60 that multiplication is trivial (Le. all pr-cducts az-e zero).



and since

"" "')

1 I 1 + c) '! + ,{. T 1 ... a + a

(1 .,..('I.) ~ (1 ... a) :: (-1 + a?) / 0 WI;: th~t 1 + e has order

4, and so gcncr-at ee the G.l.~OUp,50 that addi tively CC ?lj.(R») = Z/: .:, In

o=der to determine the multiplication it suffices to calculat~

(1 + a) ~ (1 + a), which by the formula is

(1 + a + a) - 2(1 + a)

= 2(1 + a).
SO G(P4(R» is a cycli~ group of order 4, generated by an. element

x = (1 + a) and with multiplication described by x,2 = 2x.

~.
e{P6(R» is a group of order 8 whose elements are

2 3 2 3 2 7. 2 31, 1 + a, 1 + a , 1 + a ,1 + a + a ,1 +a + a , 1 + a + aJ,1 +a +a ,·+a

where a generates H2{P6(R». The inclusion
i:P4 (R) ---) P6(R)

induces a surjection

with kernel the two elements

Thl:s we have a short exact sequence
~o

Pr-oo f t 2(1 + a)

1 + a G(P6(R»

._ 'I + a?. f. 0

has order. 4.The element

~.(since a = 0)

1111.

(Remark: Since G(p (R» is a group of order 2n, every element has
n

order a power of 2)



e- ~\PI (R))..,.

t;_( n(1 + a» = n(1 + e)
.)

where Oil ~ht-':laft hand cid~~ ;.;z.s i.ne BE:::c.c:~dClH· (:j_ :ac·(P4U:.) 7L~) i.n~

....
on the righ'l;hand ai.de a L: tilE:ge:leriltor ef 1('(P6(B) ,Z)o D:r Lemma

Lemma 5.4 ..2, q is a homomorphism, and so the sequence: 5.J+. 1 splits.
7.

vher e 1 + a generates Z4 and 1 + a:J generates

Z~. In order to determine the multiplication, it suffices to calculate
z;

the three products
(1 + a) ~ (1 + a)

(1 + a) ~ (1 + a3)

(1 + a3) ~ (1 + a3)

5.4.3 J.lemma
(i) (1 + a) & (1 + a) = 2(1 + a)

(ii) (1 + a) & (1 + a3) = (1 + a3) e (1 + a3) = 1 (the zero element)

Proof. (i) follows as in 5.3 by virtue of 5.402

(ii) We formally factorise 1 + a3 = (1 + x1) G (1 + X2) @ (1 + x3)

so that x1 + x2 + x3 = 0, x1x2 + x2x3 + x3x1 = 0, x1x2x3 = a3

where ve think of x. as having cohomological dimension 2.
~

Then

= (1 +

= ~[c1
~

= ~r(1
iL

= ((j
i

a) x [~ (1 + Xi)]

+ a) 6( (1 + Xi)]

+ a + xi) -( 1 + a) - (1 + xi ~

(1 + a + Xi)] - 3(1 + a) - @ (1 + xi)
i

(1 + a + Xi)] ~ (1 + a) ~ (1 + a3)

Expanding the first term and

=[~
i

substituting for the symmetric functions

in the x., we obtain
l.

= 1 , the zero element.

The third product, by a similar calculation, is also zero.
1111.
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Sum:J"arisi..ngthe above r-eeu'l, +e , we have ;

The, r'i1'6,G(!'6(R» .~'1:" ..b:=!...c!.esel·;bcd by 'tw~en~rators x,y ,..,here

4x = 0 = 2y, ~wi th mult~'2...1jcati.ondetermined by the e9.llfltions
2 2x = 2x, xy = 0, y = 0.

1111.

5.5 Pronosition

If n ~ 5. let f E€ th~ integer part of n/2. tVThen K(P (R» may
n

be described by the generator x, and the two relations
2 f+1

x = -2x and x = 0,

II/I.
The previous proposition is a very special case of a theorem of Adams

«5),Theorem 7.3) concerning K-theory of real projective spaces.

Let H be the complex line bundle over P (R) which is then

restrictimn of the Hopt bundle over P (C) - complex projectiven

n-space.

5.6 Proposition

(1) If E is a complex vector bundle over P2(R) (~P3(R» then

E is stably equivalent to H or stably trivial according to whether
c1(E) is non-zero or is zero.

(i1) If E is a complex vector bundle over P4(R) (~P5(R», then E

is stably equivalent to
1 ,H ,H G H , H G H G H

according to whether c(E)~
2 21, 1 + a, 1 + a , 1 + a + a •

////.
IV2iZ By Adams result «5), Theorem 7~3)t K(P6(R» is cyclic, but

a(P6(R» by Prop.5.4.4 is not cyclic, which again shows that these two

theories are not the same.(See 4.3)
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There l.B a f~l~r~tioD 0U K*(X) defined L~

6 ( ) t'" ( .... I rJ .. 1 '"i.1.1 K~ X :: Kernel [x- X) --;;- K* ,X" ~.
P

If X is connected, W3 ha73

6.1.2

This filtration has the property that

6.1.3 0 0K
2k
_1(X) = K2k(X)

6.1.4 1 1K2k+1(X) = K2k(X)

.§_.~roposi tion (AtiYl:J.h_IIirzebruch)

There is a spectral sequence_ {EP(X)} wi th E~(X) = HP(X,Z) and

EP (X) = K*(X)/ K* (X) and with the following properties:
GJ p p+1

(i) the even differentials d2r are zero

(ii) d
3

is the Steenrod operation Sq3.

111/.

~ We now consider the case in question when. X is a C\V eo:nplex with

dim X ~ 5. By 6.2 (i), E~ = :: HP(X,Z) and sinee HP(X,Z) :: 0

for p >... 6 and

Sq\HP(X,Z)

is zero for p<3, it foll~s from 6.2 (i~L) tha,t d3 = 0, so s~.nce

d4 = 0 we find that

E~ = HP(X,Z}.
,;J

There is now only one possibly nen zer o differan"tial j namel.y

and we then fi~d that

E~ = E~



.'= s.':-..'I =J. , ...... , If

Hcnc e by P!'oj_j.C. 2. ~~reob taLn the equations:

Er.-. E2(X, ::,,) I'* c-) ..-,~(X)
'.A -- ~- \.... 1. I 1\._, •

._ J

~ r3, K3(X)!K4(X)E";.~ = ~'. ,Y.:,Z) -
E4 n4(X,Z) K4(X)/K;(X).;y, _. .-

•._1 (y' Ar 1(y)1\.1 ..... J, l"~....
c ;

=
K1 (X) /K 1 (X~3 - . I 4 '

o ( )/_ 0, )= K4 t x ':'<:5tX

E~ = H5(X,Z)/Im d~ = K;(X)/K6(X) = K~(X)

(using 6.1.3 and 6.1.1~)

Again by using 6.1.3 and 6.1.4 with the above results, we obtain

a short exact sequence

[If dim X ~4, we see that E~ = 0, and then we have a short exact

sequence

---T) °
Cor.4.8 says that 6.3.4 splitsJ

Consider the sequence 6.3.3.

are determined by cocycles
H2(X,Z) x H2(X,Z)

Theu Theorem 4.4 says that the extension which defines K{X) is

2 2H (X,Z) x H (X,Z)

represented as a cooycle 1'."! the cup product
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Moreover; i* is injective and A* has tbG SUbHPQCC torulo~y, so we cae

SUPIlose

( 2X*, and hence X*,A*) E: Ob C -e-c
E is a vector bundle over X (where E can he real 0:>:'

consider A· <.;.,,-;'

Then since A is closecl in X, and sincp. the bun~le is (by definition)
locally trivial, we must have E I A closeu in Et 60 that (E,Et A) is
an Object of £2.
2.2 DefinitiC'n

EThe relative Thorn space of E over (X,A),·denoted by (X,A) is

E(X,A) = E*
(E , A) *

vie note that

2.2.1 if A = ¢ , then (X,A)E = E*/(¢)* = E*, the usual Thorn space
if E o= Q, the zero bundle, then (X,A)- = X*/A*

7.2.~ if X is compact, (X,A)Q

(X,¢)Q.
= X/A if A F ¢

+= X.

7,3 Proposition
If (X,A) is compact and E is a vector bundle over X with associated

diE.C bundle BE and associated sphere bund.le SE, t~~~

Ii E -E* = (X,)(,) :.= BE/SE.
Proof: Since X is compact, so are A,BE1SE. Let f; rO,1)~{O,:<c)

be a smooth, stric Uy :i.ncreasii:g map auch that rex) t.ends vco infinity
!I.~as x tends to 1 , for example x 1-» t an 2 Then f defines a map

F:BE ---?-' E* by the rule
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p:BE ----)

be the compc sd te of r wit!1 the natural pr-oj ect Lon , Then p is inJ»c·tivI-)

except on SE v BElA, whi~h it maps to the base :pQint. H~nce p

induces a continuous bijective map
BE

SE v BEl A

which is a homo~morphism since both spaces are compact.

1111.

If (X,A) and (Y,B)~ Ob c2, then their (categorical) product

exists and is (X x Y, X x Bu A x Y).

7.4 Proposition

If E is a bundle over (X,A) and F is a hundle over (Y,B) ~

( (X,A) x (Y,B) )E x F ~ (X,A)E /\ (Y,B)F

Proof: Let h:E'" x F* --~ (E x F)* be the na+ur a'lmap. Then h

induces a map on quotient spaces:

( E'"X F"')·--------__.y (E~ F)*

1
h

E'" F'"x--
(EIA)* (FIB)'"

,- -,-
k

\Y

__(§_ lC...!. i.:.._
(E x F\X x Bv A x Y)*

Then k is injective oxcep t on tho wedge, whLch it iaaps Lo the base

point. Thes k induces a continuous bijection
E F(X,:") 1\ (Y,B) __ --#") ( (X, A) x (Y,B) )E x F

which is a homeomorphism since both spaces are compact.

1111.
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ClU r".l an.i. j~ t> .._d of Y. Let N be the no::'m£·J.buno.Le r an": l.e t E I..'C PJ."]'" buncUe-J

OVe!' y< Lei; pdt --;.> Y- be the bU:1J::"~ J,;rc' JOG :':iCJlll \<:hid.l W9 Pl:;.::tl<: ·.···f

7.6 Pro]lositi0i1

(EIN)* =

Proof: The inclusion N <- Y (as the tn1:,uLu~ ;1e.i.gh00urhooa) is homotopf.e_.,

to the composite

iN __£_) X --=-~) y

so that the bundles EfN and p*i*E = p*(Elx) over N are isomorphir: ..

From the diagram

p* (E:X) ) Elx
f

1f
J,
~~ p ;>x

which is a pull-back, wa see that as a topulogical space p*(E\X) is

N @ Elx , from which the result follows.

/111.

7.7 Foz- cuch f.. F5:i. tua t i cn , we define t!le Thom map

tr. • ..,E
J..",. J..",

as the map

= (EH-T)· ,,~'i@ i "'E
- A

The (bu~ad) h:rnutopy c\aaa o~ thin wap is well d~fined, that is it
does not depcnd 0'1 the ('·r.-:>i::eo f tubular naighbourhood. ~h:;.'eovE:r,:!f

we choose a tub.~lf.r n~ie:hbourho,"'~, then the f ()J.lc. .•dlc.g dd agz-am c:o;:·1l!lute5:



.
".F e F ~ .. E "G', .- •• ---- ....- _.- .•, YAY 'f A"---. .. .E I-__ .._",.

N nX v

A
; *F f.~ N @- --_._-} X

. *F
1 F ~.V~waer e E, are bundles en 1, and the map ....t r:

by the inclusions X ---.~>Y and FIx --~ ....: F. Th;~ map

/), : yE ~ F ~ yE/ .. iF

is the composite ,,,,
y.
E@F.....EX F _~_~ E •.F

---',;' (y x y) =r=:» y.'\ Y ..

The fact that this diagram commutes will be heeded later.

8. Orientation

8.1 Let (t,m) be a multiplicative homotopy functor. For

(X,A) € Ob C2 define

If f:(X,A)

t(X,A) = t(X*/A*)

= t«X,A)Q) by 7e2.2

_____)~ (Y,B) is a prope~ map in £2, it induces a map

r* :X*/A. ' y*/B· and hence a map f*: t (Y, B) -_._-:> t(X, pJ.
associative and commutative

It follo\'IS f:,om Prop ..7.4 that m induces a natv.:raX mul tiplication

m( (XtA). t (I,B) }:t(l,l) & t(Y,B)
<lS the (unique) map ma.'dng the following diagram commute ~

"t. (X! A) & t (y ,B) - _. - - - - - .j.

.t=
t(X*/A.) & t(yt/B*)

t( (X,A) x (I,B) )
.J z:.

t(X x '£1 X X BuA x y)-_
-"""'_ ..__ ........... ,......____

mCXt //1.*. Y*/B*) ----,-_)

I ,v
..~ :;;

t(X*/A* 1\ y>t/B*)

In particular, by taking A = ¢ and COl4:F(,,)F:.i ng 'IIith the diagonal m'3.11

we see that t(X) = t(X,¢) = t(X*) i6 a co~wutat1ve ring, and by
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t<5lk:ir.g (x,;'.~- (X.¢) ~r.::'!. (1,B) = (X.A) ·,;0 :":,:)c t:1.e.t t(X.A) ie a

t(X) moAule ..

P f~· X· t X* --X+..~.: ....'l.llce. :.1.3 compac ,

taking base point to ·.Ja~e point, a ..1Q. :~ to the ~tb"l~ po Lnl~..

identity in t(+), then p"'(1) is an identity 1):1. t(X), as can be seen

from the commatative diagram:

8.2.1 t(+) ~ t(X) --------,~ t(X) & t(X)
p* (il 1

1
= t(X)

(From axiom 1.3.7, the composite ~ whic~ makes t(X) into a t(+)

module is such that it is a unital t(+) modu10.)

The pz-cof that t(X, A) is a unital t (X) mcdu.l,e is ane.Lo goue ,

1111.

b.3. 'rho multipli~8.ti("~l ~crinG~ above if: "\ special case of

a multiplication defiLe~ between Tho~ space~. Suppose thnt E is et

bund l,e ovez- (X,A) &~ldF j8 a b.ln::np. ove.r (Y,B). 'I'hen m f nduc es an

associative c~mmutati'JA multipLi0atioa

which is defined t~ be the cornposit&



--... ..~-........... -: (...> ."

-. -.
(Tho mul til.'lic:-ttio~ldefined Ln 0 ..1 c an be obc ai.ned f rom this by

putting E an d F equal to the zero bund Le s,)
In particular, we se9 that t«X,A)E) is a t(X,A) algebrR, or

writing this ano t.her way, t(E,ElA) iD a t(X,A) aLge br-a, Also if E,F'

are bundles over X then this mul tiplicati~}ll Lnduc es a mul tiplicatiol1

teE) 2 t(F) __ ..,.!- t(E x F)

which when followed by the diagonal map defines a multiplication

teE) b1 t(F) --) t(E@F)

with respect to t
1et E be a vector bundle over (X,A). Then E is orientable~over (X,A)
8.4 Definition

if ~here is a t(X,A) module isomorphism

t(X,A) --~>teE,E\A)

Such an isomorphism is called dn orientation of E over (X,A).
In particular, if A = ¢, then a vector bundle over X is orientable if

there is a t(X) module isomorphism
t (X) • )- teE)

8.5 Proposi ti on
!! X is compc::t,2nd E j_~~n~~::. X ~!:'ientable with respect

to £, th~n there is a bijective corlesponeenoe (not natural) between- - _-_ ..__ .

the or-i en t ati.ons of E and the units ef t(X)._._- ._--_-- _-
Pr-oof t Let '1: -eex) ---~ ';;(E)be an orientatio::J.of E, and let u

be a unit in t(X). 'l'h<:n o.Jlti.pl:~catjonby 11 is a t(X) modu'l,e

isomorphist:l of t(X), and so the composite "V)u:t(X)-~ teE) is an,
orientation. This construction defines a function from the set of

u~its to the set of orientations. Conversely, if 1:t(x)-~ teE) is
'. " ..... (.
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f unc t.Loa ).......,. v ri1J.Fs or l~ntcltj.onsto units ......nJ if> the in'lIerBe of

the function J£f5ned ~b"vc.

//l/ ..

2:_~mlcehr homomorf_!-~.

Let i:X ~ "{be an embedding of. «(!j.ffercntiable o:;,~complex

analytic) manifolds in £.
9.1 Definition

i:X ~ Y is a t embedding if the normal bu~dle is t orient~ble.

(Remark: under this definition it is not necessarily true that the
composite of 2 £ embeddings is a £ embedding. This difficulty is

remedied by the introduction of ~lasses of vector bundles in section II.)

Suppose that i:X ~ Y is a t embedding. Let

'1 : t(X) --~, teN)

be an orientation, and let

T: y. t XN = N·

be the Thorn map (see 7.7). \"a e.efine iC~):t(X)
the composite

--~>t(Y) to be

t(x) -----.,.. t {N) -.."trr(=T) -) t(y)

9.3 Pr-opo s i t5_on-~--
iC"1) is a t(X) module homomorphism, i.e. if a G. t(X) and b e;. t(y)

then

i(1'/)(&.i*n) = (j(1f);).).!>

E£.?.2!: Since "1 is a t(X) modu Ie homomorphism, it R1.4fficesto prove

the.t t(T) is a ttY.) module homomrpl.:.ism. Con~idcr the diagram:



t(X*) f1,,
I~. i

n. I
.J_.. .-

i(x*" y~')

i * 6?t '£*
-_ .• __ ._ ..•. _."!\ t"/y*) ~ t":(Y*)-" \ ,~

(i ...1)' ~ 1
._--_._---)

t.~I
T* '~~/

-----------7'· t(Y*)

The top square commutes by naturali ty of' multiplication, and the

bottom squar.e commutes by naturality of t. The commutativity of the

outside square Gays that T* is a t(X) module homo!llrphism.

1111.

9.4 Proposition
If i:X ~ y is a t ~~bedding with X compact then

1(1) (ab) . HI1)( 1) = i6,)(a) i('Vj)(b)

Proof: Since t(T) = T* is a ring homomorphism, it suffices to show

that '1(ab) •~ (1) = 'rj (a). ~ (b). This is a consequence of the

fact that
~

is a t(X) module map by the following Lemma

9.5 Lemma (R~- ~ )
, .

Let R be a commutative ring with identity, and A be a unital

R algebra. If f:R ----~) A is an isomorphism of R modules, define the

(i) fer) = rf(1)
(1i) f(rr')f(1) = f(r)f(r' ) = f(rr'e)

Pt'oof: (i) Trivial.

(ii) f(r)f(r' ) = rf(1)r'f{1) by (i)

= rr'f(1)f(1) by commutati v'Lty

= f(rr')f(1) by (i)

rr'f(1)f(1) = rr'f(e) by definition of e

= f(rr'e)

1/11.



10 A Riemann-Roch Theorem
Let A ~ .... A.

Clt:"t -; s be amap of MELF, and let i:X .-.-~~ '( "t.;t:
of CD .... "aa Vl<\.o..Wf6\.~

an anbedding,{whose normal bundle, say If, is orientable wi:i;hr0t'J.)'~':.·~;
to both t an~ s. Let

.".,:t(X) ~ teN)
r :s (X) -~ s (N)

be orientations. Since X is compact, t(X) has an :i.:~':d,_it.Y ;.. ...) \_'~.'-I

and we define "'t,.c 6(X) by
't = }-1 O«N) 1(1).

10.2 Proposition(Riemann-Roch)
Q(Y)i(1)(x) = i(P (~(X)(x) ~'t) for x E.. t(X)

Proof.
Consider tho dingr~~:

t(X) -----7) teN) __ t_<.!L,_~ t(Y)
O(xi iOl(N) " lo«y)
sex) " ~ seN) seT) 76(Y)

J

HJ )(<«X)(x) .'"t) = seT)1(CC(X)(x).t.)
= s(T)(o«X)(x).e(N)")(1»
= s(TJ~(N )(x:l) (1)
= O(Y)t(T)'l(x)
= ~(y)i('l)(x).

1111.
~ For example, let t.= K and s = @ H2n(_,Q) and let ~be

n>O
the Chern Character.

Suppose i:X ---> Y is a differentiable emeedding between
compact differentiable manifolds whose normal bundle N (of dimension
2n say) is almost complex. If we choose a complex structure on N
this determines an orientation

'\:K(X) -~) K(N)



namely the Bott (or Thorn) isomorphism, (see Chapter 2, no.1.6).
Since N is almost complex, it is orientable with respect to intege~
cohomology and the Thorn .ass U e:H2n(XN, ~) can be chosen (there'~.H

a choice of two ) such that the image of U under the map
is the Euler claGs of N,

i.e. the n-th Chern class of the complex structure.
In order to apply Prop.10.2, we have only to inh'r:p~'0;.~tll'_,

element'C, which is the Todd class of N, since
j (t.) = ch ~N = j(Todd class of N) and } in inj0.::,t~:~'(",

.1Q..:i Corollary
Let i:X ~ Y be a differentiable embedding behlCen comp_~

differentieble manifolds whose normal bundle N is almost complex.
Then if F is a complex vector bundle over Xt

ch i(~)(F) = i.(ch(F).Todd(N»
where i.:H·(X,Q) ----)~H·(Y,Q) is the Grsin homomorphism, and
Todd(N) is the Todd class of the complex structure on N.

1111.
~ For the purposes of the next chapter, we wish to obtain the
corresponding Riemann-Roeh Theorem for Chern classes, and so we
con~ider the ~ap e:R ~ a (~ee 3.20). Let N be a complex vector
bundle over X, and as in 10 3, let U €. H2n(XN,~) be the Thornclass.
Define !:G(X) ) G(XN) by

[n,1 + a1 + •• + aU']
r

In general, is not even additive, but it is bijective. Moreover if
we identify G(X) with nH2m(X,~) as sets (see 3.8) and if

M~';

i:X ) Y is a differentiable embedding between compact differentiable
manifolds whose normal bundle is almost complex, then the composite

G(X}

_ ~ Hev{y,~)

II
--~>G{Y)
G{T)

eVeH X,~) - - - - --

l\
is precisely the Gysin homomorphism.



Suppose· 4i' Le a cepplex ve e+or- bundle OVE':l:' X.

an element of e(XN) so C~ be writte.n u:d(~1.1_f'ly

C(F. 'AN) ~ te, 1 -I- aOT]+ ••• + aruJ
2-'where a E II .L (X) ~ Cor~s:i.Jf;rthe commutative diagram:

r

K(XN)

cl
-----j G(X~l)

-----)~ K(BN)

cJ.
------) G(BN)

----~~7 K(X)

cl
---~)G(X)G(X)

NowF -J_ to C(F. '~1Nv), where ~_1N'" = 1~~}_1)r 'ArN" is the image of

"N(1) in K(X). But F~ to [0,1 + aOe + ••• + a e]. r

where e = c (N) is the Euler class. Hencen

C(F. ~_1N» = [0,1 + aOe + ••• + are]

and so

C( n..) C(F.A.~F. ~N = c (N--
n

where the expression on the right hand side denotes the element

[ao' 1 + a1 + •••• + ar] G G(X)

10.6 Corollary

Under the axioms of Cor.10.4,

II/I •

.1Q~ Wesee that there can be no formula analogous to that of

Cor.10.6 involving a 'Todd class' as multiplier. For suppose that there

is an element C~G(X) such that

C(i( "N)(F» = i.(C(F).1::' )

Putting F = 1 implies that 1.= C( ~_1NV')/c (N)
n

so that we could write

C(i( ~~N)(F) = i. (C(F). C( )..-1 (N'»
c (N)
n

By considering a specific example, we see that such a formula is false.

(see (,,) )
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Let X :: P2(q:) and let N be the Eopf bundle .. Let Y = BN, an let
i X .~ .. Y be the Lnc Lus Loz of the zero o,:,ctiCIl. This has noxEP~l
bundle N = H. 1JctF 0:. iT .....! E'On If the equat.Lon 10.7.1 were co:c';)('~,
then

i*C(i.3:) i*i ( c· -':) 0(;). H"')- ... ..1\ •• , CJV '-1_

c
1
(H)

= C(i*i (H) = C(R. " HV)-1
= C(H - 1) = [0,1 + x]

:: ~ [0 t 1 + x + x2 + x3 + ••• J
:: since x3 = o.

From this a simple calculation shows that
i·i.( C(H).C( >'_1If )

x

= i· i. r 1, 1 + 2x + x2]

= fo, 1 + x + 2x2 J
2and 2x f. 0.

complex
10.8 An important case of Cor.10.6 is when X~Y has~codimension 1.
Let C(N) =[1,1 + vJ. and let C(F) = [n,1 + c1 + •••

Then C( 'A_1N") = .. (0, 1-~] and

C(F.)._1N'> = C(F).C( "_1N">

+ c )n~l

If we formally factorise C(F) =L~[1,1

C(F. "_1NV) = ~ [0, 1 + bil
C(F)

~ ~(1 - v)i c ,
n-1

+ b:], then
1: '

- L! [o , 1 + bi - v]

and so we obtain the equation
C(' F) . (1'1- 0(F).1. = 1 + 1. vi ~(1-v)~c .

-4 n-1



11 Classe 01 vecto~ bundles
.1.1.e..1 A collection CIf vect.,!,bt:.:n:!].cs(real C.t' compLex) y.. over. ,pc)r;es

in C is ajm:i.ssihl~ 5.:~ the :folbrL.g four conditions are satisfied:
11\ V

(L) Y. C,q Le. Lf. prE -.~' X is a vector bundle( then p is a map in C

(ii) if E --7 X is in y. and f:Y ~ X is a map in Q , then
f*E ---~ Y is in Yo

(iii) if E -) X and F -----7 Y in y. then so La E :~ F -) X x Y.

(iv) if X ~ Q ;the ~ero bundle Q ----)~X is in ~.
we note that if E and F are vector bundles over X and belong to

y, then E @ F is in y. , and so is E\A for any A c: X.
11.2 Examnles
11.2.1 V = real bundles of dimension a multiple of n
11.2.2 V = complex vector bundles
11.2•.2 V = collection of all complex bundles E such that c.(E) = 0

1

for 1 .t i ...<. n
11.2~ Y. = real bundles which admit a spin-reduction.

11.3 Definition Let t be a MHF. A natural t orientation for an
admissible collection! comprises, for each E ---7X in V a t(X) module
homomorphism

--7'. teE) such that
(i) if X is compact, ~ is an isomorphism (i.e. an orientation)
(ii) if E ~ X is in V and f:Y ~ X is a proper map in C then
the diagram

t(X) " teE)
rJ E

;;

f* J 1 f*

t(Y; ~ t(f*E)
'Y/r*E commutes.

(iii) if Q ~ X is the zero bundle, theni/6:t(X)
is the identity.

-~) t(X)

(iv) if E ~ X and F ---7 Y in ! then the diagram



t(X)
,..~ e ilF .

& t(Y) _. --;> t(rc:)

l
1m
·-11

t(j~ x Y) .-...---.~--~-, 7" t(E x F)
1"-
IEx ..:'

(The ver t.Lc a'l,maps are the rt:1lltiplicaGions defined in 8.1 and 8.3)

commutes.

11 !L_!:?c.;'Y:lE1.~~.

.11!4."!. Given a MHF t, there may be no class (o'~her than the class of

zero bundles) whi ch in n;~.turally t orientable.
11.4.2 Given a class of vector bundles there may be no MHF other than
the zero theory with respect to which the class is naturally orientable.

11.4.3 For the class of complex vector bundles, there is a natural
orientation with respect to K-theory and with respect to Hev(_).

11.4.4 For the class of real bundles admitting a spin reduction

there is a natural orientation wmth respect to KO-theory.

~ L3t i:X ~ Y be an embedding betwe 'n compact differentiable

manifolds in Q. VJe say that i is a y. embedding if the normal bundle

is in y. Let t be a MHF, and let ~ be a natural t orientation for y.
Define i.:t(X)

11,6 h_'o..E_'lsition
Let i:X ~ Y and j:Y ~ Z ~ Y embeddi~~~ Then so is ji ~

(ji). = j.i.
~.!:Let H be the normal bundle of i and M of j. Then N @ i*M is
the normal bundle of ji, and so is in V. Let T.:Z· ----T~yM andJ

T __M ~ XN G i*M th t th . .M:r- 7 be Thorn maps so a e~r compos~te is a Thorn

map Tji:Z*
homotopy.)

yM

L

__ ~, xN G i*N • (By 7.7 Thorn maps are only defined upto

By &.7.2, the following diagram commutes upto homotopy:

d > Y"'" yH T." 1

'~ X
N
" yM

d ) XNA Xi *M /'1 " Ti
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NO~l consider the diagram

T. •.,

G i·M)

~ T •• '
" Jl.

T •M

\!

t(y·) .---------#
--\

-----) £(z·)
T •j

where • ~M(1) is the map induced by the multiplication

on the right by the element '1M(1) £ £(yM). The above diagram is
commutative fer the following reasons:
Triangl& (a) by 11.3 (ii) and (iv)

Triangle (b) by 11.3 (ii) and (iv)
Triangles (c) and (d) by naturality of t

Square (a) by 11.3 (ii),(iii) and (iv).
The composite map i-:;} is j.i. and the map ~ is (ji). which

completes the pro f of the proposition.

11..
X in

1///.

A .Y,..homotopy between two 'y'-embeddingsio'i1 of
H:X x I _._,.) Y x I with

11.8 Proposition
It iO,i1:X ~ y ~ .Y,-homotopic.Y,-embeddings~hen 0 = i1••
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~1~Z Definition A y'~homotopy between two ~-embeddings i0111 of
X in Y io a level preserving !-embedding H:X x I ~ Y x I such
that there exist e., E1> 0 ~uch that

H(x,t) = (io(x),t) for o :<t.,.·~" ,;.....0
and H(x,t) = (i1(x),t) for 1 -C1'<' ·c s: 1

.l.~§. Remark We note that !-hom.ytopy is an equivalence relation which
implies ordinary hc~otopy. Under certain circumstances, for example
if Y is all vector bundles and we take smooth embeddings of manifolds,
then ~-homotopy \o{illbe equivalent to the usual notion of homotopy
for emeeddings.

11.9 Proposition
If iO,i1 ~ Y-homotopic y-embeddin&B of X in Y, then

iO• = i1*·
Proof: Let H be a V-homotopy between iO and i1• Let N be the normal
bundle of H:X x I --~) Y x I. Then since near the J..~.!.~lrzerdII is
iot the normal bundle of iO:X ~ Y is jO·N, where jn:X ~ X x I

for n = 0,1 are the inclusions of X on the ends. Consider the
diagram

£(X·) ) t(XjO·N) i(y·)

jo i ") jO'N r '0

T.

r3.0
j*JO 0

) i«x x I)N) ~£«X x I)·) i«Y x I)·)

~N TH
which commutes by naturality. Thus the map iO• ie the cocpositA
£(X·) ) £«X x I)·) ~£«(X x I)N) ~t«Y x I)·) ~._1t(Y.)

p. ""'IN TH P

where p denotes a wrojection map. But then this map similarly equals

II/I.
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~~dix to Cha~ter 1: The real vers ion of section 4
~ The first attempt at deriving the real version of section 4 is
to define db(X)to be the set of formal power series

where x , E Hi(X,7l
2

)
l. .

and with addition and multiplication defined in analogous fashion to
that for~. Then the Stiefel-Whitney classes define a map

w:KO > db.

However, since KO(S4n) = 7l while GO(S4n) = ~ we £lee ~hat this
homomorphism cannot carry much information. In order to remedy this
(especially in dimensions of the form 4n) we try to introduce
Pontrjagin classes, but since these do not obey atWhitney sumt

formula, we.cannot define them on KO. Ho\-r~ver,we can obtain a
real version in low dimensions by considering both Stiefel-\Vhitney
and Pontrjagin classes, which we describe briefly. We work over

tthe category ~ as in 4.15.
g Let cfi>(X)be the set ®(X) .x H4(X,~). We define addition by

«1 + x1 + •••),p) ~ «1 + Y1 + ••• )t~)

= «1 + z1 + ••• )tt)
where

zn = L! x yi+j=n i j

t = p + (p x1 )«(3 y 1) + Cl

where (5:H1(X,'ll2)
A.3 Pro;eosition
(i) aPeX) is an abelian group.

--)~ H2(X,'ll) is the Bockstein homomorphism.

(ii) GP is a half exact functor.
Proof (iil is similar to Prop.3.10.
(1) Addition is associative follows since )3 is a homomorphism. The
zero is the elemtnt (1,0). To find the inverse of «1 + a1 + •. ),p)
we first find elements ~1 ~Hi(X'~2) such that
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(1 + a1 + ••• ) G (1 + x1 + ••• ) = 1 in c.~(X).

In particular, x1 = a1• Let q = p - (fo (a1»2. Then

«1 + a1 + ••• ) ,p) G «1 + x1 + • • • ) , q) = (1,0) •

IIII

A.4 Suppose E ~ X is a real vector bundle, and let EC be its

complexification.

A.4.1 Pro~ositioA

01(EC) et fl w1(E)

Proof! We ~an !dentir~real line bundles with their first stiefel-

Uhitney class in_ iI1Ot, ~ 2) and complex line bundles wi tit th~ir first

Chern class in H2(){l~)~ Moreover. ~iith this identification,

compieXifieat1on of a real line bundle is the Bocksteid

p ~H1(XPZi === H2o{;~) ~
.Then

,-.

= =

IIII
Defin~ q(E) E:. <fP(X)

,

to be the element

where wi (E) is the i~th Stiefel.!'vlhitney class; and P1(B) os the first

Pontrjagin class;

·A~4.2-·'Lem~ q(E @ F) = q(E) + q(F)

o ' , I 0

, >P1 (g @ t) ~ c2«E~. F) ¢,>~' P1(~)
, '.• I

re~ult now follo\-/5 from Prop~A.4.1.

. 4 "
in.H (X, ~ ).'

o • ;' c' ,0 e.
+ 01(E )c1(F )

Then
. ;t' "',t

Proof: It suffices to cheek th. comp~nent

The

111/
Hence q induces a homomorphism q:KO -~) GP, and we obtain a

real version of Theorem 4.4

!.5 Theorem Let X be a finite CWcomplex of dimension ....< 5. Then

q:Ko(X) ---40) dl?(X)

~ isomor~hism modulo 2·groups.
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Proof: 4'For S
the map q is essentially the map

KO(S4) > H4(s4,7Z) x H4(s\~ 2 )

which takes a vector bundle E to (P1(E),w4(E). It is well known (3)
( (44that P1 E) is a multiple of 2 th:l:n'k.tngof II (S ,Z6)as Zl) and that

every such multiple arises. Thus the cokernel is a 2-group, and the
map is injective, so is an isomorphism module 2-groups.

1/11.
A.6 In order to remove the dimension restrictions and hence use th~
higher Pontrjagin classes, we need to know of the existence of
higher analogues of the Bockstein map which would have to have
similar properties to the Steenrod squares, and 'aA~o provide a
generalisation of Prop.A.4.1. The existence of such cohomology
operations depends on a detaned study of the integer cohomology ring
of an Eilenberg-Maclane space K(2Z2 ,2n + 1).
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tho effect 011 Chern <;J.c..6GCt:l and C:·lv:r.·n ch.ar act ex- u:i.· blpwi.f:lB up .....

aubman i.f'o Ld of a cpmp l ex man;;_fold.. In "'_:~:ction 1 v!t~ re:t'r< ,itt: (- ~.:S~'.'::

Atiya11 (II) a presentation of' K-theo:ry in a form s"J.ll;c:..l,le :Zc:r• 'Ill}'

calculations. In section 2 we describe ti:.e J/t'GGerw of bloirJi.l1f~ u:,~ i.'.c

terms of a universal property~ and in ~ectio~ 3 we rrcve t~0 t~~u~eilin

1. K-the<?£l.
If n ~ 1, ~e define Cn(X,A) to b~ the category as follows:

an object of C (X,A) is a collection E ,•••,Eo of bundles over Xn n

together with maps c::e.. :E. \A > E. l' A such that
~ ~ 1-

o~E1A Clt,,)
n

, . .'

is exact. The morphisms ~:E-).F, where E = (Ei'~i) and
F = (Fi, ~i) are collections of maps fi:Ei ~ F1 such that

~i. tfi -=- <f~-..«;
In particular, C1(X,A) conDists of pairs of bundles E1,EO over

X and isomorphisms i7.:E1' A Eol A
An elementary sequence in Cn(X,A) is a sequence of the form

o,o, •••,O,Ep,Ep_1'O, •••,o where Ep = Ep_1 and c( = identity.
We define E ,,,,iF if for some elementary objects Q1'···' ~ ,P1'·· • ,Pm

:z F G P1 ~ ••• @ pm .
The set of such equivalence classes is denoted by L (X,A).n It is
clear that L (X,A) is a semigroup for each n. There is a natural

n .

C (X,A) <:.--)C 1 (x, A) which induces a homomorphism
n . n+

Ln(X,A) --_;)~ L 1(X,A).
n+

inclusion



1.2 ':i'he~!I!
tbe maps L (A, A)"~"-'---'_ n

L ex. A)
j1 •

i///.

1D3 If I\and EO are bund Le a over- X and ~:B1IA _.~ :r.()I!~.,:; ~11

isomorphism, then tho eLemeuc of K(X) A) d.?ter.niup.u by this clat;l if;

denoted by d(E1,Eo;OO. Theorem 1.2 +ben sa:;!'] t.hat this i£ fl ~~n):L'~''ll

eLemen t ..

1.'+ J;'rop()sitj.~.("~M\- ~~J
(i) d(E1,Eo;o( ) ,~.&ural, i.e. _if f: (Y,B) --4 (X,A) 11llul

d(f*E1,r*EO;f*D( ) = f*d(E
1
,E
O
;O<)

(ii) d(E1,EO;o() depends only on the hOMotoPY cl~s~ ~ •
(iii) i! A :;::¢, ~ d(E1 ,EO; o() = EO - E."
(iv) i! j:(X,¢) ~ (X,A) js inclusion, then j*d(E1,EO;c() :;::E1 - EO
(v) d(E1, Eo; ~) = 0 iff there is a vector bundle G over X such that
0< ~ 1 :E1 G G I A ) EO G G t A extends to an isomorphism over X.

(vi) d(E1 Q F1,EO ~ FOi ,,@ (l ) :;::d(E
1
,E
O
; O() + d(F

1
,F
O
;fo)

-I(vii) d(i':1,EO;U):;:: - d(EO,E1;!X)
(viii) .if ~:Eo\A ~ F\A is an isC'morphisQ!..,theq

d (E 1 ' EO ;C:J() + d (EO' F; ~) = d (E 1 ,F; av< )
(ix) if D is a vector bundle on X then

d (E 1 x D, Eo x- D; ex'le 1) :;:: d (E 1 ,EO i ex ). D

'proof: See Atiyah-Hirzebruch (Il) Proposition 3.3. 1111.
1·5 Now let f be an ajmissibl~ category as in ChRpter 1. Then
K:Qc :>/-1belie.ngroups is twJ.f exact a:rl(:Lnduce s a multipiicative
homotopy functor ~:Cc* ---~ ~~lian groups with multiplication
induced by 'external tensor product'. By the methods of Chapter 1

this extends to a functor on C2 which (in this case) extends the-
definition 2on (;•-c
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1.6 ZUPPoRe E is a compLex vector bundle over X cSOb C.. L,3t 'f,~-c
ctenote ~h'3 c.uaJ. bundle fu1.J Leb BE and SE t'l!'110 te,,::~ usuat the

"';,0:;,. ill!(l I~'r)n'Rl"_e ou»...dles of E·. Te'" "'·BE " v be the ....coj e c t ior """Pu~_~ l. -,I;' ..., .u'V.i:'. ----r". r: ....... ,Ill, ..... ,

wa"J"thE'l ·exter·ior comp'l.ex ' of E, ae:n,)t.E-:-:"'. by AtE) wh i ch 1:> a.V\

clement of C (BE,SE). It is the object whose j-th ccrn~0nent LS
n

i...J;...t<E"·.= p* "j(E\I), and with the map from tho J-th ;:;.)mj?(n·:'Jt to

the j-1 th component over the po Lnt b c-; S1~ i.'l Given by evalu..d.loo0]t I),

'I'his sequence thus defines an el.emen+ QI K(BF., SF.) =: K(E) (L,';)oted (\y

"E' and multiplicatioll by ~'E defLnce an c-rLen t.a tLon K(X) ._-) ~~~R)

called the Thornisomorphism, or Bott periodicity.
1.7 vie llOW consider the specaal case which we shall need later on.
Suppose that X is a cpmplex mrulifold, a~d Y C X is a complex
submanifold of codimension 1. Let L be the normal bundle, which has
complex fibre dimension 1. Let

q: (BL,SL) -)- (U, 0 u)

ybe a tubular neighboudhood of in Xt and let
k: (U, ill U)

be the inclusion map. The exterior complex of L is

where e maps the func~ional f ove~ the point b t SL to the complex
nu~ber feb) over b G St. This sequence determir.cs the olement

= d(p*L" , 1;e) c:;: K(L)
'"and from Prop~1.4 (ix) the Thom isomorphiem iD defined by

E ._-) E. ~L

where E. ~L is represented by the sequence

P.L" n IIIEw; P -----J~ 1 & pillEe fit 1~ _.

If j:Y ---) X denotes inclusion, thon the umkehr map j.:K(Y) ~ K(X)
is define~ to be the composite
K(Y) --__,."."K(L) = K(BL.5L)

')'1'....
---..) K(X)
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comp.l sx an af.y tLc maniiold, and d i Lf'or-on t.Lab le '.i.i.ll mean conp lex

caRe.

£..:.?. Let f: (x, y) -'7 (A,B) be a differ.entiahle n.ap be two en pSJ.:':'[.: ~:~

manifolds. 'I'hen f induces by differerdiati0r! a. m2p be t weon t1l2 cx ac e

sequences
o - -; '£Y ---I TX iY ---) i'TX(Y) -)' 0

Tt.1 Tt1 NU)l
o - ) TB --) TAIB - 1NA(B)~ 0

where NX(Y) denotes the normal bundle of Y in X, and N(f) denotes the

map induced between normal bundles.

~ Let ~ be the category whose objects are pairs (X,Y) of manifolds~

and whose morphisms from (X,Y) to (A,B) are those differentiable maps

f:(X,Y) --->:7 (A,B) which 6atisfy the two following condf, tions:

(i) Y = f-1B
(ii) N(f):NX(Y) ~ NA(B) is a monomorphism.
If £:(X,Y) ----) (S,B) and g:(R,S) ) (X,Y) satisfy these two

con~itions, then so does fg:(R,S) ~ (A,B), and we define composition
in this category to be the usual cumposition of functions,

For (X,y) E: Db .t! , define codim(X, Y) = din X - dim Y. \]e note
from condition (ii) above that there are no maps from (X,Y) to (A,B)

if coo Lrnf X,Y) ') coc:i.m(A,B). Let ll1 C !"J.. be the full subcategory

of obj8cts of codimension 1.

!i1 .is a r('ncct:i.V0subca.te6or~.rof !:t. The !'efl<)ctionfunctor

!i ,.........~ 111 ,;isciven by blowing up the 6ubmanifolg_.

Proof: Let (X,Y) ~ Ob M , and let p:(X',Y') -----~} (X,Y) be the result

of blowing up Y. Then p is a map in~, and codim(X',Y') = 1.



Suppose that f:(A,B) -'_"';):I)o (X,Y) is a map in titwhere cf"ldim(AtB)= 1.
Then we must show that there is a unique map g: (A,B) '.'--7 (X',yI)
lifting f:

Let L denote the normal bundle of B in A, and N the normal bundle of
Y in X. We define g:A --)~ X' by its values on A, B and B

separately.
Suppose that a€. A'B. Then f(a) e X, Y since B = f-1y. Now.

p:X', yl ) X, Y is a diffeomorphism, so we have no choice but to
put g(a) = p-1f(a).

Suppose b € B. The fibre Lb of Lover b is mapped monomorphic ally
by N(f) into Nf(b) so its image, which is a one dimensional subspace,
determines a point in the corresponding projective bundle ot N over Y.,
that is a point in yt. Define g(b) to be this point. Then g is a
map in tl, and is the unique map such that pg = f.

1111.

2.5 Proposition
11X is compact. the map p:X' ----~) X is an identification, that

is X is obtained from xt by identifying along the fibres.
Proof: Since X is compact so is Y, and hence so are XI and Y'. Let
X" be the space obtainEd from xt by identifying along the fibres, and let
h:xt --)~ X" be the natural map. Since p:X' -----)~ X respects

_ _,) X such thatthe identification h, there is a unique map r:X"
p = rh. Since p is surjective, so is r. Since r is injective, so
r:X" ~ X is a bijective map between compact hausdorff spaces, BO

is a homeomorphism. 1111.
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2.6 Corollary
The dia~:!:'al11

j
Y' " X'gt f~
Y i ~ X

is a I2ushout (in the t012loSiccplcateg_or,;y)• ////.

2.7 Corollary
X/Y ~ XI/ye

Proof: Th inclusion Y ~X is isomorphic to the inclusion
Y 4X' U g Y! so the quotient space X/Y is homeomorphic with the
q otient space X' U Y/Y = X'/Y'.

g

/1//.
2.8 We now look at the question of which objects in ~1 are obtained
by blowing up something ~ codimension greater that 1. There are
3 obvious necessary conditions for (X',Y'):
2.8.1 that yt is the total space of a fibr~ bundle

--~) Y' -~)Y

(with n~ 1) where Y is some manifold, and such that identifying
along the fibres gives a manifold X.
2.8.2 This projective bundle is associated to a vector bundle. ~

say ~
Uaa.ng the notation of (4), this projective bund Le is an element! of
the set H1(Y,PGL (C». The exact sequencen

o --)-J C* ---7) GL (C)
n ---7' PGL (C)n ---0

defines an exact sequence of pointed sets
o ~ H1(y,C*) ~ H1(Y,GL (C» ~ H1(Y,PGL (C» ~ H2(y,·C.)n n
so that '3 is associated to a projective bundle iff ~ S = o.
From the exact sequence

o --)~ ~-- ...) C exp ) C· ---;' 0

and the fact that Hi(y,C) = 0 for i~ 1, we see that



i '" i+1H (Y,C*) = II (Y,m, so that the sequence of sets beccmea

~!= 0 ~ H3 (y ,zz, )

(Since H2(y,zz,) is the group of line bundles, this exact sequence also
tells us that two n-dimensional vector bundles E,F have the same
associated projective bundle iff there is a line bundle L such that
E ~ F ~ L .)
2.8.3 Suppose the vector bundle N which has 1as associated
projective bundle has Chern classes c1,•••,cn• Let L be the normal
bundle of yl in X'. Then L is the Hopf bundle over Y' = peN). Let
a£H2(y,,?Z) be the first Chern class of L. Then H*(Y') is an

2 n-1H*(Y) module with generators 1,a,a ,•••,a subject to the single
relation

~ (g*c .)ai = 0
i n-l.

where g:Y' ~ Y

which imposes some restriction on H*(Y').
2.8.4 Example When can (pn(C),XI) occur from blowing up somethimg
of codimension m > 11 If a denotes a generator of H2(pn(C),?Z) and
since dim N = m, 2.8.3 says thnt there ia a single relation of the
form x.am = 0 for some integer x, but the cohomology of pn(C) is
the polynomial algebra on A subject to the single relation an+1 = 0

so the only possibility is that m = n + 1, and the projective bundle
is --..,.' Y

But Y is a man~fold, so dim Y + n = n, so dim Y = 0, i.e. Y is a
point (assuming that the manifolds we are considering are connected)
This implies (with Cor.2 6) that X = X'/pn(C), so that we conclude
(pn(C),X') can occur from blowing up (AtB) only in the two cases
(AtB) = (pn(C),X') or (AtB) = (X'/pn(C),pt.).
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3. Porteous' Theorem
The aim of this section is to prove the following theorem.

compac'!_;
1Jct X be ~corrmlex man:i.folil.and i:Y .d._:). X f1 compact compler

submanifold. IJet
Y'

be the result of blowing up Y. Then the equation
j.(g*E - L) = f·TX - TX'

holds in K(X') where E, L are the normal bundles of Y,Y' respectively.

~ In the case that X,Y are projective complex algebraic manifolds,
this theorem is a coaequsnce of a similar theorem of Porteous «10)t
Theorem 1, (iv»as follows. Let ~ denote the category of algebraic
coherent sheaves on X, and let 1xC:!x be the full subcategory of
locally free sheaves. It is well known (13) that there is a natural
equivalence betewen ~X and the category YX of complex vector bundles
over X, where the vector bundle E corresponds to the sheaf of germs
of lections of E. Let Ka(X) denote the algebraic Grothendieck group
of !x. and K(X) the topological group of Y.x: If f:X ~ Y is a morphism
then f induces a map fa:Ka(y) ) Ka(X) defined on a sheaf F£ !y
by the equation

where OX' 0y are the structure sheaves of X and Y. This construction
makes Ka into a functor, and an important result in the theory is that
there is a natural transformation Ka ----)~K whose construction
depends on the fact that any-Fe!x has a finite resolution by objects
in 1x' i.e. by vector bundles.

The map f:X -----)7 Y also induces a map f!:Ka(X)
induced by trueingthe direct image of a sheaf. A theorem of
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.Atiyah-Hirzebruch (,,)says that if f:X ----) Y is an emb""!ding, theT.'.

the diagram

1K(X)
... a,)--------'1' K t Y

I

I
J;

-----,..~ K( Y)

I,9.rX'. \ )

f.

commutes, where f. is the umkehr homomorphism. If F is a vector bunlde

let F denote the corresponding locally free sheaf. Porteous proves
~

that

which thus implies Theorem 3.1
The proof of Theorem 3.1 which we now intend to give holds tor

arbitrary compact complex manitolds and uses ~pological K-theory and

does not make any use of the theory of coherent sheaves.
~~ By differenti~ting the diagram

yl --j-)~ XI

s J -:---+i A f

we obtain the commutative diagram
'3.~.2.. o _.---+) TY I--~A- j .TX I---} L --~~ 0

Tg1 TflY1 N(fl

0-----1) TY ) i·TX ~ E --~)- 0

Let ¢ = Tf:TXI ---~)TX. Since f is a diffeomorphism off yI, we see

that ¢ is an isomorphism (of vector bundles) off yl. Let U be a.~
tubular neighbourhood of Y in X, and consider the diagram

33..3 K(X',U)

K(X',Y') )



Now g*E - L Co K(Y')and what we intend to show is that the. element
k...1q*-1 ~ (g*E _ L) ~ K(Xi ,X'" tn

is ~epr~sente~ by the aeq~ence
. TX.'I A', U ----jt...1'.'.p.:r. IX' " U

¢

vhd ch by Pl·op.1.4(iv) maps to f*TX - TX' in KCX') which will pr-ove

Theorem 3.1 since j. is by definition the composite map K(Y')~ K(X').

~ Restriction of the diagram 3.3.2 to vector bundles over Y'
yields a commutative diagram
3.4.1

0

~ 0

J 1
0 »TY' ,;j *TX' ) L

1 1 ~
0 ) g*TY , j*f*TX )g*E

1 1
0 G til L

*

--~) 0

-__,)~ 0

\.4.1

where G denotes the bundle along the fibres. By remarks in 1.7 and
Prop.1.4( vii), the element (g*E - L). ~L E. K(BL,SL) is represented by
the sequence
(p*g*E & p*Lv) ~ (p*L & l) ) (p*g*E &1) 9 (p*L & p'L~)

(1 & e) 9 (1 & e-1) -

We now choose (arbitrarily for t~e moment) splittings of the
exac~ sequences in the diagram 3.4.1 as shown in the following
diagram:



o
we use the same letters to denote the maps induced between the
corresponding bundles over BL.
~ In this numb en' (3.5) we use the same letters to denote bundles
over BL as the corresponding bundles over Y', for example G will denote

over yt
either the bundle G~a1ong the fibres or the induced bundle p·a over BL.
However no confusion should arise since in this number we shall only
be considering bundles over BL.

;

The idea of this section is to change the sequence (3.4.2) by
using Proposition 1.4 and so represent the element (g·E - L).A L in
a suitable form.

Let C(:L & LV~ 1 be the evaluation isomorphism. From the
diagram
3.5.1 O--)~L&

vm&1) vp&1~ vL~ g·E & L .. G & L Et L--..,)O
r&1 n&1,

~ 1 &0<

G & 1

which yields a commutative diagram



"

1 til e
g*E til L -------------+
." t ()«n & 1)(1 tilOCJ,m & 1) ~

G ~ (L 1LV )------;., L () (G & L)

(
0 1 & e)

(1 & e){1 &et) o ,
we see that the element (g·E) "L is represented by the sequence

1 &
: G (j) (L & L" ) --~" L G (G & L)

o
(using Prop.1.4 (v)and (viii».

From the commutative diagram (3.5.4) on the next page and using
Prop.1.4 (v),(vii) and (viii), since the top sequence represents
(g·E - L) ~L ' so does the bottom sequence, Now using Prop.1.4 (v)
and (vi), we see that (g·'E- L) ~ L is represented by the sequence

-- ..) j·f·TX

(In diagram 3.5.4, the vertical maps except the two in the middle row
are isomorphisms over BL and so do not affect the difference element.
The two ~ertical maps in the middle row are inverse isomorphisms on ~
SL, and so cancel out by Prop.1.4(vii).)



3.5.4 0 (1:2 e) 0 0

(1 t;l eH1
-,

~ 0( ) 0 0 0

0 0 (1 -1) 06} e

0 0 0 1

G G (L 6} L) G L G g*TY ) L G (G & L) G(L & LV ) G g*TY
iv 0

0 1 (: un 0 c\
b 0 0 1 0)

xv 0

j*TX' G (L & LV ) j*f*TX G (L 6} LV )

(1
lo

j*TX' G L j*f*TX (D L

s\
0)

j·TX' G L - - - - - - -
,.., j·:t*TX G L



hl.!2.... Let
Since q:BL ~ u is homotopic to BI.-).. Y'--)~ U • we know

that j~TX! 75 q*(TX' U), and so the e.Lemen t

is re~resented by the sequence
-__.;~~r-rx] u

where the map is an isomorphism on a u. It now remains to prove the
asserti~n of 3.3, that the splittings can be chosen so that on aU
this map is ¢, the differential of f:X' ---- X. This map involves
splittings u,n,i,v. In fact it is easier to show that the inverse
of this map is the inverse of ¢. Now on BL = a U we have

(un/~iv + cxv + umb)(ay)(1pd + ajt + srd)
= unpd + ct + umrd
= unpd + ct + u(1 - np)d
= 1

so -1
ay r. pd + ajt + srd is th~ inverse of unfAiv + cxv + umb ,

It is well known (10) that we can choose coordinate charts so
that the map f is in a nice form, and we chhose splittings over these
charts, and glue them together with partitions of unity~

We can choose charts ~V~ of Y in X and ~'IJ} of Y' in X'
such that locally we have coordinate functions

x1' ••• ,x : V --.J~\IC. . n r

, , ·W
x1'··· ,xn:

with respect to which the map f has the form
x.f = x! 1 ~ i~ m1. 1.

= x'x' m < i c ni n
= x' i = n.n

and where Y is given' by the equations Xj = 0 (m·<j~ n)
and where Y' is given by the equation Xri = 0 •



.1..8 Let 0
8.:'1d e! ~ Then v, the map ¢e. = - = oyer is·Ox. '0 ,.1. J. X.

J. ].

given by the equations

7;.8.1 .0(e! ) = e. (1 ,< i,< re)
'"-_ J. J.

= x'e. (m ~i < 11.)n J.
~I

= e +
...._ x!e . for i = n.n m '(i c n ]. J.

\,(ei) = e-e for 1~i,<m
J.

= 0 otherwise

jw(ei) = e! for 1,<i,(m
J.

v\,(o!)= e' for 1" i < nN ]. i

= 0 otherwise.

2.!2 Now TY over vi is spanned bye. for 1 -! i,<m, and TY' oyer 'vI' is
).

spanned bye! for 1 ~ i < n, Define
• J.

These splittings ena1nleus to consider (over W)

3..~.4 E as spanned by e. for m <i ~n
J.

G as spanned by e! for m <i <n
a,

L as spanned by e'n •
3.9 •..2 Hence G ~ L is spanned by e! & en for m <i < n ,

J.

With respect to this coordinate system, the map p is given by
p(ei) = , e !" Q e' for m(i<nxi ). n

:: )" x!e! & e' fC ... t':'l'\
m (i~n J. ]. n

and so we choose spl:i.ttings
rW(ei) :: 0 for m < i < n

= e' for i _. nn
nw(ei & et) :: e. m < i ,< n,n J.

2...10 Let 1'w be a partition of unity subordinate to the open cover

of Y' •

.2..!1.1 We consider now the map "4:G __,. G !it L. Over W we have a

section of L given by e~. Let E. be the dual section of L
n

, i.e.
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3.11.1 = 1 •

ThenQ\-1:1 -i'"1, GfL"" is· defined by the section

~UlJw el Q t
\'IT n n

So if g f..rfG lies over the point lEBL, then

•

Nowwe can write 1 = zel for some zcm, thenn

<£ ,1) = <f. ,ze' > = z , whencen n n

2.11•2 ft<g) = ~ (l\W g & 1 = g Q 1
\-/r

In particular, over the point in U with coordinates <x~, ••• ,x~)

<which we are identifying with the vector x'e' of L) the map isn n

e! & x'e'
1. n n = x' e! & e'.n 1. n

given by

Thus away from the zero section (i.e. where Xl = 0) we haven

2...11.4 •

~ Finally, define splitting"

s (el) = e'W n n

3.13 Lemma Over W we have

-1 = ~-1ay fA pd + ajW\1 + s\irWd "P

Proof: \Je check equality on each ei for 1,,( i,< n,

(i) 1,(i ~ n, It is easily seen that each side maps ei to ei.

(i1) m-ei <ne NowajvJt\.j(ei) = 0 by 3.9.1, and s\yr\/d(ei) = 0 by 3.9.7.

ay ji1pd(ei) = ay~1(e1 Q e~) by 3.9.6

ay« 1/x:l)'>ei)

= (1/X~) e1 •

=

( -1ThuF.J ayfJ pd +ajwtw + svrwd) (ei)
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(iii) i = n.

= -1{ ~ 1ayjA - L. x!e'&e'
m < i < n1. i n

= ay{ - L:
m <i< n

(x!/x') e!1. n J. , by 3.11.4.

= _ ~ (x!/x') et
m < i( n J. n i

= ~, by 3.9.7 and 3.12.n

Hence
:zj (x!/x') e'm <i -(n J. n i·

But from 3.8.1,
et = ¢-1(e ) +n n

= ¢-1(en) +

¢-1( z; y:i e
i
)

m< i< n
~ (x'jx')e!m<i<.:h i n J.

whence

1111.

3.14 We are now ready to define the global splittings j,t,s,r.

Let h = L..rpw hw and k = ~<fvl kW.
W W

Now since ~c = 1, we know that xhc = 1, and similarly bkw = 1.
Put j = he, t = xh, r = bk, and s = km. Then xj = 1 = te, and
bs = 1 = rm, so j,t,s,r are •
2.!.12 Hultiplying the equation of Lemma 3.13 by l.fw' and adding oV'r {wt
gives

-1 -1ay f pd + ah + kd = ¢ •

Nou from exj\/t~1= 1 ,= exh , and'similarly mbk = 1, v« have
o.;y f -1pd + ahc.xh + kfubkd = r1

i.e. 01 fl-1pd + ajt + srd = ¢-1 as required, which completes
the proof of Theorem 3.1.



.:h1_6 Corollary
(i) The behaviour of Chern character under blowing uJL_is expressed by
the formula

(ii) The beha viour of Chern cLaaac s uno.er bl..ow:jJ1gup is ex;pressed by

the formula
f'C(X) - C(X') = j, rc;)

L (1 + v)

g*C(E) J
~(1 - v)i.g*c .(E)
i n-m-1

in a(X') ,or e9uivalent~
C(X') = f'C(X). (1 + j{(;) (1 + v) ~ (1 - v)i .g·cn_m_i (El j)

g*C(E)

in._H*(X',7l).
PrOQ!: (i) From Theorem 3.1,

f·ch(X) - ch(X') = ch j*(g*E ~ L)

= j.[(g.Ch(E) - ev) .TOdd(L)] By 10.4
= j*[(g*Ch(E) - eV)«1 _ e-v)/v)].

(ii) Similarly
3.16.1 f·C(X) - C(X') = Cj.(g*E - L).

Now g*E - L = G & L = F say. ~h~ by 10.6
3.16.2 Cj.(F) = j.«;)C(F. ~_1L»

Now C(F. ~_1L) = e(g*~_ n_1L ) _ eeL. ~_1L )

=
g*C(E) . 1 + v

g·C(E)
=

Formula (a) now follows from 3.16.1, 3.16.2 and 3.16.3.
/1//.
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SUSPENDING AND COLLAPSING CHERN CLASSES
Alan Thomas

Universi ty of \Jarwick

Introducti~
If X,Y are (based) topological spaces, let (x,Y]. denote the

set of homotopy classes of based maps from X to Y, and let [X,Xl
denote the set of homotopy classes of maps from X to Y.

If ~ is a principal G bundle over SX, then it is classified
by an element of [SX, BGl where BG denotes the classifying space
of the topological group G. Conversely, if we take trivialisations
of 3 over the two cones of SX, these differ on their intersection
by a map X ~ G, and S is claasified by the corresponding element
of ~,GJ. By considering the classifying bundle

it is well known that there is an isomorphism
[X,GJ. "-'--

The chapter starts with a theorem which implies for a compact
Lie group G that

[X,G] ~--
and by using Milnor's construction of Ba' we prove in §3 that the
two elements which classify 3 correspond under this isomorphism.

The case in which we are interested is a = U(n), ahd we use tho
theorem in this case to determine the Chern classes of a vector bundle
over SX in terms of its classifying element in [X, U(n)]. For this
we use the well known results on the cohomology of U(n) and BU(n)' and
obtain the following proposition:
Lt,.2 Proposition 11.! is a principal U{n) bundle over sx,~ .
trivialisations over the cones diffex:_~~_a map (p:X ~ U(n), then, -

)- -1
ci (.$) = (T 9'. (Xi)

where cr:H2i(SX,Z) ~ H2i-1(X,Z) isjEe suspension iso~orphism, and
( In) . 2i-1 ( () )xi is a certa1.n .E..eneratoL...?.!II Un, Z •



In section 5, we consider a vector bundle over X which is trivial

over the subspace A, and examine the effect on Chern classes of

colla~sing the bundle in two different ways. The mai~ result of this

section is the followin~:

5.2 Theorem If (X,A) has the h~~otopy extensioE~~~~rt~and E ~
a vector bundle ove:t:X, ~ 0( .p !:Le trivialisati.2Jl~~ E sass. A

f:A ~ Gl (~) , then
n

c . (E/C!.) - c. (E/ ~) = £; f·x~~ ~ ~. ~

where O:H2i-1(X) --7 H2i(X/A) is the coboundary,

(certain) generator of H2i-1(Gln(~)'Z).

The proof of this theorem mwces use of the previous results on

and x! is a
J.

bundles over suspensions.
In section 6 we give some examples of the theorem, of which one

Chern classes of
is the classical res~lt concernin~vector bundles over spheres, of
wh~ch this chapter can be thought to be a generalisation.

Theorem 1.5 and Proposition 5.6 are probably w€~l known, although ._

noy reference to them could be found.
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1 ~_g~ fu~~~,E?_ntal__.J.so..t:n..?l'phisrn
1.1 Let p:E ---+ B be a fibre spv_e with fihro F, and uith E F and,

B path conne cted p(:r~compact hausdorff sp;:':'E s, Then p :i.sa fibration

(Sp&nier, !_1i Ch e 2, 7.'14). For b <.;; B, 1(.::: Fb denote the fibre ovor

b. It is well known that for any spnce X, the sets

{(X,Fb) :b t B1
form a local system over B, where [X,J!'b1 deno t es the sc t of homotopy

cLaaae s of maps from X to Fb. For suppose',,~: 1---:-- B :i.sa path in
B from b to C

t
and g:X ~ Fb represents an element Ig' in .._X,Fb·: •

Consider the diagram

1.2 E
_ ......

B,.

or"~ ,-. 1.... LV

gi I
G :.•, projectionl

X x 0 r -.~...... ,.- ..} X x I

Since p is a fibration, there exists a map G:X x I ~ E making
the diagram commute. The map G1:X ~ Edefined by G1(x) = G(x,1)

maps into Fc and so defines an element (G11E; [x,r"c1. This homotopy

class is well defined and depends only on the homotopy class of

g:X ~ Fb, so this construction defines a map

which defines the locel system.
1.4 Throughout sections 1 and 2, let p:~ ~ B be a fibre space

with fibre F cuch that
(i) E,F and B are path connected paracompact hausdorff spaces

(ii) E is contructible to a point

(iii) B has a base point -K and Tt1 (B, K ) = 0
Let e:E x I ~ E be a contraction with e1 = identity, and eO(E) = e

for some point e ~: E. He note that by condition (iii) any local
system on B is simple. Let F. denote the fibr~ over the base point.
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pe (g x 1): X x I -) E x I -~j E __;.; B

respects the identification map X x I _...,.SX and so induces a mal?
,.
g:SX -~~ B;

The homotopy class of i depends only on tha hocotopy class of g.

l"or suppose that G:g -:= g':X ~ F.. Then the map from X x I x I

to B given by

(x,t,u) .,___ .~ pe(G(x,U) ,t)

respects the map X x I x I -_./ SX x I, which is again an identific-

ation and induces a homotopy d:g_~g':SX --~ B

X x I x I ..• '0_ .•.. -.:.;,> B

- '(f'"
-.~SX x I

This construction thus defines a function

which is clearly natul·al. In order to show tbat ¢ is an isolilorphism

we construct the inverse.
Suppose h:SX -t B represents some element 1)1) in

,. -.'.SX,B_\•

Let Q. and 1denote the imaBes in SX of the points (x,O) and (x,1)

from X x I.
Consider the diagram:

consta.nt
map to a \

X ~

E --- --____;., B
.1' r "P i h

" i
II ...." SX

'- . 'l'
.' 0' (._~ ._...._._ -.- ,'; X x I~ , .
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By the homotopJ l:i.ft::"ngproperty, the r-r- r>xis-l:cr: 1'".1'IPH:X Yo: I -) E

Then H1~X --) F, (1)
.1 .

defines <':'11 ~l'me:n.~ vi'

of lifting. B:l.nce .......(B) ° the local svstem', i X F I :tJ (- B .~.: 11 =, -" ~', , b' -.- , .~,.u

c i.rapf.o , so there is a r.otur al. Lsomoz-phf.am
. .,.

LY))"h(l)"
~ I-X lj' -I---- ...... ,.I: 01< J

which is indu(!e(~,(sse '1.3) by E:!}]I.. pat.h in :c .i:'ru:nh(1) t) the barie point.

Hence corresponding ~,(h and a tl.ere is an cLerie n t in \X,J!'","l. \\'e
show firstly that this element does not depend on the choice of a, and

s~condly thnt it does not d~pend on the choice of h representing the

eler.Jcnt(h1 in rax n' so that this const uction defines a function_. '_J
.r .-,.,X B -: :;,. ['x F -:1,"· t.~ , j ---"] _ ' *_:

First supposo that a' is a second point in ~'h(2). Let t':,\ : I ~ E

be a path fror.Ja to a'. Consider the dingr~:

E
t' ... D

f'" Ih<,
, !.. .. .... ,~:- SX ex,t],~....; -, I,' I-, . I

X x ro'~ X I \.X x I x I (x,t,u)t oJ '_ ~

Dy the homotopy lifting property, there exists a map

_1!_:XxlxI ---~) E

makine the dd agr-am cornmu t e, Then

.(1.(-,1,O):X ~ E lif'cs h baae d at a and

.rL(-,1,1):X ~ E lifts h based at a'.
nor eove r ~::-Hx,1, u) ~ Fh(l) for all u E~I , so that

_Q.(-,1,-):X x I

defines a homotopy between the two choices of maps from X to Fh(1)
60 that the eLetnen t in :x,~'*lis Lndependent; of the choice of the

point in the fibre.
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Se con dLy , SUppO.3P' that H:h:! h' :8X ----4 B. Choose T'oints

C :

wb;~h CO'J2rS t he :p~-:.h lH':~t) in B frcm h((') to III (2)
E ..----'-~----- B

., P
/\.

I <, J
W I "- sx x I

! ~I '"
..... i

X X 0' x I (.-.&_ ......._--------) X x I x I-
"by the horao topy liftihg property, bhez-e exi s t c a t:1ap J: X x I x I ~ E

r.'laking the diagram commut.3. Then

J(-,1,O):X ~ Fh(l) lifts h bused at c

J(-,1,1):X ~ Fhl(l) lifts hI based at ct.

now as u varies, pJ(x,1,u) = H(l,u) defines a path in B from

h(.:!) to h' (1), and the Lsomomr-phf.am

[X, Fh <'J)1 --j Lx, Fh f ( 1 )J
induced by this pzrt h is easily seen (from the follo\t1ingdiagram and

compare 1.2) to take the class of J(-,1,O) to the class of J(-,1,1):

p
If( 1, u),,,

I
I
1

(x,u)

1~0i.:dn since thc local system is sLmpLe , the bro liftings define the

eame eLemerrt in [X,FJ, so that

, =, • rS' X n 1 _.::-. r Y 7;' ]1" . .__, ,.lJJ ,,' ..... , ... *-

is well dcfinacl~

It is easila seen thati{= 1. To show thnt 'f 'F = 1 t we observe

thr:.t Q 1..'.1 (=_ SX haa the h...cr.o topy extension l?~:olJerty, so that allY

r" I .element in I_SX,B_ may be represented by a map l::BX --J' B such that

h(g) = :r(e) and h(1) = *. From the dio.grum
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constant r.ap
to e

4' .----.-----.-~ B
oW F. P , .".l" . - -f
I·.... : L.
I

H' <, SX
<, if

<,

,., ~"~{ x I--··-----····il

let II1 repres::mt '{'Cn) u To prove that '1:fi.:hJ "-. I h), w~; mus t Sh01.,

that pe(Ii
1
x 1)':::;_' pH:X x I -~ B r eL X x "c· I

since pc (!I
1

x 1) induces a map on SX representing ~::f{~h~lt and pH

induces h on SX. It cuffices to snow that

e(H
1

x 1) _".:< H~X x I -~ E rel X x ~: I. We observe that

e(E
1

x 1)(x,t) = e(H(x,1), t)

while H (x,t) = e(H(x,t),1)

The result then follows from the next lemma.

1.6 Lemma.
Ilhere exists~m2E r:I x I ____ 4 I x I Buch that

(i) r! I x 1..1$is the iden,titz

(ii) r(t,O) = (1,t)
(iii) r( t1J x I) = (1,1)

(Lv) r( tO~ x I) = {O~ X I \,1 I X !O~

Proof: We illustrate the existence of such a map as the composite

of three simple maps:

squash l'
-----)

---,--- --y----",
! I l \ /

I ','
! ; /

\ //I . /
I I·'

i //
"....- .::_;;,. ..

~too~1J..

.~... -_..:- ......-~

slide --jI

_a .a_' •. '_~_." .••• __ .......,

stretch :.- .., .... ;

. ".~ ...

I_._. .i
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Let r: I x I ~ I :: r be El. ml3.Tl,ae'.tisfying tho:")c~!'IH ti,,!).s of lemma 1.6.

Write r(t,u) :: (r
1
(t,u.)\ :l")t,u»o Now define F:X x I x I ~ E by

F(x,t,u) =

This is the required homotopy, which completes the proof of Theorem 1.5.
1111.

2. The cohomology lGomoFph~

2.1 For n :~1, we have the following diagram

i*

iih-.1 (E)

p* &-1________ ~' Hn(E,F.) ~'~ Hn-1(F~)

i.~
Hn(E)

Since B is contractible, !r*(E) = 0, so b is an isomorphism. Let

be the compo s i,te homomo.rphist'l.

2.4 Prop05i~

l.Lh:SX --7 B ~ g:X --7 F. are such th~t the_1l<'.E:-9toPY<:1~5_~~

,!.hqz_defin_c_. correspond und~lfiL-i_E3..Q!Jlor12hism 9_f 'rheorem 1_~, then the

following diagram cornr.n~~:

!T.22i: \ve may assume without loss of generality (as in Theorem 1.5)

that h(Q) = pee) and h(l) = '* . Let H:X x I -~1 E lift h (as in

1.5.7). Then H1 is homotopic to g, so g* = H1*·
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Let ex be the cone
ex = x x I

r-

X x .» 0'--~j

Then H:X x I ~ E facotrs through ex by a map (also denoted by H)
and moreover if we consider X c:.. ex as X x ~1~, then- .'

Froo th~ commutative diagram

2.4.1 E ----------~--------~I'~;,.
!constant i

map to e

B
y. h
SX

l'
<, ex
t

)x x I
i ~ "x x tOj' C-.- _,..

we obtain the commutative diagram:

2.4.2 B ) (B, ~) ,I' P (E,F.)" F."I!\ (~ r 1";-...

h I h • H H1 lI

I lsi . ,
(SX,l) /' (ex,X) - X\: c

where c:(CX,X) ----~I (SX,1) collapses X to Q. This yields a
commutative diagram

Hn(B) ~ Hn(B, *)
I

h' Ih· I
J

J, \V
Hn(SX) / Hn(SX,l)

.
By definition, the top row is ry :Un(X) )Iin-1(F.) and the

bottom row is the suspension isomorphism J :Hn(SX) :> Un-1 (X),
thus proving the proposition.

1111.



o
u

In this section we d0scribe Mllno~'s constructi~~ ai t~a

clas.3ifyin~ bvnd.l,., associated with p .f;opolL'gi~algroup basied 011

the expo ..:;ib.(J:i1 given in (2).

3-1 Let a be a topological group, aud let. EG del~Jte the: ~)e·i.;(,:::

sequences of ~airs
3.1.1

where x. C G and t. E (,0,1] such that only a finite number of t. ,i 0
]. ]. 1

and ~ t. = 1. We define an equivalence r-e Lacd on on Ea' by
• J.
J.

if t. = t! for all i, and x. = x! for those values of i for which
]. J. 1 ].

t. ~ o.
].

Let Ea be the sP.t of equivalence classes. We denote the

equivalence class of

by

For each it define

anti then define

3.1.5 X• -1 ( ]i·ti Ot1

We give Ea the smallest tmpology such that the functions t.,x. are
J. J.

continuous for all i ~;o.

The mar> Ea x a • -~ EG de fine d by

defines a right action of G, amd moreover this map is ccntinuous.

Let BG be the orbit space (with the quotient topology.) Then

G ) Ea --7 Ba is a principal G bundle, and is a classifying
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bundle for principal G bund Lee ov ex , e:ty, ?~...:r-::-:"m:i.'n.ct D})9Ces ..

Since we shall need an explicit descr ption of a classifying map, we

describe its construction, again based on (2).

3.2 Suppose X is a paracompact space 1 and G ----;.'>- E _p #=t- X iD a

principal G bundle. Let ~_Ui:i = 0,1, ••• 1 be an open cover of X

with the property that Elu. is trivial, and let
1

r
if.:X ~[0,1]

l. .

"1
i=0,1,···S

~ ,
be a partition 01' unity subordinate to the cover iUJ .
Let h.:U. x G --~J. E' U. be a trivialisation, and let

l. l. l.

q.:U. x G ----~) G be projection.
l. l.

Then the map h:E ----~) EG defined by

() -1 (-1heel = (fOP e ~ho (e), f1P e)q1h1 (e), ••• )
is a G map, so induces a map X ~ BG and this map classifies E.

3.3 Let 1 denote the identity in G, Then if we denote the element

r toxo' t1x1,···]
then we can give BG the base point

[11,0,0, ••• J
(where '0' abbreviates 109' for some g c::.. G)
sO that G can be naturally identified with the fibre over the base
point.
3.4 Suppose G ~ E --- SX is a principal G bundle, with X,G

paracompact. Since the upper and lower half cones of SX are

contractible, this bundle is trivial over them. If we choose a

trivialisation over each half, and compare them on the intersection

of the two concs , i.e. on X, they differ by a map X > G.
~co~~~~

Suppose now that G is a~Lie group. Then since_"2(G) = 0
(see for example (3» and since EG is cOntractible, we see from the

exact homotopy sequence 01' the fibration G ---)EG ) BG that
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1f'1 (BG) = 1\.2 (G) = 0, so that the fibre bundle

G ~ Ea ) BG

is the ~ype wnhavc b0~n considering.

In particular, by Theorem 1.5, the map X -~ G describer! above

determines a map SX ~ Ba- We now show that this map classifies

the bundle G ~ E ---j SX.

3.5 Proposition

Let G be a Lie group, and G ~ E -----~SX a principal G
bundle, where X is paracompact. Then trivialisations over the cones

differ by a map X ----t G ·"hieh corresponds under the isomorphis~
of Theorem 1.5 to ~ classifying map for the bundle~

Proof: Let CO' C1 be the open cones

Co = {(x,t)
C1 ={ix,t1

0'- t c 2/3~

1/3 c t ~11

and let
h.:C. x G > E,C. for i = 0,1 be trivieliFRtion.
111

Then on X = i [x,tl :.x€ X}C SX, these trivialisations differ by z:.

map '('!X - Gt i.e.
hO ( r.x,1] , g) = h 1 ( [x,iJ t 'f (g) ) •

Let fi:X ----7 [Ot'1] be a partition of unity subordinate ti th;.s open

covar, and let q.:C. x G ~ G be projection. Then by 3.2, the map
l. l.

h:E ~ E~ given by
u

h(e ) -= (f~ P(e ) '11h;
1(e ) , f cl (e) Yoh;1(e ) .o, 0 ,••• )

induces a map SX n ) BG ~hich classifies E. This ma~ can be

de acrLbe d as follows: if [x,t)E: SX, then

h( [x,tj ) = [f1p(e)q1h~1(e)tfop(~)qoh~1(e),o,ol~ ••]
where ~ is some point in the fibre over [Xlt] • lJenow show that

under tha isomorphism of Theorem 1.5, this map correspondo to q, .



}:::~: OV€J.· Go the bund l e E i.s trivial and there is a ae ci..:.·,.

[Xlt]

so that ove r CO' the map 11 can be des.;::.':1.'!::lc";'by

liC >,t) = tf1[x.t)q~!h~:ho(rx,1J~ 1) fO[>.:~t]C!on,;1ho([;:~tl, 1),0,0,.J

_.. 'Cf1[x,t]q1h~1hO«(X,tJ, 1) fof..x~tJl.O,O,O, ••• J
Dc f i.ne n eX x [o,~] - ..~ EG to be

n(:t,t) = (f1 [x,t)q'lh~'1hO( ex,t], 1) , f'o(iC.f:]l,O,O,O, .... )

Then the followin6 diagram commutes:

EG -------~ Ba

constant /~ t £
map to
(0,11,0,0, •• )

X x ~oj c-c. ~

Similarly, over C1 there is a section

so that over C1 the map h can be descreibed by

h([x,t]) = (f1 ~,~] cr(x), fOC!oh~1h1([x,t], 'f(;d),O,O, ••• ]

Define m:X x [~, 1J ~ EG to be

m(x,t) = (f1rx,t] cp..x), foqoh;1h1([x,t], <f(x»,O,O, ••• )

Thel the following diagram commutes:

BG1£
C1

1
X x [~, 1]

Now n(x,~) = (f1rX,i1q1h~1ho( (x,i), 1) , foCx,·H1,O,O, ••• )

= (f1[x,~JcfX) ,fOrx,~]l,O,O, •••• )

and m(x,t) = (f 1[x d) set x) , folx~~1 Cloh~1~1( [x,i], <p(x», 0,0, •• )

= (f1 [x,'H~x) , fo[X,t]l,O,O, ..•• )

EG -------------~



" .)I _

so that n and In agree en X x {-3:1socomb Lne tc gi vc a map f:&.'o:!:' x J

1';' •• ,':0.,. B
.....G _'-,.,. ...

\"
t,. ~

ccTlf3tc:.utmap to \ . " ...................
(O,1ls0;O, ••• )

X x ~ OJ
and so by Theorem 185 the map from

\ li

____ --_,> X x I

X ::: X x {_11'i;() En
.) \l

corresponds to
,..the clae8ifying map n. But this map,is m

1
, that is

m1(x) = m(x,1) = (f1[x,1J'f(x),fOt!-,1}CIoh~1h1([X,1J,'f(X»'O,o, ••• )

= ( 1 '(x) ,0,0, •••• )

i.e. m1 = 1f' which completes the proof of the proposition.

1111.

4. Vector bundles over suspensions

It is well known (see for example Browder (~» that the

cohomology ring ~·(BU(n)'Z) is a polynomial algebra on the universal
2ichern classes c1' ••• ' cn where ci E. H (BU(n)' Z) and that

H*{U{n),Z) is the exterior algebra with generators x1, ••• ,x. n
2i-1( () )where x. E: HUn ,Z is the image under the map

1.

or:H2i(BU(n)'Z) ) H2i-1(U(n),z)
defined in 2.3.

4.2 Proposition
If j = U{n) ~ E ----)7 SX is a principiI U{n) bundle ov~~

SX and triviallisations over the two cones differ by a maE

'f':X -.-~) U(n) as in.l:!:.0p.3.5.then for i ~ 1,

c. (~ )
1. ...

C :H2i(SX,Z) the suspension isomorphism.where

Proof; By Prop.3.5, ~':X ~ U(n) corresponds under the isomorphism

of Theorem 1.5 to a map Y:SX --..,) BU(n) which classifies S. The
proof then follows from the diagram



~\Y,
..10"

E2i(S.x)

t
! ".,

r ..! 'l

'V
. '_1 __ p. H2i-~ (x)

which c~mmutes by Prop.2.4.

1111.

2!_ CollapRing bundles.
5.1 Since the i~clusjon U(n) -----~} GL (C) is a deformation• n

retraction it induces an isomorphism

H*(GL (C»
n

---)+ H* (U(n»
so there is a unique element x! in H2i -1(GL (C» which mapsJ. n

onto the generator x. of H2i-1(U(n». Th' f thO t·J. e mUJ.n purpose 0 J.S sec J.on
is to prove the following theorem:

2.2 Theorem

Suppose (X,A) has the h~moto~y extension property, and let E pe
a comnlex vector bundle over X which is trivial over A. Let

01 : E iA ~ A x en

.B : E IA --4 A x en

be two trivialisations, and define f:A ------)+ GL (C) by the eguationn

-. 0-'(A(a,v) = ~ (a,f(a).v)

Then fa....i ">,. 1,

c . (El o; ) c. (EI,3) = 0 f *x !
J. J. J.

where &: H2i-1 (A) ~ H2i (xl A) J~ the cobounda;r.L_ and E/r.:( denotE1§.

the bundle ov~. X/A obtaihed by the I collapsing construction '_.

First we observe that we may assume without loss of generality

that f(A) c: U(n). For let r:GL (C)
n

----~~ U(n) be a deformation,
and let g = rf: A -~) U(n). Let h: A x en ~ A x en be the

isomorphism



'j I;.

( -1h(a,v) = (p,g a)f(a) .v)

Then (a,g(a).v) = h(a,f(a).v)
r) -1=h~';( (a,v)

.., .
Pu t r:' I = h ~ • Then this says

.1
!:,( (a, v )

and now ~~t ---~ U(n).

...-1= 1=:. (a,g(a).v)
But since f ~ g:A --7' GL (C), i~; follows

n

that h is homotopic tc the identity as vector t~n~le isomorphisms,

and hence (oJ is homotopic to ~i as vector bund Le isomorphisms. This

implies that E/~ is isomorphic to E~I ,and so for the proof of the

theorem, we may assume that f = g and a = 11, •
~ For the rest of this section we assume that (X,A) has the

n-dimensional
homotopy extension property, that E is a comple~vector bundle over

X with trivialisa.tions 0( ,~ over A (as in Th.5.2) and that

f:A --";>U(n) is such that
:l'(a,v) = S"Ca,f(a).v)

5.5 Nototio12
If Y = Y1 U Y2 and Fi is a vector bundle over Yi and

k:F1fY1()Y2 > F2!Yl\Y2
is an isomorphism, then the bundle obtained over Y by the clutching

construction is denoted by

We denote by n the trivial bundle of dimensior. n,

5.6 Proposition
Let p:X v CA -~ X/A be the collapsing ma.p~ Then

= E ~, n:x-
where ~ is the bundle over CA.

Proof: n .....nLet q:A x C ----?~C be projection. For e,e' € E, we define

an equivalence rela.tion e'Ve' if e = e ' or q(X(e) = q=x(e'). The

identification spa.ce is (by definition) E/~. Let h:E ---7 E/r.~

be the identification map.



c ove z-Lng tr;~ l:1e.::,) }:.uCI\ ---7' X/A,whicL :'.3 an :i.~·._)J!lurrJ.lism c n ee<::h

fibre.

E/.:x
I
1

1
X/A

X "J CA

Horeover this map respects the clutching map c;tC and so induces a

vector bundle map from E U. n to E/~ covering p, which is an
(II.

isomorphism on each fibre.

Hence p* (E/Ot ) = E V a-
PI(

1111.

hl Let d:X U CA ---

d(x) = x

d [a,t] = ta,2t] G: CA

d [a, t1 = (a,2t-1J~A

(XUCA)v SA be the pinching map, i.e.

for x € X
for 0 ~t ~~

for i~t ~1.

Let CoA and C1A be the lower and upper half cones of SA.

C1A rL

h
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,11
X G

F U (CA x Cn) on X \J CA"l -
(fjOA x Cn) u (C1A x Cn) on SA

J
Then a-c ... F V (CA x Cn)

J~
Proof: We define a v ector- bundle map f1',):11F U (CA x Cn) to G which

J"covers d and is an iSvffiorphismon each fibre. This map is defined in
fo.or parts:

(i) F ~ F over X is the identity.

(ii) A x [o,t1 x Cn ----?' CA x Cn is
(a,t,v)

(iii) A x [1/2,3/41 x Cn

(a,t,v)

(iv) A x t3L4111
A x { 11

(a,t,v)

.,
+----7-) (d ra, t1, la (v»
----~>COA x Cn is

~--7) (d fa,t], 'r'<v»a

)

,.> (d [a, t) ,v)

where J :Cn ~ Cn is defined by the equationa

(a, ~ (v» = J(a,v)a

These four maps combine with the various identifications to give the

map as required.
IIII

Ve need o~c more lemma before proving the theorem (5.1)
5.9 Lemma

Let i:X V CA ~ (Xv CA) v SA ~ j :SA ---~~ (XUCA) V SA

be the inclusions, and let q:XU CA ----~~ SA be the map collapsing X.

Then for r ~ ~,_the following diagram commutes:
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I{«XV CA) v SA)
I
j
":¥

I:l'(Y,vCA) ~ h.L~(;.;.\)

cl*

---,--,7-
1 @ q*

?r:"lof: .3iil';c r >,. 2, the Ii *) 5.E an iso!l1prphi£:!.i"Letmarl j.
r: (X LJ CA)vSA ~ XvCA
s: fX\JCA)v SA ~ SA

be the naps collarsing SA and XUCA reGpe~ti\tt:ly. Then

is the inverse map, and so it suffices to show that the following
di&gram commutes:

d*
Hr ((X wi CA) "SA) ------>~Hr (X U CA)

(r', s') j iaddition
Hr (X CA) (j) I{ (SA) 1 (j) q* ) Hr (X"-'CA) @ Hr (Xu CA)

Take x G y E Hr (Xv CA) G Hr (SA). Then
--1 takes x (j) y to x + q*y
r takes x (j) y to d*r*x + d*r*y.

But rd:::!1:XUCA --} Xu CA and sd~ <q:XuCA ~ SA, so
d*r*x + d*s*y = x + q*y

and the diagram commutes.
II/I.

5.10 Proof of Theorem 5.2
Let M be the bundle on (X lJ CA) \J SA which is

5.10.1 E U.v.(CA ;l en) on X,,) CA. ,
F = (Go~ x en) vf(e1~ x en) on SA

. I

Then by Prop~5.8,
,., n {J -Id*M E VIl (CA x e ) since ~c.c = f.

Let g:X U ct. -----:) BU(n) classify E VC!( (CA x en), and let
l:sA ) BU(n) classify the bundle F over SA.

Then by Prop.3.5, the class of f corresponds to the class of f
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( .~) ~ • (y " \" C" ~ • ' T •.f; .~ U \"I. J V un 1" ·-'D{ )
, .'1

ar.d eo

c. (E \1 (Cl. x ell) ._ c. (E U (Cl.. x en)
~ ~ ~ Cl<

= «gV r)d)·c. - g*Cd~ ~

Now by Le~ma 509

"= g*c. + q·f*c.
1. ~

__ d_·__ _,> H2i (X lJ CA)

l' add
H2i(SA) ---) H2i(XVCA) (j) H2i(Xll CA)

1 ~ It*

Thus
ci(E Vp (CA x Cn»_ ci(E LI~ (CA x Cn)

By Prop.5.6 this equation can be written
ci(p*(E/~ » - ci(p*(E/(X» = q*r*ci

or p.( c. (EID ) - c. (E/O() ) = q·r*c .•
1. ~ 1. ~

= q*r*c .•
1.

The proof new follows from Prop.2.4 and the following commutative
diagram.

___ o: ~>H2i-1(U(n»

1 f*

p* c..

1111.
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6,1 ::JUppClGt:::(X,A) ha3 the homotopy extf!l1sionproperty, anc1

f:A --) U(n) is e ome uar., i'hen f Lnduce s a ve c to r bund Le Cay dCf)

over xl A aG f(111)'«s. Let n denote t r.e tJ.'i vin.l n d.ImensLona'L hUlllUe
"over X. T!len f defines a trivialisation r.l A _--L_._ A x Cr..by

(a,v) t- ) (a,f(a).v)

and the collapsing construction then defines the bundLe r./f = d(f).

(Remark: This is a particular case of the construction of the
'difference bundle' as in (5).)

f.:..2 Iroposition

_!! (X,A) has the HEP and f:A ~ U(n), ~
c.(d(f» = Of*x.
1 1

. .... 11. .-;

Proof: Let 1:u4A > n the identity trivialisation. ThenA x C be

in the data of Theorem 5.2 take tJ(= 1, and p = l. Then

c. (d(f)) c.(d(1» = Of*x.
1 1 1

but d(1) is the trivial bundle, so c.(d(1» = 0 for i ~ 1.
3.

1111.

6.3 Proposition
( 2n-1)Suppose X,S has the homotopy extension prorerty and that

(i) H2n-1(X) = 0 = H2n(X)
(ii) ID is an inte6er such that the only U(m) bundle over X is the

trivial one.
2n( I 2n-l) h hThen from (i) H X S = Z, and t e n-t Chern class of any

U(m) bundle over X/S2n-1 is a multiple of (n - 1)!

Proof: Any U(m) bundle over X/s2n-1 is obtained by collapsing a U(m)
bundle on X. But by (ii) there is only one U(m) bundle on X, so any

U(m) bundle on X/S2n-1 is obtained by the construction of 6.1, and so

by Prop.6.2, the n-th Chern class is of the form
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6r·xn
Since S is an iso~orphisM by (i), it Eu~ficC5 to prove the following

for some map f:A ----~>U(m)

lemm.:...

~•..•2n-1
... o.J

with m>. n
---',.. U(mJ\ ind~ r- :H2n-1 (U(m» ---} H2n-'1 (S2n-1)

of (n -:__1ll
Freof: The inclusion U(n) -7 U(m) induces isQ.morphisms

7r2n_1(U(n»

n2n-1(U(m) --40) U2n-1 (U(n»

> n;n-1 (U(l!1»

and
taking x to x (Atiyah and Todd (6», hence we may assume without

n n

loss of generality that m = n. Consider the fibration
i

U(n-1) --~) lIen)

It is v;ell known (Atiyah and Todd (6» that
p.:H2n-1(S2n-1) ) H2n-1(U(n» is an

is an isomorphism, roit suffices to show that the map
pf:S2n-1

has de :ree a multiple of (n-1)!
From the exact sequence of the fibration we have

-n;n-1(U(n» P. ) ~n-1 (S2n-1) '3 ) -n;n-2(U(n-1» ~ '1T2n_2(U(n»

~ (S2n-1) = Z2n-1
Jt'2n_2(U(n-1» = ZC n-1)!

Jr2n_2 (U(n» = Z
and since llom(Z{n_1)!'Z) = 0, i· is zero, so a is an epimorphism.
Since Orpfl = 'Op.ff]= 0, pfE..KerO = (n-1)!Z, whence the degree

But

of pf is a multiple of (n-1)!
1111.

Prop.6.! has a simple generalisation. We say that an element a
of an abelian group A is a multiple of r (where r is some integer) if
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there is an element b E. A such t~at a = rb.

thAt th,t only U(m) E.undle ole::: X iG the tri-Il:i.?J-.....2..nec'l'hen~}§: t'I.···th

( ) / 2n-1Chern class of any U m Eun~le over X S is a multi.P1.e__~!_~:.;~:1).J
Proof: As in Prop6.2t the n4th Chern class is of the f01.'11

2n-1for some map f:S --;.. U(m).bf·x
n

r·x is a multiple of (n - 1)~ , so 6 f·xn nBy Lemma

of (n - 1)!

/ ./ :
,. I ;' •

2n .")'1 'I.§.J, An obvious oxample of Prop.6.S is the pair (D • 5"" ~. ),;l i.',;:

m arbitrary. Thil3 ~ives us the ,,,ell Im(')~ result tW';; the l~-tb Ch<jl'n

class of any vector bun1le ov~r S2n is amultiple of (n - 1)!

Moreover, this propusiti~n also implies that every such
2n-1 2n-1

mu1tipl occurno For let g:S / 5 be a map of degree

(n - 1H '.:'!lenfroo the cxac t sequence 6.:;~17 ~f_g.; = O. so

th' f 2n-1 " ~T( ) h th 10 f""'* 1.1 here 16 a r.lap:5 .. ,-";' oJ n sue a" p - g. we no B ow

that the bundle d(f) over D2n/s2n-1 = S2n has n-th Chern class

equal to (u-1)! times a generator. By Prop.6.2,

\ih~re

is now the suspenE-ion isomorphism. It suffices then to show that

r.x is (n-1)1 times 3 gtneratar of H2n-1(S2n-1) and this follows
n

from the comuutat.Lvo dl agr am

since c· is IIIu1tiplication by (n-1)! .. and p. is an isomorphism.
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CHAPTER 4 TRACE IN ADDITIVE CATEGORIES



by I,lan Thomas

l:nivi;rsity of \Jarwick

Introduction~----.-
Giv0n an endomorphism of a finite dimensional vector space

we can define its trace by choosing a basis and taking the trace

of the corresponding matrix. One then ShOWB that this is

independent of the choice of basis, and so one might expect

that it w~s possible to define the trace in a natural way which .;(

does not involve m~:ing a choice. In fact it is well known that

this is possible. If V is a finite dimensional vector space over

the field F, then there is a natural isomorphism

If e:V ~ V* ....-->Fdenotes the evaluation map, then the trace of an
F

endomorphism v:V ~V is ecHv). (In fc~ct this construction

will ~afind the trace for endo~orphisms of finitely generated

projective modules over a commutative ring .Jee Bourbaki (\1 'J ~ ,) Pr IOS-H~)

This trace, apparently defined for one vector space at ~ time

then satisfies a compatibility con~ition: given a commutative

dia[:ram of fini to dim"nsicnal vector spaces with exact r-ows

O~--__;:).E -~) H

hi
0-----) E--_._ ) H

ei

-1
g

w
-_._) G - ..--- -> 0

then tr-accle) + trace(g) = trace(h). There are two :,ther important

properties of trace. Firstly it is a homomorphism, Dnd secondly

if etf are endomorphisms of the same vector space, then trace(ef)
and trace(fa) are equal. ~tartin~ with these three conditions as

axioms end a normalisation condition (that trace is to be the right

thdng on endol:lorfhisms of F namely the tr-ace of an endomorphism
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1e the endomorphism) one can prove that the ususl trace is the

unique function satisfyin~ the axioms.

This gives us a starting point for d.dining a trace in an

additive category, and this pap0r shows that under certain finiteness

conditions on the category there is a unique trace obeying some

normalisation condition. .several examples are given in section 7.
The paper then considers c~ topological version of the theo~em

with an application to complex vector bundles which shuws that

a continuous trace corresponds to a regular Borel ffiu&SUre.

-kn~
Jt version of this paper ie te a19iHiil:r;' in the Proceedings of the

Cambridt:e l-·hilosophic.alGociety.
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1. Addi tive catccori0s and t},22£'~

A category ~ is additive if

(i) H has finite sums and products

(ii) li has a zero object

(iii) for each A,B ~ Ob N the set Q(A,B) of morphioms from

A to D is an abelian c;roup such that composition is bilinear.

A sequence i p0------ -----~ A __.__ ---) B- --- ---J C ..-~~.-..~ 0

is said to be exact if i = kcr p and p'; (~oker i. iir: "Trite End (A)

for 1'!(A,A)or we may write zndn(A) if .it is not clear which category

we are taking the morphisms in.

~...:L_Definition
A trace on N with values in an abelian group G is a collection

of (.:belian group) hOr:1omorphisms

one for each A 60b ~ , satisfying the following two conditions:
(i) Exactness: Given a commutative diagram with exact rows

0---- ···-·i0

0-- - _.-) A -----.--' B --_.) C -..; 0

then tA(a) + tC(c) = tB(b).
(ii) Commutativity: If f,G ~ End (A) then

The collection of zero homomorphisms constitute a trace. Given

two traces, we can d)fine their sum componentwise: if

t = 1tA:Bnci (A) ·--,a1 and s;: £ SA:End (A) ---'l GJthen

t + S = ltA + sA:End (A)-~ aj
'.rheset of truces on N \-lith v....lues in a thus form an abelian Group

denoted by Tr(!,G). If F:N --lll is un exact functor between
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a~ditive categories (and hence an &dditive functor) then F induces

a homomor-ph'i sm F*:Tr(li,G) -7Tr(~,G) by composition:

F * t t A: EndjVj(A) ---) G \ = f t}' (B) F : Bnd~3.(B) --:-> Enr1!~~(F (D) ) --~ ciJ

1.2 Defi.!!!ti.?_n.:Por A (~. Ob !!_, let T(A) = End (A)/ .s(A) where SeA)

denotes the subGroup of End CA) generated by elements of the form

fg - gf.

For A 2 Gb li, let
where by abuse of notation t., also deHc;;;,~:J~hehomomoz-pha sm from

1."
T(A) to Cl induced by t

A
• (By 1.1 (ii) ti\:End (A)---}G is zero on SeA»).

Clearly lA is a homomoz-phd sm ,

1.3 Definition: If A,K ~Ob rr then A is finitely generated over K
nif there exists an epimorphism K --.' A for some n ~ O. A is K-free

if A is isomorphic with Kn for some n ~ O.

1.4 Lerini tion

Let N be an additive category, and Ii: EOb !! a projective object.

then (l:!,IO is a category

- of type (a) if every object is K-free

- of type (b) if every object is a direct summand in a K-free object

- of type (c) if !is abelian, every object in N is finitely
~enerated over K and has finite homological dimension.

The ~ain theorem in this paper is the following:

f:~!1l ~~dcii ti ve c~te~<?.!_{~!l.n_?: K E- ob 1l ~ .l2ES'_j_e_ctj.~~ __o_,?_j.e.~_t_•.

.~_~,:_r~__~f. (ll., K) .i s _fi._<?_t?:.t_e..e.o.r_y__._o_f__ ty.~.~_.J_a).,..<,b)__o.r..(c ) __t_~.e.~

11 T' : 'l'r (Ii ,G)
!, -

-_ ..-~Hom (1'(K) ,G)
7L

is an isomornhism._____ __ •. J1. __ ".. "

.for categor-Les of type (a) or (b), that "p\. is sur jecti ve
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follows from the definition and constrl<;;tion of El trace function for

square matrices over arbitrary ring3 by Stallings (3). Following this

we call the trace in Tr(!!.,T(K» corresponding under the above

isomorphism to the identity map on T(K) the K-universal trace.

The theorem is proved for categories of type (a) in section 2,

for categories of type (b) in section 3, and categories of type (c)

in section 4. ~he result is extended to linear categories in

section 5 and topological categories in section 7. Examples are
given in sections 6 and 8.

? The theorem for categories, of type _(_~.

Let (h_,K) be a category of type (a). 'vIe first prove that 11K
is surjective. Let R = End(K), and let!!. be the category of finitely

generated free (right) R-modules. fhe functor

is exact so induces a homomorphism from Tr(~,G) to Tr(~,G) such

that the following diagram commutes:

Tr( A,G)

It follows from Stallings «3), 1.6) that"11~ is surjective. J!'or
suppose that t:T(K) -)G is a homomorphism. Since T(K) is the
additive group of R modulo the subgroup generated by elements of the

form (fg - gD we can think of t as being defined on n and zero on this

subgroup. Now suppose F is a finitely generated free ~-module, and

¢:F ~ F is an R-homomorphism. Choose a basis f f1 '•••• ,f ~ fornl

F with respect to which :.,ecan represent ¢ by a matrix ¢.. where
1J

'2. f .¢..
J J l.J

Now let t
f
,{¢) = 'f t(¢ii). This is independent of the choice of
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basis and defines El homomorphism t./ fn;4H on -~ G. The collection

of these homomorphisms constitutes d. erace, which shows that ~ R is

surjective and hence 11 f) is aur j ect i.ve,
j"

'.roprove that "!K is injective, suppose that for some t (::.Tr<.~,G)

we have 'K(t) = tK = O. By considering exact sequ~nccs of ~h~ form

o ----;

it easily follows inductively that tKn - OJ and since eV0ry object

in !i is K-free, tIl. = 0 for all AE..Ob !::.. This completes the proof
of the theorem in case (a).

1. The theorem for categories of type (b~.

Let (!,K) be a category of type (b). Let M be the category of

finitely generated projective (right) R-modules, where again R is

End (1\.). The functor

is exact and so by similar argument to section 2 and using «3),1.7)
we see that ~ K is sur jecti vee For suppose P is a finitely generated

projective R-module, and ¢:l~ P is an R-homomorphism, and

t:T(K)~ G. Choose a Q €. Ob!:!. such that P (j} ~ is free, and

define tp(¢) = tPQQ (¢ ~ 0) , where tP~Q donates the trace on the free
R-module P @ ~ constructed as in section 2. This docs not depend

on the choice of Q and defines El homomorphism tp:End (p)---? G ,
and the collection of these homomorphisms constitutes a trace which

shows that ~R is surjective, and hence '1\ is surjective.

To prove that 'K is injective, let!::.be the full subcategory

of B of K-free objects. Then (A,K) is a category of type (a).

3uP?ose that t = t tB:EndB(B) ---:""Gl f: Tr(~,G) and that llK(t) = o.
Then t restricted to the subcategory A is a trace, and so by the

theorem in case (a) we know that tA = 0 for all A~Ob!. Suppose that



,...
(

B 0;, Ob B. 'l'hcn bh or-e exic ts a Q ~ 0 b ]. .~..1ch- th a t B ~ ~~E Ob !:.. Lo t

i:~ B @ Q and p e B G Q ___, ~ 'bE- t':(· .in j e ot i.on and projection maps.

If b E. EndB(B) then the f'o l l.owf.ng di..Ft;I·QiTI commutes and has exact rows:

o
i p

\. B ---,} D9Q I;r··------1- 0

I , I
b b{i)O

1
o t'"7 B ') :3(:Ji'~ ~ Q

_.__ ._ ... > n
i lJ

o---~

= ::.; O sin~c: B0Q G (ib !:;. '! and so

ta(b) = 0 for all b E ~ncl~(:3), whenc o i~B = 6 for all B E. Ob ~.

This completes the proof of the theorem for categories of type (b).

4._The th,;o.~_ for_c_a_~£o_rj_~Lo_f t'yne (c).

Let (£,i'.) be a category of typ.:! (c), and let ~ be the full

subcategory of projective objects. Then (B,K) is of type (b). If

B ~Ob ~ then EndB(B) = Endc(B) since B is a full subcategory. In

particular T(K) is well defined.

'\:c first nhow that 11, K:Tr<'Q,G)- ~ Hom (T(IC),G) is surjective.
7l

cuppo ae tK E:.. HOlnz: (~'(IO ,G). Then by the theorem applied to (,!!, K)

there is a unique trace t ~ Tr(Q,G) such that 1'}K(t) = tK •. Suppose

M ~ Ob c. ~hen there is a finite projective resolution of M, say

4.1

which we write C:P ~ H. If f 6. End CH), then we may lift f to a
M

ch.::in mup

'f.2 0,,---;' P ..--~ P ..--~n n-1

'"'o ._-_··-4P --.~ P '_' --;>
. n n-1

f i
n-11

1

, ,
I f i

fo \. Ii
-(, J

--;' Pc, --::> H --,;> 0

which !tIC write f:P --:",P.
M M. M,
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4.3 Define 7[' i,....(-1)tp (!.).l. • l..l.

In order to show that tM is well defined, we shall need the following
lemma.
4.4 Lemma

~roof: Let f' :P ~ Q -~ PG ~ be the map
/0 0\
I !

1
\f 0/

and g:P G Q ___:, P @ Q be the map
'0
(0

,
g ..
I

0.'I

Then = But g'f':P G Q--? P G Q is
the map

g\1 ( 0 0 \ = 19f 0 )

O,'~f 0) (.0 0,

and so tp G ~ (g'f') = tp{gf) by exactness (1.1.(i».
tp G Q(f'g') = t~{fg) and the result follows.

! 0
J

l..0
Similarly

1111.

4.5 Lemma
(i) tH(!) is independent of~ choi~~ifting.
(ii) tH(f) is ind~2.end.~ 2..~__~P_~...choice_!l_f_r.~~olutio.~.
Proof: (i). If f:P ~ P and f':P ~ P arc liftings of f:M---7 H

1\1\ "¥", M "" ,."'\ .,...".,.

they are chain homotopic, so there exists a family of maps

such that

t. - f!l. l. = d. 1S'l.+ l. + s. 1d.l.- l.

dt
/' Pi---=--/~)Pi-1-: /,/

,. B. ./ B. 1
./' l. 1''/'' l.-
i.. ..

P. 1 d ) P'--d~-~ P. 11+ i+1 l. i 1-
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So tp (r.) - tp (f!)
i 1 i]. = tp (d. 1s.) + tp.(s~_1di) and hence

i l+ 1 1 ...

~-I i
= --:'I (-1) tp (d. 1s. )

1 • 1+ ].
1

But the right hand siue is zero, since by Lemma 4.4

i(-1) tp (a , 1d. )
i l.- J.

tp (s. 1d.) =. l- J.
J.

tp (d.s. 1).. 1 1 1-
J.-

This proves 4.5.(i).

Proof (ii). Suppose £; :.R ~ M and £' :P' _____...M arc resolutions
NI

of finite length by objects in~. Applying the Comparison Lemma,

lift f:M --41'1 to a chain map f:P ___. P
.\"" ~.... .M

lift 1:H--4H to a chain map x:P ~ p'
."". 'H ""

\lft 1:H -----,. 1-1 to a chain map y:P' -;:.' P.
M JI(\ ""

Then fyx:P_'" P and xfy:P' ____"pi each lift f:Fi~ M.
M'/A-~"" M J....,.,."" .'\1\

..,
By Lemma l~.4 applied to the maps x. :P. ~ P! and f·Y· :P! -~ P.1. 1 1 ].].]. 1

we see that
tp (f. y. x. )

• J. 1 J.
].

= tp' (x. f .Y • ). J. 1 1
1

so that
oe:'-,'1 = :.:S (-1)itp, (x.f.y.).

1. . l11
1.

But t3e left hand side defines tM(f) via the resolution,~, and the

right hand side via P', using 4.5.(i), so that t~(f) is well defined.
M ~

1111.

Clec::.rlyt.-:End (1) ~ G is El homomorphism such that if
d

f,g ~~nd (M) then tM(Gf) = tM(fg), since tM is defined to be a sum

of homomorphisms each of which satisfies this commutatutivity

condition. So in ord~r to show that the collection of these homomorph-

isms constitutes a trace, we have to prove exactness (1.1.(i».
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Suppose that

4.6.1 o ----..; '" A 1 B ..... c
i

I

Iblai c1; -.t,~
,- A /

B , C

o

0---" ----40

is a commutative diagram in the category Q, with exact rows. It is

well known that given 'projective resolutions S~A:P ~ A and
"1\

&c:R ~ C of finite 1en3th, there is a projective resolution
"-\

fB:Q ---? B and a commutative diagram
".\

4.6.2 0---
iii

i p
) P ." ., Q 'VI ,. R

IV' /\" "',
tA j (.13 1 , i

• .~ I
1 j" I...., .¥

"
A ----:--~ 13 C~ , p

---..," 0
""

0---4

where Q. = P
J
. G RJ. and the maps i.:P. ---7 Q.

J J J J
and Pj:Q. ---7 R.

J J
are the injection and projection maps.

Lift a:A ----t A to a map a:P -? P and C :G--:-' C to a map
,,~ "" -v, .

c:R ---; R•
•. \ !lA ,,'\

rx :Po ~ B and P:RO __,. B. 'rhen

p(bP - f.co) = cPt1 - pp Co = 0
iJ( for some
I ~

~ A. Since RO is
for some mapprojective and EA is an epimorphism,

Then 2~bO = b tB. Proceeding by the usual inductive process we

obtain a map b:Q ->(~which lifts b:B ~ 13and such that the
"" M \'\

following diagram of chain complexes commutes:

io ~p - ~ ~ -~ -~ R ----.r 0
"\ "'" "., '\ .""

,~I ~\,I '~l
~ :, W

o ----~ P - -:~ ~ -- -j R _.--~) 0
."" M ~ MP", ""1'-\ ,_~"



Ij follows that tA(a) + tC(c) = tB(b) since for nll j ; 0 we have

tp.(aj) + tR (c,) = tQ (b,).
J j J j J

Hence t = [tX:End 0,1) ---7 G ~ is a truce, and '1K(t) = tK, thus
proving that ~;K is surjective in case (c).

I

1'0 show that • is injective, suppose that t is a trace on CIK

such that ~K(t) = tK = O. Then by applying the theorem (1.5 case (b»
to the full subcategory ~f we know that tB = 0 for all B ~ Ob ~.

Take any M ~Ob Q. Then there is a finite projeetive resolution
t; :P ---:. H say of length n, Let
- M

Ker( Po --t M)

p, ----1 p, 1)J J- for j = 1,•••,n-2.K. =
J

Ker(

.suppose f ~ Lnd N, then lift f to a chain map f:P ----j. P, and let
:'~ "'\ .IV\

g,:K, ---+K, (j = 0, ••• ,n-2) be the maps induced by f. He then have
J J J ,',,\

n commutative diagrams with exact rows:

o ----1 ~ KO Po 14

flgol fO i
i¥ ,1, "'/, Po 1 H/ 0

---~ 0

o---~ ---...J,o

o ---~" K, 1J-

gj-1 ~
rr ~Io --_. ,\'j-1

---: p, 1--;~ K,2~ 0J- J-. !

f j-11 gj-2 \
- \. .-'> K ',,' -,-"7 r , 1--7 '2- '"""7 0J- J-

for j = 2, •• ,11-1

l~.7.n o
f ! fig i
n n-1 I 11-2 !
,j, "'l' \ ",I'

---\ P -~ P --;1 K
n I ~-1 n-2o .,--~ 0

From these we get n equations:

4.8.1

4.8.j tI( (g'-1) + tK (g'-2) = tp (f'_1) for j =2, ••,n-1
"1 J '2 J '1 JJ- J- J-

4.8.n
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Simco tp. = 0 for j = O, ••• ,n (Pj S Ob ~), we deduce that tH(f) ::-:C
J

i.e. that t~ = 0 for all M E Ob Q, whence 'IK is injactive which

completes the proof of Theorem 1.5 in case (c).
4~9 Remarks-----
4.9.1 In the proof of Theorem 1.5 we make no particular use of the

group G in which the trace takes its values. \fe state an equivalent

version of tho theorem which makes the r~le of G clear.

Let Ab be the category of abelian groups, and N an additive

category. Then Tr(H,-):~ ---7 ~ is a functor.

Theorem 1.5'
~ ~ be un additive category aEd s~~e there is a~roject~

1111.
Since from Yoneda's Lomma we know that any two representing

objects nre isomorphic, it follows that the (isomorphism class of the)

representing object is an invariant of the category.

4.9.2_ Definition

Let ~ be an additive cate~ory and K~ Ob'~ such that (~,K) is of
tipe (a),(b) or (c). ,We 'define the trace group of B, denoted by T(N)

to be T(K).

From Theorem 1.5 He know that Tr(N,'l'(N) '::Z. Rom (T(N),T(N».- - _..,_. - -,.J.

4.9.3 Definition

.An element t E. 'l'r(~,T(~) corresponding' under such an isomorphism

to the identity map on TO;) is called a universal trace.

As usual with universal objects, a universe ..l trace is unique up

to Lsomcr-phd sm , and be abuse of language we speak of .!.h£ universal

trace, and denote it by 'trace'.

~.9.4 Corollary

If ~ is an additive category of type'(a),(b) or (c) (i.e. there

exists u projective object K such that (~,K) is of type (a),(b)or (c»'
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and t =

1111.

~L The proof of the theorem in case (c) does not require the
full strength of the conditions, but that the category Q is a certain

type of subcategory of an abel(,n category, and there is an important
example of such a situation.

Let R be a corr.mutative n.ie thez-Lan ring (with identity) and let

R-lllOd be the category of R modules. Let C(R) be the full subcategory

of those finitely generated R-modules which have finite homological
dimension. Then the proof of the theorem in casa (c) applies to C(R)

although in general C(R) is not abelian (see appendix for an example)
\le just observe that the various constructions made in the proof all

lie inside ~(R). In particular, the kernels K. in (4.8) belong to
J

fill) since there is a finite projective resolution by finitely generated
objects:

O~P--:P ~1n n-
•••

5.1 Definition Let S be a commutative ring with identity. A category
rr is called an S-linear category if it is additive and if

(i) !!(A,B) is an S-modu1e .for all AtB ~ Ob !!
(ii) If f:A ~ B is a map in N then the maps

f*:~(B,X)~ N(~,X)
f.:~(X,A) ---1 !!(B,X)

are S-modu1e homomorphisms for all X.

Suppose G is an S module, then a trace t = .....tN:.End N ~ ~jis
called an S-trac~ if each tN is an S-module homonorphism. The S-traces
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on B. \o."ith vaf.uas in G form u subgroup of Tr(N,G) denoted by Trs(l!~·}).

It is an S-wodule in the obvious way. 'rheorem 1.5 can then be

modified to sive

5.2 Theoren

If (N,K) is of_~~~e (a), (b) or (c) ~

'[K:TrS(!!_,G) / HomS(T(K),G)
is an S-module isomornhism. 1111.

6 Exampl~

6.1 If F is a field, and V(!1 is the category of finite dimensional

vector spaces over F (type (a» then f(V(F» = Ft and the universal

trace is the usual trace.

6.2 If A is the category if finitely generated abelian groups (type (c»

then T(~)= L~ , and the universal trace is the usual trace.

~ If R is a commutative noetherian ring, and peR) is the category

introduced in(4.9.5), then T(C(R» = R.
6.4 If H is a finite group, let II be the category of finite dimensional

complex rep .'esentations of H. Let Z1'••••'Z be a complete ~et ofm
distinct irre,!ucible representations. From Schur's Lemma we know that

H(~.,Z.)= 0 if i ~ j
- l. J

= Cif i = j

Gl Zm. Then H is a <c'-linear category and (!I,K)

is of type (b). Then T(!!) = q:"'[S a <1..-module,since

T(K)

If p. :T(H)
l. -

= T(:7 Q--, Q Z )m
--~' a... is projection onto the i-th component, and

Ti = p .•trace is the corresponding CC-trace, then Ti of a representation
l.

is roughly ape akLng the pcr t of the chare.cter coming from Z.. In
l.

par t i cu'Laz-,If V l~ Ob !!" then Ti(1V) is an integer, and is the

multiplicity of Z. in V.
l.



6.5 Let R be n commutative rine. Let peR) be the category of

finitely gonerated projective modules, and H(R) the c~tegory of those

wodules which have finite resolutions by finitely senernted projective

R rnodulen. By similcr remarks to (4.9.5) the theorem applies to H(R)

nlthough it may not bo abelian. For these cctegories, T(P(R» = R
and T(ll(R» = R.

If P c Ob l-(R) def i.ne d(P) cE_ H to be trace (1p). If

o .~.i." -.---~ P ---)l:'\'---.~0 is an exact ae quenc e illP(i\) then
d(P) = d(P') ~. cl(pll) , so that d defines a homomorphism

d:KC~) ~ R

where K(n) denotes the Grothendieck group of the cateeory p(:~).
As an example of the theorem~we shall prove in the remainder of this

section:

6.6 Theorem
'jlhe map d:I~(R) --7 11 is a rin~ _hon~jl_~~_.!p..£.~im~g.~_i_6.

th~_~_ub!..i.F~E._c_oEsisti_n...s_o_ffinite sums of id_e~~.

6.7 Corollary:
The trace of al!.id(:mpotent rnatri._x.-.-2..~.2.~().E1muta_~iv~!_~V_~

~l!.~ idempoten_ts.
Proof(of 6.7). Let A be an n x n matrix over a commutative ring R such
that A2 = A. Then A corresponds to an R-~odule homomorphism

with A2 = A.

Since A is a projection operator, the itJage of A is a finitely gen~rated

projective R module, say P. But trace(A) = d(P) is a sum of idcmpotcnts

by 'ChcorelJ6.6.
1111.

We first show that d is n ring homomorphism.

6.8 Ler.mta

If p:P - P 2.nd q: (~---+ Q in EiBl, ~
trace(p Q q) = trace(p).trace(q)
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Proof: 'l'hinkof q: i,~~ " as being fixed for the time being. J.:'.; •• .:

E f~Ob peR) and e:E ---) E define

tE(e) = traceE & \l(e & q) •. traceE(e).tracoQ(q)

The collection of tE forms a trace on peR) with values in R, say t.

But ~R(t)(r) = tn(r) = traceR & Q(r & q) - traceR(r).trac8Q(q)
= 0 since the universal trace is an R-trace.

Hence t = 0, since~R is injective, s6 that
tp(p) = 0 = trace(p & q) - traca(p).trace(q). 1111.

Since 1p ~ Q = 1p ~ 1~, it follows that d:K(R) ~ .R is Cl ring
homomr-phd stn ,

Next we consider the effect on the trace of localisatiom. Let S
-1be a oultiplicatively closed subset of R, and let S R be the

associated ring of fractions. Let s:R -7 s-1n be the natural map.

6.9 Ler.1ma
If P t-: Gb pen) then the following d~D.gr~~~nut_~_s.:

where as usual 'trace' denotes the univer aa'L trac~_j...E.th~_c.~F!'~~c?Edine

_catez~.
Proo!: Since s-1:p(n)- __ .....>p~(S-1R) is e "act, we have

But we also have

In order to prove these two traces are equal, we only have to look at

them on R, which means checking th~ commutativity of the diagram
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6.10 Remark The analogous result holds for the category H(n)
(see (6.5».

6.11 CorollaF.L

If R is an integral domain and K its field of fra~~_~n~ and if
f:1-1~ M i.E. H(.ii) (or P{R» then

trace f = trace (1 ~R f)
(where we th_iE-l~ R C. K)

(1 ~R f:K mUH -> K &RH)

1111.

6.12 Remark This is the fact one uses to calculate the trace of an
endo~orphism of a finitely generated abelian group.
6.13 Corollary'

If p'(:':R is a pr~idealt a~~ f:P ---j P in pun, then

': R-- .E

1111.

6.14 Let r:K(R) ---7 HO(R) be the augmentation map of alg3braic

K-theory «4),p 458). We define a map u:HO{R) ----~) R as follows:
S ---i 77 f-1) .'uppose f:spec R ) i.. is corrt Lnuous , and let Un =L n}. Then
Un is an open and closed subspace of spec R, so there is a unique

idempotent en ;::'.R such that

u =n
(see (S),Theorem 7.12).

J n .c spec R\." _.
Define u{f) =

n -f.. Re ~
"'"1 no'
_.--f
.i:._ na E H.n n This is a finite

sum since only a finite number of Un are non·ompty. Clearly

u:Ho(R) ----; J is a homomorphism, is natural ~nd its imaee is the

subring of R consisting of finite sums of idempotents. The proof of

Theorem 6.6 follows immediately from the following proposition:

K(R)

commu~.



Proof: We first observe that the di agr-am commu tea when n is a I", ,~.i.

ring, for then if P ~ ::'J(R) 1 then P is free of r-ank dp), (HO (R) :~/7 )

and ur{P) = r{P).1 = d(r).1.
In the general case, let P ~:..Ob £(..El., and let a(P) = d(P) - ur(P)

Nultiplication by a(P) defines Rn R module homomorphism

a(P):R ~ R.

Suppose .E. (.: spec:R. Then localisation of the above map defines an

R module homomorphism
2.

But by llD.turality of d,u,r, it follows that a(P) = a(P ) = 0 by
:E. E.

the first r-emar-k , 'l'hi3map aC?) is thus locally zero at each point of

spec H, so is zero. hence d(r) = ur(P), and d = ur. 11111.

7.1 Definition Let S be a topological ring (commutative with identity).

A cat?gory ~ is a topological S-linear category if it is additive and if

(i) ~(A,n) is a topological S-module for all A,B ~;Ob ~

(ii) If f:A ---j B in !! then the induced maps

f*:!i(B,X) --) !!_(A,X)

f.:g(X,A) ---4 B_(X,B)

are continuous ~-module hor.:omorphisms.
If !!. is a topologict.l oS-linear category, and S-trace

t = l"tN:End N --j G}, ",;he:l:'c G is a topological S:'module is culled

a continu0us trace if each tN is continuous.' The continuous S-traccs

form an S-sti.r,ffioduleCtsTr,,(N,G) C 'rr....(N,G). 'iJydefinition, if
u - _-' o-

K f: O~ !!_then ~ KCtsTrf}(!!_,G)(;:~CtsHoms (T(K) ,G), where T(K) has the

identification topology. Uhen (.!i.K)is of type (a) or (b) the reverse

inclusion cun be shown, by following the proof of Theorem 1.5 and

checking continuity at each st&ge. Hence we have:
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l!2 'I'hcor-em

'''IK:CtsTr S (!i, G)

~~ S-modulc isomorphis~ 1111.

8. Exar.1ple

8.1 Let X be a compact hausdorff space, and let yect(X) be the

c~teeory of finite diocnsional complex vector bundles over X. Then

Vect (X) is a topological ~: - linear category. Let a: (X) be the

ring of complex valued functions on X with the sup. norm topoloBY. For

if :c; re;. Ob Vect (X) and. we choose a metric on E, we can give Cl er:;),

the spo.ce of sections of E, a topology making it a normed vector

space, and this topology is independent of the choice of metric.

Nov if E,]f'~: Ob "Ject X, we know that

Vect (X~ (E,F) ~ f'(Hoo(E,:rn;

us complex vector spaces. 'via give Vect(X) (E,t') the topology to make

this a hom~omorphisr.J •

B.2 Propo8it~~~

'.Phere is a naturnl:, bijection b!:_hleen the se~...2.!._<?<?.E!..:p_l_e_xregular

:aorel r:l:oasures on X and the set CtsTr (Vect (X) I ':L) where the trace----..._------ ------ ~ - ---
t corre6p_o~_t~ the rne~~e.).1 by meuns of the equation

tE(f).. [trace(fx) dr
\·,here f :E -) E is the restriction of f to the fibre over x , andx x x . - --- ---.- .
tracD denotes the uni~crs~l trace for complex vector spaces •._-_ ..._.,----_._---_ ..._.-.,----_._--------
fr0of: Let I dcnot0 the trivial line bundle over X, which is projective

in V8Ct(X). Identifyin.?; £ndy0ct(X)(I) with ([~(X), we know from

Theorcl:I 7.2 that

:j...:CtsTr (Vect(X),~::)
• .L '

'L .•

---+" CtsHom «(L(X), Ii,' )
(L,
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By the Riesz Hcpresentation Theorem, the eLemerrts of CtsHom (([(X), 1:)
<L

correB~cnd bijectively ~ith compl~~ re~~lnr Borel measures on X, and

co:::'binilliSthf.s cor-r eap ondence wi thi1 I yields the required bijection
I

where t :: C ..,
, Dl1d }~'. .- --.:, C.: corresponds to ,/t by me. ens of the equation., C g(x) d'l

X
for g F. a.:(X).

Let T = {End E ~--. (:.(X)} be the universal trace •. Then t = trT

on tl~~ object I and S0 by Theorem 1.5 are equal.

Suppose x.;, X, end E~Ob Vcct.,!. If f:E --;; E in Vect. (:n

define sE(f) = TE(f)(x) - trace(f
x
) •

'I'henthe collection of e.; defines a trace on Ve.~~._LQ wi th values in
.I:!..

~.

~_. But this trace is zero on I, so 5 is the zero trace, i.e.

Ilen cc t corresoonds to s . by the oqua tLon~ I \_.

1111.

2.:._ The truce _sroup of an addi tive category_.

In this section we associate to an additive category an abelian

group, together with a trace taking values in this group which is

unjversal for traces and extends the definition gIven in 4.9.2.

9.1 Definiti')n

Let N be an additive c~tegory. The trace group of g, denoted

by T(~)is an abelian croup together with a trace t ~ Tr(~,T(~»

which is universal with respact to traces. This menns that for any

trace say t' on ~ with values in an abelian group say G there is a

unique homomo r-phdsm f:T(N) ~~ G such that tf = f.t.

To show that such n group exists, let F(~) be tho free abelian

group on thf: pairs (!vi,!) where N f.. Cb N and f ::..:.End M. Let S<!~)bc



the subgr-oup gcner-at ed by E;;lements of the form

( .\
.~ ..'

o ---.-~ r---:I
o ---~ E·- "-H

--- ••-; G _. -_.- --"7 0

gi
.J

----: G 7 0

with CXD.ct rows

(iii) (N,fg) - (H,~i) for all i'l G Cb !~,r ,e E '€t1:1 ;:~.

on the object M by

tl'r ( f) :: [ H I :~J
where
in F(li). Clearly t Ls the '.l.ni7ersal trace ~

We can think of Theol (!w ',.,5 as calculating the trac e group of

those catego~iee to which the theorem applies.



App. 1
Appendix

If H is a commutative ring with identity, let peR) be the
category of finitely generated projective R-modules, and H(R) the
category of those finitely generated R-modules which have finite
resolutions by objects in peR).

Clearly if R is a neetherian ring such that each finitely
generated module has finite homological dimension (although this may
not be bounded) then H(R) is the category of nIl finitely generated
R-modules, and 50 is nbelian.

~e now give nn example of a noetherian local ring R for which a

certain map in H(R) does not'have a kernel. (\le must be careful not
to assume that the categorical kernel is the usual kernel, or even a
6ubmodule of the usual kernel)

Consider the ring Z4 of integers modulo 4, whose elements we
't "1!:"'1~~)wrl. e as t.v, ,c:: ,,]~: • Then Z4 is noetherian and has a unique

maximal ideal, namely A = i.6,~·. Let m:Z4 ----1 Z4 be multiplication
by~. Then A is the imace of rn,and since there does not exist a
2'4 module map j:A ~ Z4 such that mj = 1, tieknow that A is not
projective. If A had finite homological dimension, say n, then the
projective resolution

~4 ...!!4 Z4 ~ Z4 -E4 ~ Z4 ~ A ~ °-_._ ..-......-_._ ..-_ ..•._ .'n times ----------.P

woulu imply that the (usual) kernel of the first map is projective.
~ut this is A, so A must have infinite homological dimension, so
A i~Ob H( ~"l.

Now m:Z4 ----? Z4 is a map in l!(.Zl)' and we show that this map has
no kernel. Assume for n contradiction that i:K ~ Z4 is the kernel.
Since mi = 0, i factors through A by a unique map j:K ~ A. But A
is an irreducible Z4 module, so either j = 0, or j is surjective.
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Since mm = 0, and m is a map in H(Z41, there is a unique map

h:Z4 ~ K such that ih = m.
i m

K ~ Z -~Z
c-. . .I '7f '+ / 4
~ <, J " ','\• ........../ i

"" -) A !

h" \; m

" \ I" \'..... . I" 'z, 4

But n I ° , so i I ° , so j I 0. Hence j is surjective.
On the other hand, j is injective. It suffices to prove that

i is injective. Suppose that iCk) = 0 for some k ~~ K. Let f:i:'4-7 K
be the map fen) = nk. Then f is a map in ~41 and if = 0. But this

implies that i(h + f) = ih + if = ih = rn, and so by uniqueness of h,

h + f = h, so f = 0. lienee k = 0, so i is injective.
'lIhuej:K ==:A, But A has infinite homological dimension, while

K has finite homological dimension, which is a contradiction, 60

m:Z4 ---j Z4 has no kernel in H(Z41.
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CHAPTER 5 : INTRODUCTION TO THE
THEORY OF CHARACTERISTIC CLASSES IN ALGEBRAIC K-THEORY



INTRODUCTION TO THE THEORY OF CHARACTERISTIC CLASSES
IN PLGEBRAIC K-THEORY

Alan Thomas
University of Warwick

If E is a complex vector bundle over a compact hausdorff space
X, there are associated characteristic classes ci(B) E H2i(X) which
can be thought of as obstructions to E either containing or being
contained in a trivial bundle of some dimension. Motivated by the
important theorem of Swan (6), the problem arises to define and
investigate characteristic classes for finitely generated modules
over a commutative ring. These can then be interpreted as obstructions
to the mocule having a certain number of.linearly independent or
generating elements. A very special case of this was considered by
Ozeki (9) in terms of de Rham cohomology.

The approach of this chapter is motivated by Atiyah's work on
operations in (topological) K-theory (7), which makes use of the notion
of a ~-ring, intriduced by Grothendieck (10). and the lS -operations
arising from an augmented ~-ring. It is well known (see for example
Tall & Atiyah (8» that if A is a commutative ring with identity, then
K(A) is a ~ ..ring,
K(A ):. 2Z and ther. .

and that if one chooses a prime ideal .p. C. A, then
natural map K(A) --)~ K(~) provides an augwenaation,

enabling one to introduce the ~-operations.
The two disadvantages of studying operations from this approach are

are first that this depends on a choice of prime ideal , and second
that this choice neglects some of the structure of the ring arisng from
the other prime ideals. We overcome these difficulties by considering
all prime ideals at once via the ring HO(A) (see 0.10). This makes
the constructions natural, and allows us to consider the topological
theory as a subset of the algebraic theory.

The chapter contnina two maib theorems as follows.



4.~~heorern There is a split monomorphis~

Again motiv~ted by topological l~-theory and results of Adams & Atiyah(12)

we introduce chern classes taking values in a graded rinjII*(A), with
the property that:

5.6 Theorem

C1 :Pic (A) ----~) H'(A) is an isomorphism.

There is also an important deoomposition prmnciple (2.12) for

algebraic K-theory derived from a particular interpretation of HO(A)
in terms of 'blocks' introduced in S 2.

The sections are as follows.

0. Preliminaries.

1. The ring of continuous functions.

2. Partitions.

3. Operations in Algebraic K-theory.

4. Dimension properties.

5. The graded ring and relations with the Picard group.
6. Appendix.

Section ° is expository, and section 1 is a categorical presentation

of well known ideas. Apart from the above references, the woek is

original although it has since been discovered that similar work has

been done by Berthelot (12) (unpublished).



o. Preliminaries.
9~ Unless otherwise stated, all rings in this chapter w 11 be
commutative.anj have an identity. and all riue homomorphisms will
preserve the identity. All modules will be unital. The category of
rings will be denoted by g. If A is a ring, let

~(A) be the category of finitely generated A-modules
P(A)~~(A) be the category of finitel~ generated projective

A-modules.
~ Given a ring homomorphism f:A1 ~ A2, we may consider A2 as an

A1-module and this induces functors
f.:~(A1) ) M(A2)
f.:~(A1) ) ~(A2)

defined by M ~ A2 &A M. If g:A2 ~ ~ is a second ring homomorphism
1

then (gt). = g.f. and 1. = 1.

~ If Ae Ob E , let K(A) denote the Grothendieck group of the
categor1 ~(A). Tensor product of modules induces a multiplication
in K(A) which makes K(A) into a commutative ring with identity. By
0.2, a map f:A1 ~ A2 in E induces a ring homomorphism

in a natural way, i.e. K is a functor from R to R.
0.4 Vefinition A ring A is a local ring if it has a unique maximal
ideal.
0.5 Notation We shall usually denote ideOls by small letters ..
underlined, for example ~,£.
0.6 It A is a ring and .£ C A is a prime ideal, we write A for the

.£
whose maximal ideal ielocalisation of A at £. Then A is a local ringa

the image ot .£ under the natural map A ~ A •
. l?

If M is an A-module,
we write M£ tor the local sation of M at l?, where M:e is the
Ai-module A2 SA M. This construction defines a functor

_
M(A) ) M(A )

- Po...
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which is exact (1).
0.7 Propositi2!!

If M,N .!!:~ A-modules, and f:M ~ N is an A map then
(i) H = 0 iff HI? = 0 for all prime ideals l2.c A.

(ii) f is injective (resp_ surjective) iff f :M ~ N ie injectivel2. I? I? ..-..w._-..;..; ..;.

(resp. surjective) for all prime ideals .E.C A.
Proof:See Atiyah Se Hacdonald (1) Prop.3 •.5 and Prop.3.6. 1111.

0.8 If A E Ob E. let speo A be the set of prime ideals with the
Zariski topology. More precisely, if ~ is an ideal of A, let

W(.!) = t .E. b spec A : l2..:;:n !!] •
Then these subsets of spec A satisfy
(i) W(O) = ¢ and WeAl = spec A
(ii) w( ~ ~) = y W(~)

(iii) WC!!)n well) = W(anb)- - = W(~)

We give spec A the topology which has the W(!!)as open sets. A map
f:A1 ~ A2 in E induces in a natural way a function

f·:spec A2 ~ spec A1

by the rule r·(l2.) = f-1(p). In fact f· is continuous with respect to

the topological category. In general spec A is not Hausdorff, but it
is quasi-compact «2) Cor.7.3).
Q.9 Proposition

There is a Bijective correspondence between:
(i) open and closed subsets of spec A
(ii) idempotents of A.
The idempotent e corresponds to the open and closed set W(~).
Proof: See Swan «2) Theorem 7.12). II/I,



0.10- oDefine H (A) = {continuous maps spec A~ 711
oClearly H is a functorwhere 7lhas its usual (discrete) topology.

from E to E.
0.10.1 If P ~ Ob .!!(.~) and l? € spec A, then P €. Ob peA ) is a

l! ·Eo
finitely generated projective module over a local ring, so by a
well known theorem (see for example(5), is free, and so

p ~ (A )rp(£) where rp(p) ~ ~
l? l?

0.10.2 Propositicn
(i) The function rp:spec A ---1) 7l is continuous.
(ii)

(iii) rp & Q = rp.rQ.
(iv) ..!!A'p denotes the i-th exterior power of P, then

r ).L P = (~p)
Proof (1) see «2),p136).
(11),(1ii),(iv) see «4), page 142).

(binomial coefficient).

1111,

0.10. , If P£ ob E_(A), then by Prop.0.10.2 t the function
rp:spec A , ~ is continuous, ;Th~n .Un.. a rp -1{ n} is an open
and cloeed subset of spec A, so there is a unique idempotent en such
that U = W(Ae )~byn n

Let rp denote the A-module
rp • ~ (Aen)n

(Since spec A is quasi-compact, only a finite number of Un are
non-empty, and so this is a finite sum.)

0.11 Deiinition A 'A-ring is a commutative ring A with identity
together with a family f 'An:n = 0,1 t... 1 of functions

~n:A __. A

satisfying the following three conditionsl
(1) ~O(x) = 1 for all x E: A

Cii) ~(x) • x forlall X E: A

1: "i(x).
i+j=n

'Aj(y) tor all x,y EA, all n ~ o••
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0.12 A ;\ -raap between two ~-rings is a ring homomorphismwhich

commu tea with the" -operations. If A,B ar-e '~"-rings the dil'ect

product A x B inherits a "-ring structure by the rule

"n(a,b) = ( 'Ana, ",nb)

Moreover tt-e projections A x B ~ A and A x B ----=7- B are A-maps.

(In fact this makes A x B into the product of A and B in the category

of A-ringsJ

0.1~ :Cefinition A ~ -ring is normal if "n( 1) = 0 for n),..2.

Q..J.!t Let A€. Ob R. Let A(tt)) denote the ring of power series in t,

and let 1 + Ant]) + denote the subset of elements with constant term 1

Then 1 + A((tlJ+ is an abelian group if we define composition to be

multlplicatlon of -power series. vie write this operation ' ~ , , and s'

(1 + i:;a
i
tl) e (1 +I!biti) = (1 +~citi)

where

t
i+j=n

•

0.14 If A is a 'X -ring, defint ~t:A --+) 1 + AUtl)+ by

~ ?\n(a)tn •
n~ 2

"t (a) = 2: "~(a)tn
n>...O

= 1 +at +

Then ~t is a homomorphismof the underlying abelain groups, i.e.

\(a + b) =t-t(a) (} ~t(b)

If A is normal, then ~(1) = 1 + t, so At(n) = (1 + t)n. Hence there

is a unique normal 'i\ -ring structure on ~ given by

An(m) = m(m-1)•••• (m-n+1)

~ If A is a ~-ring, define

0.15.2

0.16 Propcsition

Let A be a normal A -ring. Then

(i) 11O(a) II 1 ,-a1 (a) = a , .~n(x+y) =



(ii) ~t(x) = At/1_t(X) and At(X) =~t/1+t(x).
Proof. It suffices to prove the firEt part of (ii).

n

= z:,:\(X)
n

~he coefficient of tm is
It'

= .L: i\n(x) (m-1)
n=O m-n =

1111.
0.17 Theorem

If A ~ Ob R then- --
(i) the exterior .power funct-ore "n:p(A) --40) peA) induce El ~ -ring

~ructure on K(A), which is normal.

(it) the functions, An:7Z ~ m which define on 2l the normal b -ring

structure (see 0.14) induce by comnosition fmnctions "n:HO(A) ~HO(A)

whish define a ~-ring structurLQ.!! HO(A) which is normal.

(iii) the function ~A) > HO(A) which sends P to rp (see 0.10)
induces a '>t-mtiR r:K(A) - .....) HO(A).

(iv) °there is a natura~ i:H (A) -~) K(A) such that ri = 1, ..sm,g,
1 :f e El ~ -map.

Proof:

(1) For P C' Ob peA), define ~t(P) = z:. 'An(p)tn
n'),.0

hen "t is additive, so factors through a map "t:K(A) ~ 1 + K(A)tttJ)

Let?\n:K(A) ---7 K(A) be the coefficient of tn. These operations defiee

1 + K(A)[[t)) +.

the" -ring structure, which iu normal since ~ n(A) = 0 for n '>" 2, and

A is the identity in K(A).

(ii) Since the. ~opcrntions arc def1ne<i" by c'Qm~sition, ·it is clear .

that nOrA) ia a normal' :c,;.rlng since the integers ~e (see 0.14)

. . "
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(iii) That r:K(A) ~ HO(A) is a ring homomorphism follows
trivially fro~ Prop.O.10.2. We prove thet it commu~es with the

" -operations.
~ nAn ele9rt of K(A) can be written P - n where n denotes A •

Sir.ceK(A) is normal, ~t(n) =
At(-n) = (1 + t)-n = ~I tmL...t a

m),O m
say.

Then 'Ak(p _ n) = ~ "i(p) "j(-n) = ~ Ai(p)a
ji+j=k i+j=k

"k t r ~(P)a.so r i\ (p - n) -- i+J=k J

since r is a ring homomorphism and rea)~ = a .•
J

Hence
r Ak(P - a) = L! "i(rp)aj b~ o . 'O·l

i+j::k
~k °= ~ Crp - n) sinee H CA) is normal.

i.e. r ').k = ~kr
(iv) It f:spec A ~~is continuous and takes non-negative
values, then for each n';.0, let Un = f-1 {n~which is an open an~
closed subspace of spec A. Thus there exists a un~ue idempotent en
such that U = W(Ae ). Let Hf) ;: ~ (Aen)n. If h:srec A~ ~n n n
ie any continuous f~nction we may write it as f - g where f,g take
non-negative values, and define i(h) = i(f} - i(g). This ie well defined
(see (5)pp459-460). ~he proof of the proposition is th~n similar to
(iii) abo+e ,

11//.
0.18 Since 1:UO(A) ---) K(A) is injective, we shall identify HO(A)
with its image. F.Jr a £ K(A), we write [a)for a - ir(a).

If A,B ~ Ob !, let p:A X n ---) A and q:A x B ~ B be the
projections. Then p induces p·:spec A ~ spec (A x B) and
p.:K(A x B) ~ KCA).
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s- 1.2 Thepre!!!
(i)
(ii)

(p.,q*) :spec A U spec B ' SpE:C (A x E) ).0 a hom~..QrnorphiC?m.
(P.,q*):HO(A x B) ---i' HO(A) x HO(D) is a.nmS?lnorphism of

A -rin~s.
(iii) (P.,q.):K(A x B) -->~K(A) x K(B) is an iso}no":phism..2.f

" -rings.

_liv) The isomorphisms of (ii) and (iii) CC_l1ImutC\'1it_!1 the maps itr of
Theorem 0.17.
Proof:
(i) See (l-)pp • (ii) follows from (i).
(iii) If P€Ob peA) and Q ~Ob PCB) then P x Q is an A x B modulo- -
and moreover is projective. This defines a functor

peA) x P(B) ) peA x B)
wh~ch induces a map K(A) x K(B) -~) K(A x B). We show that this is
the inverse to (p*,q.).

Suppose PE p( A) and Q E PCB) •

P.(p x Q) = A ~A B(P x Q)x.

Then P. (p x Q) -:::. P.

-~) P given by
For, the

map
a & (p, q) , \ ap

is an A-module isomorphism with inverse given by
P , ) 1 & (PtO).

This shows that the map is a right inverse for (P.tq.)
Conversely, suppose Pe peA x B). ._... ....--... Pt since

1s an A x B module isomp~phism with inverse.
p' ) «1,0) fi P t (0,1) & p)

This shows the map is a left inverse, which completes the proof.
(iv) follows by naturality of the isomorphisms.

111/.
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I~ soc:tio:'1r~, we sh:tll ne ed the concept of 1formal power serfeo'

~_r an i:nfinitt"-set o! variables, and in or-der: ....." be precise, we describe

o 20...,._.__. I,(;(; R E Ob B. , and let A be a set. Let rl C:anote the non-negative

intec;'=rs, and tc.c each a ~ A, let N be a copy vf N.a
Let

Na

,.
i.e. tnA set of ee-quenc ea In:n E:.N & n - o for all but a finite

a a a a
number of ~ Then NA if) a commutative semigroup with the pr-cpercya.., •

that gjven s EN
A
, there is only a finite set ut solutions uf the

equation
x + y = s.

Consider the set of functions f:NA ---->~R, which we denote by R(A).
If r -s E n(A), define
0.?0.2 (f + g)(s) = f(s) + g(s)

(fg) (s) = L: f(x)g(y).
X+y=B

Then R(A) is a commutative ring, and we may identify r ER with the

element r:NA 0---7 R given by
~O~ res) = r if s = 0

= 0 otherwise.
An clement f:U~ ---7 R is a polynomial if the set

•• f s E. N.I\.:f(s) I 0 '5 is fiti,J.,tee
Let e :NA - ~ N be tho augme:nto..tion map fnJ t'--7 L.na. If

f is a polynomial, vie define
degree of f = deg (f) = max re(s) sllch that f(s) j O~

A polyuomia.l h 16 homogeneous of d.egree n if 11(s) :-:0 whenever

e(s) i deg(h) = n. If'f'is Cl. polynomial, define

0.20 •.2. • f (0) = reB) ;"f o(s) = rr
= o otherwise.

dc~ f
Then f is homogeneous (\f degree r, and f = ~\ f •r r=O r
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Let R[A)~R(A) be the set of polynomials:it is clearly a subring.
Guided by the idea that a power series is roughly speaking a ~olynomia1
of infinite degree' we want a power series to be a formal sum

OQ
~.. f
L.,r=O r

where f is a homogeneous polynomial of degree r. Precisely, a function
r

fE R(A) is a formal power series if for each r E. N, the function
f ~R(A) defined analogously to 0.20.5 is a polynomial.r-

The set of formal power series forms a subring denoted by
R[[A]) which contains R fA].

0.20.6 Remark If A is a finite sot, then R(A) = R[rA))t and so one
might take R(A) as the appropriate generalisation of 'formal power series'

chapter
in a finite number of variables. However, for the application in this A

we require the extr.afiniteness condition described above.
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1. The ring of continuous functions •
.1!1 Let g be t~.eoategory of compact hausdorff '"'paces,and let
fcoti-.£ be the full aubcat.c.goz-yof connected spaces. For X € Ob .9.
let ~eX) be the ring of co&~in~ous comple~ valued functions on X.
If f:X ~ Y in £, then f i:;.(1\1cesby composition a r~.ng homomorphism

~(f) :~.eY) -) ::(X) g"~ gf
in a natural way, so that ~ is a functor from £ to ~.
1.2 Proposition

t:Q ~ B is a (contravariant) embedding.
Proof: We have to show that if f,g:X ~ Y and t ~ g, then tel) p ~(g).

Let x C X such that t(x) F g(x). Let h:Y --+ a: be some function
which is zero at t(x) and 1 at gex). (Such a function exists since
Y is normal.) Then E(t)(h) F ~(g)(h) since these two maps disagree at x.

1111.
1Ll This is not a full embedding as can be seen by taking X • Y • point.
There are precisely tw~ (ring) automorphisma of ~: the identity and
conjugation. Only the identity is induced by a continuous map.
We show in i'h..1..8 that the image of the embedding ccmprises one
hal~. of all the ring homomorphisms, and the other half comprises all
the
1.4-

conjugates.
ftC0J_:iugationE --7 a: induces a natural transformation

H:a:(X) ) a:(X).

We denote the image of f € ~(X) under K.by i , that is
f(x) = .(f)(x) = fTi).

1:.2 For x E. X, let e :a:(X) ~ E be the evaluation map at x, i.e.x
e (t) = t(x).x

Since e is a surjective ring homomorphism, the kernel m (whichx -x
consists ot all functions which vanish at x) is a maximal ideal. In
fact these are the only maximal ideals, as.the following well known

proposition shows.



~6 Propcsition

There is a 1-1 correspondence between the points of X and the
maximal ideals of ~(X)giyen by the function

x~ni -x

Proof: By Urysohn's Lemma, this function is injective. If m is a
maximal ideal, then we show that there is an x EX such that
every f ~!!! vanishes at x , i.e. m c m whence!!l = -,cm by maximality.- ---x

For, assume for a contradiction that such an x does not ex~st.
Then for each x~ Xt there is a function fx~!!l such that fx(x) ~ o.
Since !!lis an ideal, we can assume that f (x) = 1. Let U be thex x
set of points in X

Ux = I x' E:. X: lfx(x')') i }
The sets U form an open cover of X, so by oompactness a finite numberx
say U ,•••• ,U cover X.

x1 xn
so the element

Since f Eo m and f E a:(X) , f f. e mx - x xx-

and does not vanish anywhere, so is a unit. But maximal ideals do
not contain units which is a contradiction.

1111.
liZ If G is a group we can associate to it a category ~ in a natural
way as follows. There is only one object in~. and its morphisms are

the elements of G with composition or morphisms being the multiplication
in the group. Thus if M is a oategory, we can consider the oategory-
M x G.- -
1.8 Theorem

1!!~C! be the full subcategory generated by ~on.
B:.':::C x~- - -con ';;2

Then-
Proof: 2We think of ~ as being the set (1,K) where K • 1.
The object,s of'~ a::e~ings of the torm tc(X)for some (particular) X

.
and whose morphisms nro ~ing ho~omorphisms.
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Define F:C x !2 ~1i by-con
F(X) = D:(X) for X~Ob C~con

Ii' Cr, a) :X }y in C x ~2 then-con _.
F(f,a):a:(Y) ) le(X) ~..s

F(f,a) = f* = ~(f) 5;: a = 1 G ~

Clearly F is a functor. In order to define the inverse functor
G :_B - C x ~ we have iP examine a ring homomorphism-con - 2

'f:!C(X) ---+) le(Y)

Let i:X ---T ~ be the constant map to the complex number i. Since
i2 = -1, we have [~(i)J 2 = -1 and since Y is connected we deduce that

-either rei) = i or <rei) = -i = 1: let sn( r) =
Now suppose y~ Y. Then ey~ :~(X)~ ~

1 or " € 2Z 2 accordingly.
is a ring homomorphism

so the kernel is a maximal ideal in !C(X). By Prop.1.6 there is a

unique point x € X such that this ideal is mx. Define fey) = x.
This defines a function f:Y ~ X. Now the two ring homomorphisms.
e and e ~ from ~(X)to ~ are both zero on mx YI ~
ring isomorphisms

so both induoe

= II: --)~ ~m-x
Since there are only two ring isomorphisms from II: to m we deduce
that either ex = eyr or ex" = ey f
possibilities for sn(,)
ease 1. sn(r) = 1. Then for any y E. Y,

"s 'f (i) = ey(1) _. 1 = ex(1)

so for all y£Y we have eyCf = Erf(y).

• We now return to the 2

= e (-i) = -is
so for:all y ~ Y we have ey~ =

Then for any y E. YtCase 2.
= e ,.x

Now because X,Y are compaot hausdorff, the funotion f:Y ~ X



is corrtdnuoua iff for all ge:: n:(X), gf ~n:(Y). So suppose g~:O:(.l).
Then ;.f .J:u(rp) ,-,: 1, gi = 1)(g)·~ a:{YL If Em("() = H, gf = ~g).ttc..c:(y)

f.() in eabher ca.se f is COll:;:i.;'.ll·::md, so loi() can define

G{ (If):X _.) X z.n C x fi..,., by
~·Co:.1 c:

G ( 'f) = rr, Rll (*/) ) ..
It is easy to seu thet G is c:... functor, and that GF and FG are each
naturally equivalent to the iaentity.

II/I •

.l:..2 For x s os £, let Vect{X) be the category of (finite dimensional)
complex vector bundles over X. A map f:X ~ Y in Q induces &

functor f·:Vect(Y) ---7 Vect(X) whcih associates to the bun_Ue· E over
Y the induced bundle feE over X. We quote an i~portant theorem due
to Swan (G).

1.10 Theorem
There is an equivalenoe pr categories

rX:Vect(X) ) P(IC(X»
Moreover ,this is natural in·the sense t~at if•

Vect(Y) ) Vect(X)
f·

!!:ru!

Vect(Y) ). p(~(Y),~
Y

are'l'natural1;teguivalent funs;:tors.

f:X'~ Y in £ 1!wl

----I'> P(IC(X»
rX

---~) P(IC(X»
t*

1111.

The functor r. associates to the vector bundle E the module ot
X

sections rx(E). The conjugation map H:IC(X) ~ IC(X) induces a functor
K:P(a:(X» ) p(a:(X» which takes ~(E) to IC(X) &H. rx(E) ~ rX(E),

where E denotes the conjugate bundle. But E ~ EV, where EV

denotes the dual bundle (due to properties of the inclusion
\I

Un(IC)~GLn Ca:) ). and rxCE") ~ (rxCE» = HommCX) ( r XCE). E(X».

Hence we conclude:
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j~11 Pronocition--~--~~ -----

PE Ob P(~(X», ~ K(P) ~ P. 1111.
Corollary

If
£~ E t Ob Vect(X) ~

rf'. r'x(E) -.. r' (f*E)
X if sn ~f = 1

r (r·E" )X if an <I' = H.

IIII
~ An important consequence of Theorem 1.10 is the link between
topological K-theory, and algebraic K-theory.

Let Kt:Q ~ E be topological K-theory (defined in terms ot
ocomplex vector bundles), and let Ht:£ ~ R be the functor which

associates to a compact space X, the ring of continuous integer-valued
functions on X. Let rt:Kt ~ E~ be the natural transformation
induced by the function which assocaates to the vector bundle E over

oX the fUnction x ~.--~>dim Ex' and let it:Ht ---7Kt be the natural
tran6ror~ation induced by the function which associates to a funclio n

trivial
f on X the~vector bundle whose fibre dimension at x is rex).

1.13 ProEositio~
~) Kt(X) ~~ H~(X) are normal ~-rings.

(ii) the rna~srt ~ it :u-e " -mapsL ru:~ rtit = 1.
v.x.U "-IM)I.\M

(~ is thettoPo100a1 version of Theorem 0.17.)

~ Dy virtue of 1.10, there is a natural equivalence

1///.

--~' K(a:(X»
which is in fact a A -ring isomorphism. The rest of this section
is devoted to the proof of the fo]lowing theorem:
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1.15 Theorem:
There is a natural equivalence

~h that the followincr diasrams c oJ!1J!l.~.!..E!:

Kt(X) ') H~(X) H~(X) > Kt(X)rt it~l 1(3 ~l l~
K(It(X)

r
) HO(It(X» lI«C(X» i ) l«C(X»

Before we can prove this theorem, we need some technical lemmas.

1.16 Lemma II n1,12.2E epee A, An.!! ~1 S 32.2 Md i1: P Eo: Ob !'.1!l
~ rp(R1) = rp(.E2)
Proof: The inclusion A , n2 c;. A" R1 induces a ring homomorphism
A ) A such that the diagram
.122 .121

A

/~
) A

12.1A
12.2

commutes.
Now P111

= A
~1

I))A
.122

=
.... (.':"1 )

).L r ""'2'CA
:H1

(A }rp (:E.1)
P..1=

1111.
1.17 Corollary. rp is determined by its yalues on_~he maximal
ideals.

1111.
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1.18 It !I! C A is a maximal ideal, then A/!! is a field. It PE r.L!)
then A/~ &A P £ Ob F(A/m) is thus a tinite dimensional vector
space over AI.!!!,. ..
1.19 Lemma- It m C A is a maximal ideal, an4. PE. PCA)--
then rp(!!) = dimA/ (A/m &AP)- .m -
Proot: --::..~ A

" !I!
say .!.c Am' and so induces a map AI!!! -_.,) A~.& which is an- . -
isomorphism, and moreover the tollcwing

The map A takes m<:. A to the unique maximal ideal

diagram at natural maps commutes:

A Am

J -
~ J

AI!! ~ A 1mm--

A /m & p!!!- A

=

/1/1.

~ For the rest of this section~ lee X ~Ob.£ and lot R = C(X)~
By Prop.1.6, there is a unique ma:imal ideal corresponding to each pOint
ot Xt and moreover these are the only maximal ideals. Let! denote
the maximal ideal corresponding to the point x E' Xt i.e.

~ = t t C; R: :rex) = O.}
Let ex:R ) ~ be the evaluation map ex(g) = g(x). This is clear11
surjective with kernel ~. Let E E Ob Vect (X~., and let f'iE) denote
the corresponding element of peR).
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_1.z.';;.2..;.1_...;L;;.;:~. Ex Yr(~)~!! ~-vector ~pacee, where Ex denotes
the fibre~ver the poi~ x.

--+) E byx z & s ..., --+) zs(x). where
we identify nix with ~ by virtue of 1.20, Clearly a is a vector tpaee
homomorphism between finite dimensional vector spaces, To prove it is
an isomorphism therefor, it suffices to show it is surjective. If
v E: E ,then choose some sectiob a C£ reEl such that sex) • v, Thenx
v I: a(1 & a).

1//1.

1.22 COrollar;r II~~spec R , ~ x € X is a common zero of Pt

~ rp(p) = dim Ex e~ It-vector space.)
Proof: x is a common zero of R. iff ~.~~. By Lemma 1.16
rp(R.) = rp(~l. By Prop.1.19, and Lemma 1.21, rp(x) = dim Ex'

///1.

It.?..l We now define the map (3 :H~(X) .--)~ HO(C'X». An element ot

H~(X) is a continuous map f:X ~ ~, i.e. a function which associates
an integer to each component of X.

Suppose E~spec n. Then the set of common zeros of ~ is
contained in a unique component of X. [F~r if x,y are common zeros
which 1• in different components, say U,V then let u:X ~ 1& be the
function which is 1 on U and ° elsewhere, and let v:X --~).~ ~ be the
function which is 1 au V and zero elsewhere. Then u,v¢ ~ since they
do not vanish at both x and y, but uv I: 0 tg. ~ , contradicting the
fact that R. is prime. Choose an x~ X such that ~~ ~ • and define
~(f):spec R > ~ by pefHE) = fex). Then (J(f) is continuous,

and so detines a map n~(x) ~ IP(a:eX» which is aA-map. To show
this is an equivalence, we construct an inverse.

-1 ("",Suppose g:spec R --).~ ~ is continuous. Let Un = g i nr t which
is an open and closed subspace. By Prop.O.9, there is a unique
idempotent e ~ R such that U = W(Re). Now en:X ~ ~ bein~ ann n n Q



idempotent is either 0 or 1 on each component of X. Let
Xn X:e (x) = 1 .~

n, - a union of components.
Since n F m implies e e = 0, X fi le = ¢ for n .1 rn, and since: {~h~n m n m t-

Un cover spec R, the Xn cover X. De fLne 1P(g):X _._)- 7l teo ·tal~o
the value n on Xn. This construvtion defines a map HO(c:OO \ --,._") H~(X)

which is clearly an inverse for~ •
The proof of Theorem 1.15 is now an easy consequence of Cor.1.22.

2. Partitions
It will be useful in the subsequent sections to have an alternative

description of HO(A) in terms of partitions, which we descri~0 now.
!., Definition If A is a commutative ring with identity, then a
block of A is an ideal which, with addition and multiplication

induced by that of A, is a cOQ~utative ring with identity.
We do not require that the identity of the block, is the identity

of At although it is an idempotent of A. Clea 'y there is a '-1
correspondence between blocks and idempotents. For example, the

j

zero ideal is a block.
42 If-B1 and B2 are blocks in A, .then the ideol B1B2 consistin~'ot
finite sums of ele:nents of the form xy with x E. B1 and y ~ B2 is also
a block, which we de70te by B, & B2•

Do _. 2.2.1- -_ 'l'woblocl:s B1 '~2 aro or-bhcgona'l, ~f B, ~ B2 = 0

If 2 blocks B ,n are orthoGonal, then th.esum of the 2 ideals12.
is a block, denot:!d by E1 ~ B2• Hore generally, if B1, •••• ,Bn is
a set of pairwise orth0g~nal blocks, then the idc~l B1 + ••• + Bn is
a block, denoted by B1 @ •••@ Bn' at by a B .•i=1 ].

~ Let SeA) be the sct of sequences (XO,X1' ••••,Xn,.·.) of blocks
of A such that
(i) only a finite number of block Xi are non-zero



(ii) the Maps A ~ 11 X. (a I ::> ~aei~ )
i~O 1.

11 .,.. ...
?:x. ~ P- Ct x~ ~.-) Xi)

, ... 1 J: '-I
1./,0 i}_.O

are inverse (ring) isomorphisms.

~3.1 It is a cosequence of (ii) that the blocks X. are pa-t~:"/j~d
1.

ortho[;onc.l.

~?l.2 h'e distinguish 2 s;e~ial elements of SeA) namely

o = (A,O.O•••••O•••••)

and 1 = (O,A.O•••••O •••••).
~.4 It X = (XO'x" •••• ) &!ld Y = (Yo.Y, •••• ) are in SeA), consider the

sequence denoted by X G Y. where

(X+G Y) = @ (X. & Y)
n 1.i+j=n

(Since by l.3.1 the blocks X. are pair'vise orthogonal, the came is true
1. ,

for the blocks Xi & Yj , and so (X G Y)n is again a block.)

7..5 PropoS,iHon T!1eEe,.9.~ .X I£' Y ,is in S CA).
, .

The o.r.eration G

defines ~n S (A) the structure of a semisro_upI wi th z\~ro e_l_e..!!!2E! 0

Ssss z..•...h?l.
L!:.so_t:: (i) If Xi = 0 for i), n, and Yj = 0 for j >~m, then (X G Y)k = 0

for k ~ n+m, so only a finite number of (x G Y\: are non-zero.

(ii) Coridd t.Lcn (ii) CIf 2.3 is equiva~ent to the condition that

if ei is the identity in Xi ' then LIei = 1 , and ciej = 0 for i~j.
Let fj be the identity elc~ent in Yj• Then the identity element in

(X G Y) is ~ Thenn ,"7f, Cifj•1+J=~
.~ ",'
~ -,'. ei!j, , '-1.c 1+j= c

anel L!
r+S =It'

p. r )ttr s = }~
i+j=k

e.e fjf
1. r s

= 0 if . k~k'since then either

i~r or j! s.

Thus X G y~ SeA). The rest of the proposition is trivial.
1111.
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For examp'Ls (1 @ 1)k = G; (1. & 1. )
i+j=k J. J

= 0 if k /:2
= A if k = 2.

Inductively we dedu·. that

1 @ 1 ~••• @ 1 = (O,O,•••,O,A.O, ••••)
n-times

where the A occurs in the n-th ter~.
?..Z In fact it is psosiblc to def~.ne a multiplicatj O~ on S (.11.) \'Ihich
gives it the structure o. a semiring, with identity 1 (see ~3.2). For
if X, Y E'. S(A), the ee quence

(X Q Y)
n =

is again in SeA). by a similar argument to Prop •.•5. To prove that
multiplication is distributive, let X,Y,Z ~ SeA). Then

«X ~ Y) (I (X & z»n = @ Q)
i+j=n rs=i

pq=j
(x & y & X & Z )r s p q

Q)

i+j=n
Q)

rs=i
rq=i

(X & Y ~ Z )r s q

~~ If f:A ~ B is a map in ~ it induces a semiring homomorphism
S(f):S(A) ) S(B) as follows. If X ~S(A) and ei is the identity
of Xi' then ~ ei = 1 and eiej = 0 for i;lj. Hence ...t f(ei) = f(1) = 1
and f(ci) tee j) = ° tUl· iF j. Let Yi be the ideal in B go'.ez-ated by 1fue
idempotent f(ei). Then Yi is a block, and Y = (YO,Y1, ••• )~ S(B).
Defi~e S(f)(X) = Y.

Thus S is a fun~tor from E to the category of (commutative)
semirings.

.!.~Suppose XE SeA). Then if ci is the ~dentity of Xi' we know
that Xi = Aei• By Prop.O.9 the subset W(Xi) = W(Aei) is open and
closed in spec A. Define ¢(X): spec A --, ....,...~ to take the value i
on the subspace Wi. Then ¢(X) is continuous.



2"

~ 10 Prol'oSition. The function ¢:S(A) -~) [continuous maps from
spec A to the non-negative inetegrs} is a r.at~equival~ce of

Proof: We cons trcct an inverse for ¢.. If f: spec A -7 ~take s
-1J .1non-neeo.tive values and is continuous, let Ui :::f ~ J.I. By 9rop.O.9

there is a unique idempotent e1 such that Ui = H(Aei). Let Xi = Aei•
Then Xi is a block, and only a finite number ar e non-ezer-o , G~.nce
Ui f\ U

j
= ¢ for i,~, the blocks Xi and Xj are orth0gonal~ nnd since

the Ui cover spec ,\,the map TI Xi ) A is an isomorphism. Thus
. i},o

the sequence (XO.X1 ••••) t SeA) and this construction defines the inversa
for ¢.

1///.

/t.11 Corollary Let L(A) denote the Grothendieck ring of SeA). Then-
¢ induces an isc~.LhisrJ ¢:L(A) --)~ RO(A). 1111.

l..,,1g_ If PE. ill>., then rp:spec A ---';'-~~ takes non-negative values,
so by 1..10 de t.e r-mf.ne s an elemnnt X(P) <;:: S~A) ~ called the partition (of A)

induced by P. We note that x(r G Q) = X(p) G X(Q) and

X(P Q ~) = x(r) Q X(Q).
The natural map A --,,~. n X(p) i

i)....° induces commutative

diagraI:l3
K(A) ----=r------t RO(A)

1, t
1T K(X(r).) __ -----i'- nHO(X(p)i)
.A. 1. r J.

n.nd

teA) ,<----'---- HO(A)
i 1

where by Thcorco 0.1'). the vertical maps are isomorphisms of "-rings.



In particular, we not Le e the the mcduLe P. = xtr). ~. p (.d'l.:i,cl", jt-3 the
1. 1. k'

ianGe of F in K(~U).) h~~ cons t a.i+ vank equaL to i. ~lki.3 tt:(,~; ;l'~,,,,:.,..,
1.

B.rbitrary projective !:'o':".::·c-sfro:, rU"'i:lt~ about pr:>jective l::o(l.doD 0:~

constant r ank , Ti'lis pri~.::iple w-:'l: be 1..·"8..1 in La t er- sec'ci~,(~Ij~

hl Given t~·o functors F ,G frcll4 D. category A to a categv.t'J· 13, J.ot
t~~~sformations -

Op(F ,9) denote the set 0: naturC'~. I..:. from F to G. If ~. lraa

some algebraic structure, we ~an t).:r; Ol'O!',O) this stl'uctu:,:'J i.~ a

'pointwise' manner , :r"or exrunplc, if II is the category of abelian groups

and a,b ~Cp(F,G) then we can define a + h and -a by the rules

(a + b)(X) = a(X) + heX)
(- a)(X) = - sex) ftr X ~ Ob A.

= Ker(r:KeA) ----~ UO(A». ThenFor A E Ob R, let RkO(A)

RkO(A) is an ideal in K(A) and by virtue of Theorem 1.7 (iv) there is

a natural equivalence K(A) :: RkO(A) G HOCA).

~ In this scction we are interested in Op(K,K). By ~ha generalities

of 3.1, this is a cor.:mutative ring with identity. The isomorphism

of 3.2 induc~s a deccruposition

Op(K,K)

}.~ Proposition

(i) Op(HO,RkO) = 0

(ii) Op(UO ,HO) = Z;rl

Proof. (1). .3uppOSttnot. Then there is an cper at on ""1 :HO.- RkO

and an A €Ob R such that ,(A):HO(A) ___,. RkOCA)is non zero, i.e.

there is an f t: n0(A) euch that ''1(A)(!) f. o.
Case (a). If f:spec A ~ ~ takes a constant value, say n, let

f' :spec ~ --~):Z toke constant value n, Let i: ?l--:-;~A be ".he

natural map. Then the following diagram commutes:



'r; (A) \
-----------------., Rko(A)

,4 .
t 1*

HO ( :Z) ----_ ), (~)
Bu t t , (1' I) = t , ur.:l RkO ( r~;: ;;.;.

•,·-t ~\/Z?;)
0, whcn.;;e .: ",A) (f') = o,

methods of sec ticn 2, f induces a parti ~.i.(,~ 0:0: A 'iat.) ">L'.'h· L-'.,~;r; n:-,

w:J.ich f takes cor ..a t ant values. We the:1 G}'1p1y c as o (a) t; I>",,"~

Eu1!'ing.

(ii) An operation () :IP --7 HO Lnduc ers a function.

B('.2) :HO(:z) ') nO(~)

This defines .:l function Q(:Op(Eo,:i0)

i.e.

--~.. rg_,'ll... Conversely, giveb

a .function g: Z; ~:z , it induces an operEtion HO ~ IP by composition

This defir.ea a. f'unc tLon (1: ~ ~ --7 Op(HO,Ho) such that tX ~ = 1.

It now suffices to prove thet Qc is injecti re; The proof of this is

analocous to (1) abovo.

1111.

1..2_ Coro11a.rl

Op(K,K) = Op(RkO,K) 3 ~'ll..

////.
4. Dimension nrone~tie5.-------_----_.....____ -
For PE-Ob peA). we definp. 4 integers:

4. 'j DeUni tion------ -- --- ...

(1) m(p) = min ~ rp\~)

(ii) M(P) = m".... ~ r 'n)
<4.A t, p \.0;.

(iii) l(P) = max in~ .3 Q~Ob peA) such that Q @ An = pI
(iv)

..
g(P) = mdn ~n: ~JQ E,Ob peA) such that Q & P = An!

~ '.:e no to trat 1(1)) is the maximumnumber of inearly independent

clcrr.ents spanning a direct auc.riand, and g(p) :LS the minimum number of

senerators.



(i) If P C !,(~~ then l(P) ,<. m(P) ...< M(P) ,<: g(p).
(ii) and ~~(r)= 0 fo~ n ) M(P)

P r ~ l~' .~. t'- . Q ,-::p,,\ , - L L. Q -:.\. ~l(P)~_I)_.: ~y ;;"~...l.r:.l.lon,~·'re 1S a ~ l.,.J sue ...l '(;nc:.-.;; ~ _'i.' = P

If .E. bpec A, t~lcn rp(.l2.) = rQ(~) + let» end rQ(ll) >,; 0" i.:c~C(J

1(P) ,~ m(P). Similarly H(P) ~ g{p), and c l.e ar-Ly m(P) $ ;'H}',:"

(ii) If n ; H(P) ~ and Ji € spec A, then ~n(I') = "nCI' ) = _,I

)? P
since n } H(r) >, rp(,E). Hence "n(p) is locally zero, so by

Prop.0.7 (1), An(p) = o.
////~

4.4 It x E: K(A), then ZSt (x) E.1 + K(t,.) rill) + has an inverse, which

we denote by ~t(x) = 1 + ~ ~(x)tn.
n ~ 1

4.5 Prorosition It P ~ peA)
(1) ~ln'l a: 0 for i> N(P) - I(P)

(li) ?[p] = 0 for 1) g(P) - m(P)

Proof: (i) ~',-rlte P = l(P) @ Q where Hp) denotes the free module

of r-ank rtr), Then ep1 = [cl and N( Q) = M(P) - I(P). Hence it

suftices to show that ~irQl= 0 for 1:> M(Q).

~s~ (",-).If rQ is constant (and equal to H(Q), t.hen by Prop.4.3(il)

"t tQ] is a polyno::1inl of degree ,<. ft.(~). Thus

0t Q = ~(Q - :~(Q» = ~t(Q). ~(-H(Q»

= ~ (0) (1" (1»-1I(Q)
t/1-t _" t

- I: ~i(Q) (~)i. '1 - t)N( Q)

,,).1' 0 1-t

= )~
"i(Q)ti(1 _ t)X( Q) - i-.i >;0

which is El pol:;nomial ot de,:,ree ,< to:( Q) •.

Caso (b). It rQ is Hot const~lt, then Q induces a partition Of' A, sa:!
constant

(Y.O,X1' •••• ) where Q
i

= Xi ~A Q I if not zero, has,.(rank equal to i,
and where X = 0 for r >M(C"t:).r



3:/ 2 •• 2 ,~his parti tiOll induces a commutative dd agr atn

!C(A) ---,-------) !IOU)

(
~.

--------~nHO(X ).,..

'··~'cre tl- t' al i'\ '1' h' Tll".·'·-·,",.i[o"')·,'I" KC ,',I..... ,.e ve r-tn,c maps are /\ -r.~r..g sO:7l:..rp ~C-:·ji€'.. ... v' .•

mep s to l.i[Q,J= ~i(~ - r) in K(X
r
), and :::,j by case \a):

x'«, - r) = 0 for i} r.

i ~'"2Hence ~ (Q)= 0 for i)r:lax !r:K(Xr) # 01

Ie for i) N(Q), since Xr = 0 for i> H(Q).

(ii) Write P () Q = siR). Then [p G Q) = (c<r)] ceO}, and so

~t[p @ Q1 = Ct[p]· 0t[Ql = 0tfo) = 1

so C\ (Q) = j t [p) •
If E € spec A, then rp(E) + rQ(E) = g(p). and so

N(Q) = max f. rQ(E) : E <;; spec A}

= max -{ g(P) - rp(E): E E spec At

= g(p) - min {rp(E): E E spec A}
= g(p) - m(P)

But by (i), 0t Q is a polynomial of degree ~ 11(~), hence iit P 113

a polynomial of degree ~g(p) - m(P).

1111.

4.6 Definiti~~ An element x~K(A) is positive (written x, ~O) if

there is a P~E(A)such that x = P.

~ For x€:RkO(A), lei;

Sx = {Q EOb P(A) such that Q ;;; rQ and x + Q ~ OJ

Then Sx is non-empty, since ~e can write x = P - rp for some P ~ PCA)
and then rp E.. Sx.

~ Definition For xERko(A), define

diml'(X) = min t M(Q): Q E Sx!



4.2_I72.r_0.:~;_ti~~"_ r...f:~ x ER'~O(Aj, ~(x) ~_J?olynomial_~~f

Af'_f~~~.~ ,~dimK ( x).

b:£.of: 13y d,),!'inition, there eIxat.s a Q E..S:;: vi t.h N(Q) ._ tltml\(x)" and

arE 'Pr A) f:-....~h;;.bat P = x + Q in K(A). 'rh~n

p - 1P

= x since rex) = 0, dlld Q - -,_.... Q~

By frop./f.5, "'" (;d = 2\[P]is a polynomial or dGg:cce -:r.1'1(p). 8u.t

since P = x + Q, we have rp = rQ ' so N(P) = M(Q) = dimK(x). Hence

1't (x) is l\ pol ynomial o"? degree ~ dim
K
(x).

1111.
4.10 Corollary For x~RkO{A), there exists an intege,!. N(x) ~

that-~

E!E~f:This is a direct consequence of Prop.4.9 and a proposition

of Atiyah ({~),Prop.3.1.5 p127). 1111.
4.11 Corollar,Y Any e_lement xE. RkO (A) is nilpotent.

Fr.?21: This follows f~'om Cor.4.10, since 'Z51(x) = x. 1111.

4..12' Corollarz If RkO(A) is finitely ge_Ilerated. :it is nilpoteTlt. 1111.

4.1"i Let ~lJs1.s2 ..... ]J be the· ring of integ(>;(' power series in

El. countable family of in.dt-~terminates (see 0.20 ec , seq.). ~lhen if we

gi ve each s. degree 1. we can think of El. power sel1:.i.es as a formal sum
l. .

·"here fr. Is a h.~n,JQ.geneous p2lY.:nomial of dE:p.;:r~en ,

Define a map w: {.::1
1
, 8

2
t ... } ~ Op{Rko' K) bl sending si to 0' i.

This ma;> Lnduce s a ri~g hcmo!norr:h5.sm from thG r~.1l5 of po'Lynomf al.s in the

( 7tSn I but by

to Op(RkO,K),

4.10 it induces a map fnom the power series in the ls.(
1:

which ~a denot3 by

w:~ [(~1,Ozt ••U-----.,.~Op(RkO,K)

The main result of this section is the following:



2.r
4.14 Theorem
--- •• __ --- - *- •• , _ ...

-~) Cp(RkO ,K).

,,·r-·...I-·l~ K)
10. '.t,l ......\.~C .

.E!"_~o_:f.;Let Cpg_(RkO,K) bo the operations b8twee,'_F~O ar.. K.. ("es~)"l.~'·."d

t,~ the su'br.c.~~e.:r}r.yQ of R. There is the a rcetridion hal') OIt\Hphl S;'I;

Let x :: uw:zz.f.:~s1,s2,••JJ ~-?-oPQ(RkO,KL T~len by TheOlc.m 1.15 and
the result of Atiyah «~,Theorem 301.7,page 128), the map x is an

isomorphism. -1Let v = x u. The result now follows.

1//1.

In particular, this says that the operations ~i are linearly

independent, and hence non-trivial.

The g~ ring alid relations with the Picard~!oup'
Let K (A) be the subgroup of K(A) genere.ted by all monomd e.La

n

of the f.orm

whej_'~x. r- RkO(A) and L: i.; ~ n ,J .... ..

~?-. __.tF0.r.o...:,>_i. t ::_y_~(5f':It\\QM~)

U) KOI,A) :-.;1~( ~)

(ii) K1(A) ~ D~O(A)

K (A).K (A) c.. K (A)
n rr. - ~+m

Ti'.e r-e vcr ee inclusion also

""..; ihoLd a since r commutes -~ii'i~hthe Q' and 15 (0) e,: 0 :::'0r 1 ~ i.

1111.



c'2 ....~ I.·l~ not~ th."'.c this filtration is natural.. Let H* (A) re the

aa=ocLat.ed Gr~derl ri:lg. From Prop.5.2 (ii) \:-; Bee that nO (p' j.,

2....4 Fo.:· I":::C'Q !_;_12. , let ci (p) be the element of Hi(A) d.eterml f'ed :~S

tiP.lj e Ki (A) a Then clearly the ci are natural, and Eat i.sf,'f lhe

t-iJ.i ~IJ.eysum l'01111ula

Moreover,

c {P el QJ = 2.~ c. (p)c .(Q~.
n i+j:n ~ J

by Prop.4 •.5, c. (p) = 0 for i"} H(P).
1.

2.!.2. For A·:-.ObE. , let P;.c(A) be the Picard group of A. i.e. the group

of (iEomorphis.n classes) of projective modules of rank 1 under tensor

product. The rule PH' c1 (p) defines a function c1 :Pic (A) ~ II1 (A)

5.6 Th~

c
1
:Pic (A)

is an isomorphism of~~n _g_roups.

~2 c prove this theorem as the result of several lemmas. First

we notw t~at this function is a homomorphism. For if P,QE Pic(A)

then (P - 1) (Q - 1) ~ Ko:>(A), and so....

(p ~ Cl - 1) ~ (p - 1) + (Q w. 1) modK2(A)

i.e. c1(r ~ Q) = c1(P) + c1(Q).

5.~ If P ~Ob peA), and P has cons ant rank n, ccfine d3t P = ~np

T:le~.. dct P has rank 1, so belongs to Pic (A). If. J.; is sr':,' object in

P. '.: X. 6tA P
a, :".

(if non-zero) has constant rank (equal to d ) as an X.-mod le. Then
1.

det P.: is an X. module of rank 1, and \<le define
.... 1.

~ (A @X.det Pi)
1. 1.

'tlhich is an A- module of rank 1. It is well-kno'N;'l (see Bass, (5)

det P =

mailto:@X.det


t ,

that det (p G Q' = det F.det Q, so that this construction induceu a

homomor ph lsm

J~t:K(A)--;'>-.1' Pi c (A) •

2.'!.L£~!.I'.~jtj.c.!].II P,QE: Ob P(A) h~__£onstF.p.;,:t_~nl;r~_1"a_y..E.,g, then
!i) dot (r & Q) = (det p)q.(det Q)p
(:t n de-c (~ip) == (det p)n where n = "i-1 (p - 1).

,. )
\~ denote the tensor prDd~ct of p-copiea of P.

C0nsidcr tLC natural isoID0rphism

\'lhich'preserves the order'. This induces a map into ~pq(P & Q)

which respects the identification

and so induces a homomorphism
--?...det P & Q •

This map is natural, and when P,'~ are free is an isomorphism, as can

be seen by choosing bases. Hence it is an isomorphism locally, and

hence, by Prop.O.7 (i:), it is an isomorphism.

(ii) Let ~(p) :::m. Then mi = p!i/il(p-i)!

i.e. mi :::pn.

Co~sider the isomorphism
~n(&P(p» __ ---v}- &m(&i(p})

which 'preserves the ~:rder'. This defines a homomorphism

which respects the identification

and sib induces a ~4omomorphism

which is an isomorphifiM1 for the same reasons as :l,n(i) above.



·i(;;t (xy) = ( det x) m. (de t y) n

det( Aix) ~ (det x) where "'\i-1( .
=.,1\ n - 1,

Proof: (i) Writb x = P - ~,--_ and y = Q - q' whel'(.P, Q E pC A)

hC1,ve cous t ant 1a."'.ks Pt q and where p - P' =..1, an d q - q I :: m,

Then xy = (p - p')( Q - Cl'), and so
detCcy) == d..:t\? e Q).det(p'q') ..(det(P Ii q'»-\(L~.et(Q {; :t-,)-1

= (det F)q.(det; Q)P.(det F)-q'.(det Q)-:r>' sdnce d,,1. r ;: 1

= (det p)m.(dct Q)ll

= (det x)In.(det Y)ll •

(..) ("i ) "\.i(p') __det """ "lrp• "lS(_p')11 det ~ x = det ~ - p ~ /\ n
r+s=i

= r+5=i

by (i)
l'+s=i
Tl (det p)Ar-1(P_1). ~s(_p') by Prop.5.9 (i!)= r+5=i

{
= (de1- x) where t'= ~ ~r-1(p_1). ~e(_p').

r+s=1

,.e.. t.' = ~ Ar(p_1). ~s(_pt)
r+5=i-1

... t· •

1//1.

Proof: K (A) is gelleratp,~by monomials of the form
2

where Xj E RkO (A) and E ij ~ 2. Such a monornia::' is one of two types:

Type (a) - a product of two or more elements of RkO(A)
!'ype (b) - ~(X) where x €RkO(A) and i ~ 2.

We show that det is zero on each type.



l'r.'P.?_.JiV_ S-.l~:::l:U eLcue nb can be written as a product xy where
x, y E Rl<O ( AL 'I'hen

del; (xy ) = (det x)r(y) .(del; y)r(x)

= 1, the zero element i~ Pie CA)
(by Cor.5.10 (i)l since rex) = 0 = r(y).)
.~.:._(b).

=
= ",i-1 .

(de t (x + i _ 1» r\ (.'. - 1 - 1)=
!~O\l if i :: 2, the expone.rt is ),1 (0) = 0, and if i 2 it is also 0 eLnce

i - 1 ;:..i - 2.

Thus det( ~i(x» = 1 • the zero element of Pic (A).
Hence det is zero on K2(A).

1111.

~~ Because of Cor.5.11, the homomorphism det:K(A) -----~)Pic CA)
factors through a map

d-;t:U1(A) --~) Pic (A).

5.13 Proof oY Theor~~ 5~6-~Je show that c
1

and det are inverse dscmor-phdems,
If P CS" ric CA) t then

= det (p - 1) = det P = p since rep) = 1.
Th-!sd~.C1 = 1. To :P...·ov~ -;heconverse, suppose z €U1(A) is represonted
by P -!l in l-{kOCA). 1'hendet z = det P =,;\np, so

,~ ...
u -

It then suffices to show that
(p _ n) = CAnp - 1) mod K2 (A)•

Now by the following lemma ( Lemma 5.14 ), we know that

= ~ Oi(p _ n)
O~ i {..n

~ ~i(p _ n)
2 .!- i,i\. n

whence ~ - 1 - P - n mod K2(A).

i.e. 7\~ - 1 = p - n +

1111.



.2...14 LemMa
m

~j(-m)(i)
~I = 0

j ;-:0

(ii) F~r.. PE p( A), ra~~

for m> O.

Proof: (i)

n .
':t l)1.(p - n) = X(p)
i= 0

~t(-m) = (1+t)-m, and BO

0t(-m) = (1 - t)m.
m

Then 2 ·oj(-:1:) is the result of substituting 't=1' in ~ (-rn), which
j=O

is thus zero.
n .

= :f; ~1 (p - n + i - 1)
i=O

n n-r
= "l: L: ;:rep). Ai-r(_n + i - 1)

i::O r=O;

For 0 ~r.$ n , the coefficient of if (p) is

nI:~i-r(_n + i - 1)
i=r

=
n-r
E i\j (-n + r + j - 1)
j=O

n-e
= L: a-j(-(n-r»

j=O
For r ~ n, this is zero by (i). But 10r r = n, this is ~O(o) • 1,

n
~ zri(p - n) = '>f(P).
i=O

IIII
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